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RATED POWER OUTPUT: 500 watts A1, 300 watts A2 and A3.


NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES: 10 with Autotune throughout the range.

AUDIO RESPONSE: 100-5000 c.p.s. Less than 3 db from 1000 cycle reference.

AMPLITUDE DISTORTION: Less than 10% r.m.s. total harmonics at any modulation level. Measured at 400 c.p.s.

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE: Unbalanced antennas of 70-600 ohms up to 60° phase angle.

POWER SOURCE: 220 volt, single phase, 50/60 cycle.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0° C. to +50° C.

REMOTE CONTROL: Any of the five standard Collins arrangements.
IN TWO NEW HALICRAFTER RECEIVERS

Both designed to government specifications. Model S-27 (above) is the first general coverage UHF receiver providing reception of both Amplitude and Frequency modulated signals. (27 to 145 Megacycle coverage). The new Model SX-28 (below) is a 15 Tube general purpose communication receiver incorporating the latest technical advances. Each sells for less than two hundred dollars.

the hallicrafters inc.
CHICAGO, U.S.A.

Used by 33 Governments
Sold in 89 Countries
WITH 1941 IMPROVED FEATURES

The SKYRIDER MARINE
(MODEL S-22R)

This communications model is truly an all-purpose receiver: Covers Weather and Time Signals (N.A.A.), Beacons and Aircraft Weather, Commercial wave lengths—Ship-to-Shore, Ship-to-Ship, (calling and working on the same band.) The Broadcast band, The Amateur Bands (160 to 20 meters inclusive.) Police, High Frequency Ship-to-Ship, Aircraft, Press and Government channels. Plus the International Short Wave channels, 4 Bands, Frequency range from 16.5 to 2730 meters.

Improved Features—Two stages of IF—Greater sensitivity and selectivity. Permeability tuned IF transformers assure permanency of tuning.

Specially treated variable mica condensers will maintain adjustment under all atmospheric changes.

Directly calibrated main tuning dial.

Permeability-tuned beat oscillator with control to change BFO setting.

All steel parts and chassis heavily copper plated and nickel plated.

(18 mc. to 110 kc.), 110 volt AC/DC operation.

Easy logging is provided by mechanical bandspread with separate dial. The directly calibrated main tuning dial eliminates the use of confusing charts and tables. The improved image rejection at the higher frequencies is achieved through the use of a 1600 kc. IF amplifier. Tuning permanency is assured through permeability tuned IF transformers. The 1941 Skyrider Marine (Model S-22R) will give the maximum in utility and dependability.

Highly efficient mechanical bandspread with separate dial provides easy logging.

Frequency range 16.5 to 2730 meters (18 mc. to 110 kc.), Band 1—116-410 kc. . . . Band 2—400-1300 kc. . . . Band 3—1.7-5.9 mc. . . . Band 4—5.3-18 mc. 8 Tubes, cabinet dimensions 181/4" x 91/8" x 81/2".

The Skyrider Marine (Model S-22R) complete with tubes and speaker, $64.30 net.

Used by 33 Governments • Sold in 89 Countries
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section Communications Managers of the A.R.R.L. Communications Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern Pennsylvania</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRBES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maryland-Delaware-District of Columbia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1CIZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern New Jersey</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3CTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western New York</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8CRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Pennsylvania</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CENTRAL DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illinois</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wisconsin</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAKOTA DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9YNW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Dakota</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9YAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Dakota</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9NYO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northern Minnesota</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9YNQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern Minnesota</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DELTA DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arkansas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DDW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mississippi</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2EVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tennessee</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern New York</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6LY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N. Y. C. &amp; Long Island</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6LZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Jersey</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIDWEST DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6PR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iowa</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kansas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6OU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missouri</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nebraska</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW ENGLAND DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1CTI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Connecticut</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1HBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1LBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Massachusetts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1LAIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Hampshire</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1NRAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rhode Island</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1KJG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Montana</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7GNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTHWESTERN DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7CPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idaho</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7PQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Montana</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7CQN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Dakota</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8CQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Washington</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACIFIC DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K6ETF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hawaii</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nevada</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6UZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Diego</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6TL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Francisco</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6CIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sacramento Valley</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6MDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philippines</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6KAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Diego</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROANOKE DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Carolina</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4BOE/ANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Virginia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4QX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Virginia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4BOXO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9EMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colorado</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7CLG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Utah-Wyoming</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9EMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alabama</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W07GC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern Florida</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W0CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Florida</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W0BZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Georgia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W0AGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St. Louis (Cuba-Puerto Rico-Virgin Islands)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM2OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Venezuela</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEST GULF DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5DAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Louisiana</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5PFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Texas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5RFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Mexico</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5RWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maritime</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE1DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontario</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3EF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ONTARIO DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quebec</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUEBEC DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2ATL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VALENTA DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alberta</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>British Columbia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRARIE DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maritime</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontario</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rocky Mountains</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rocky Mountains</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontario</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE2BB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Officials appointed to act until the membership of the Section choose permanent S.C.M.s by nomination and election.*
HOW MANY OF THESE
Do YOUR Tubes Give You?

1—Low Driving Power—Fewer Stages
2—Easy Frequency-multiplication
3—More Compact Construction
4—High Output—High Efficiency
5—High-frequency Operation
6—Quick Band Change
7—No Neutralizing

Get Them ALL

with GL-814!

GL-814—BEAM-POWER TETRODE
ICAS* RATINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class C Telegraph</th>
<th>Class C Telephone PlateMod., Grid Mod.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plate Volts</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Milliamp</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving Power, Watts</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Power, Watts</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Intermittent Commercial and Amateur Service

For the low-power man who wants to step up a notch or the high-power man who wants greater flexibility in his rig, the GL-814 deserves plenty of consideration. GL-814's high power-sensitivity puts you up to 160 watts (cw) with only 1.5 watts driving power. As a frequency multiplier it's great. Band switching becomes a snap. By cutting out intermediate stages you cur down on equipment required, and on transmitter size. And there's no neutralizing to worry about. Figure how GL-814's can do a job for you . . . then see or write your G-E dealer. Try G.E. and measure the difference! General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

GL-814 - - $17.50
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"IT SEEMS TO US—"

CONFIDENCE

Are you one of those amateurs who are holding off from buying some needed or much-desired piece of gear because of fear that amateur radio in this country is going to be closed up soon? There seem to be several of you, and we have a few words we’d like to get off on the subject:

Manufacturers and dealers are currently offering us the most interesting line of apparatus and parts that has existed in the history of radio. If we and they are not to lose contact, if we are not to lose the benefit of their business interest in us and their new developments especially designed for our field, it is perfectly manifest that we must continue to patronize them — if we can feel safe in doing so. Otherwise they’ll go broke and fold, or — what is of almost the same result to us — concentrate on government orders and abandon us. The thing seems to hinge entirely, then, on whether we can feel safe.

For twenty-odd years we’ve been keeping the rails hot between Hq. and Washington. We frequently visit many government officials there, both military and civil. They were somewhat concerned about amateur operation early this past summer. That’s why they got up the orders that were imposed on us last June — to correct the things that they thought needed correcting. All of them now profess to us to be satisfied with our present situation. They realize that amateur radio is that most remarkable kind of a training school, one in which ardent devotees train themselves in the intricacies of a very complex art at their own expense. They want to see this self-training intensified, not discouraged; national defense considerations require it. Do you think that F.C.C. would be engaged in the present terrific expense and effort of getting our fingerprints and citizenship histories if there were intention of shutting us down shortly? No, the indexes all point the other way and they tell us that no new regulations are even under contemplation. We do not have the slightest knowledge whether this country will eventually get into the war but there is certainly no suggestion that it will in the near future; and we feel that, short of that, we are going to continue our present serene course without further material restriction.

So if you’re planning a new antenna system or eyeing a new receiver or lying awake nights visualizing a new sender-outer, we consider that you are safe in investing in it; hop to it.

CONSCRIPTION

November will be a momentous month in the American chronicle, marking the first peacetime induction for compulsory military training in our country’s history. Inevitably, amongst those thus drafted will be a goodly number of radio amateurs, members of A.R.R.L. A word to you young fellows:

The military folks will be keeping a sharp lookout for numerous kinds of technical specialists amongst the men called up. You, because you’re a radio amateur, will prefer radio work — because it will be more interesting to you than other work, because you’ll learn something new, and because you know you can serve best by giving of your radio talents. You will find that arrangements have been provided to give radio assignments to conscripts who are hams. This is the way we understand it will work:

When conscription begins in November, the men called up for duty will first be ordered to a local "induction station" or "reception center," where their qualifications will be determined and the proper arm or service for them decided. Have your license with you, because right there is the place for you to announce your radio qualifications and press hard for an assignment to radio work. It shouldn’t be difficult since, we are told, they will have instructions to locate as many radio men as possible. From the reception center the men will be sent to the "replacement center" of the service to which they have been assigned, to receive training for a period of up to three months. The Signal Corps and the Air Corps and probably other arms will maintain such centers for the training of their communications personnel. After the schooling the men will go to duty with tactical units of their arm, filling out the remainder of their training year with field service. If you are quite a skilled amateur you will not have to take the entire school course but will slip through with a small amount of "processing" and be assigned to a unit, or perhaps retained at the school in an instructorship. Your one is to advertise the
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fact that you're a communications man right from your first reporting, until you have a radio assignment.

You men are giving up a year to receive training and experience at the hands of your government. That year can be pretty much what you make it. It will be no bed of heliotrope but if you apply yourselves you'll come out of it a whole lot smarter and healthier than when you went in. Remember that you will be the representatives of the institution of amateur radio. For years we have said that the amateur body provided a great reservoir of trained personnel for national needs. In you the government is now sampling that reservoir. Show them what a radio amateur can do! Don't be too cocky but show them that he's good! Play the game and do your part to maintain the tradition that a good ham can lick any other kind of a radio man at whatever needs to be done.

Incidentally, the League has proposed to the F.C.C. that it would be swell if the expiring licenses of men on active service were renewed upon application without the usually-required proof of activity. Sort of keeping the home fires burning. The Commission says it will be glad to cooperate and we believe something can be worked out. Watch QST for the news.

Which reminds us: Have your folks remail QST to you, so you'll keep up with what's going on. (Requires additional postage.) When you're "permanently" located you can have us change your address, if you wish, but in such a request give us the QTH of the old homestead as well as the one where Uncle Sam is putting you up. Matter of fact, we'd like a postcard occasionally anyway, both to have the news and because we'd like to keep a scoresheet on the ham's contributions to the defense training program. The best of luck, OM!

DEFENSE MATTERS

There has been an American Radio Relay League in this country since 1914—nearly twenty-seven years. It belongs to you fellows and it looks after your interests through the directors whom you elect. Whatever the new problems or whatever the changing aspects of American life, the League can be counted upon to be on the job in your interests. It has the record of having done so unfailingly for a full generation.

It isn't necessary to assert to you that it is busy to-day, both in looking after your interests and in consulting with government officials on the best employment for amateur talents as the country gears up to face a mad world. You already know it, because you have seen these relations growing over the past generation. Your League is already here and it's all set; it is the amateur organization. There is no need for A.R.R.L. suddenly to wrap itself in the star-spangled banner and start screaming like eagles as to how, with the help of the heavenly host and divers names of big-shots, it will overnight raise a hundred million radio militiamen and save the country from the powers of darkness, including taking over the monitoring functions of the federal government. If our organization seems a bit too conservative and dignified for that sort of thing, perhaps it is because our contacts are better and our knowledge of the situation and the needs sounder.

In recent months, officials of the League have had many conversations with government authorities, both civil and military. We have explored the possibilities for amateurs to help in the defense picture. Some interesting ideas are in the works, ideas that can't be talked about yet but which will be announced as they take definite form. The important thing we want you to see now is that your association is, as usual, on the job, and that what needs to be done is being done, even if we aren't waving flags.

In the meanwhile, the greatest contribution to national preparedness that the individual amateur can make is to look after his personal preparedness by raising his code proficiency, including copying on the mill. Phone amateurs have not only that code duty but also the opportunity to develop proficiency in handling traffic by voice. For those with a yen for active-service training, both Army (Signal Corps and Air Corps) and Navy are seeking enlistments, offering schooling, contact with new gear and methods, and field experience.

As we go about our work on the air, we are requested to keep our ears open and report any monkey business we hear to the nearest office of F.C.C. It is their work; we just help. If we're approached with improper operating proposals, ditto nearest office of F.B.I.

As the National Guard moves out for active duty, a Home Guard will be formed in each state, mostly of men out of draft age or with dependents or flat feet. They have to start from scratch, with little or no equipment, no radio personnel. In some states they are already calling for amateur help. Here is a chance — see if they don't need you in your state.

With over a million men away from home in camps and bases and schools, there is going to be an amateur message-traffic problem of big proportions. Our Communications Department is planning now what ought to be done about it. It's down our groove, the kind of public service we've always given, and it will be important in the coming year. It will take our best skill as relayers and will provide traffic proficiency as well as code proficiency itself. There will be a place in it for everybody.

K. B. W.
A Simple Two-Tube Exciter

Compact Multi-Band Plug-in-Coil Unit Delivering up to 50 Watts or More

BY DON H. MIX,* WITS

Here is a simple exciter or low-power transmitter which ought to be just the ticket for the more advanced beginner — the ham who is looking for something more pretentious with which to replace his simple 6L6 oscillator transmitter. Making use of a pair of the less-expensive tubes and a system of plug-in coils, it will deliver power up to 50 watts or more and cover five bands — four bands with one crystal.

The first transmitter for most beginners is the crystal-controlled oscillator. Although limited in performance, it is a logical choice because of its extreme simplicity and low cost. While such a transmitter will furnish much in the way of fun and operating experience, most amateurs, sooner or later, wish to expand. Just as a good communications-type receiver is considered a good long-term investment, a well-built exciter is something which, once built, may be used as the nucleus for almost limitless expansion in the transmitting end of the station.

An exciter need not be complicated nor an item of great expense. A pair of the less-expensive tubes and a system of plug-in coils are about all that are needed for a multi-band exciter which will serve as a transmitter of quite respectable power in itself, or may be used to drive any sort of amplifier up to one of a half-kw. rating or so.

In the unit shown in the accompanying photographs, a 6L6G oscillator is used to drive an 807 as an amplifier-doubler. As shown in the diagram of Fig. 1, a Tri-tet circuit, which is used to obtain output from the oscillator at harmonics of the crystal frequency, is reduced to the simple tetrode circuit for oscillator output at the crystal fundamental by short-circuiting the cathode tank circuit. Sufficient oscillator output at the fourth harmonic of the crystal fundamental frequency, as well as at the second-harmonic and fundamental frequencies, is obtainable to drive the 807 which may be operated as either a straight amplifier at the frequency of the oscillator output or as a frequency doubler. This makes it possible to obtain an output of 25 to 50 watts or more in four bands from a single crystal of properly-chosen frequency with the unit operating from a 750-volt, 250-ma. power supply.

If, for example, we start out with a crystal ground to a frequency of 1760 kc., Sw1 will be closed and, with the oscillator operating in the tetrode circuit, its plate circuit, as well as the plate circuit of the 807, will be tuned to this frequency. The 807, operating as a straight amplifier, will then deliver power output at 1760 kc. If the 1.7-Mc. coil is plugged in at L1 and 3.5-Mc. coils at L2 and L3 and Sw1 opened, the oscil-

The two-tube plug-in coil exciter is built to conserve space in the relay rack. The panel is 3½ in. by 19 in. A clearance hole is cut in the left end of the panel for the crystal socket which is mounted in the chassis directly above the cathode-circuit switch. The left-hand dial controls the tuning of the oscillator plate tank circuit, while the one to the left is the control for the output tank circuit. The switch at the right-hand end is for the 200-ma. meter. The outer ceramic buttons used in providing insulating mountings for the tank condensers are the only things appearing on top of the chassis.
lator will double the frequency when its plate circuit is tuned to 3520 kc. and the plate circuit of the 807 when tuned to the same frequency, will deliver power at 3520 kc. The same output frequency could be obtained by operating the oscillator in the pentode circuit with Sw1 closed and its plate circuit tuned to 1760 kc., while the 807 is allowed to double frequency by tuning its plate circuit to 3520 kc. This, however, results in a less-efficient form of operation, so it is always advisable to operate the 807 as a straight amplifier whenever possible.

If 7-Mc. coils are plugged in at L2 and L5, frequency will be quadrupled to 7040 kc. in the plate circuit of the oscillator and the amplifier tuned to this frequency will deliver power in this band. Output on still another band may be obtained with the 1760 kc. crystal by plugging a 14-Mc. coil, instead of the 7-Mc. coil at L5.

Then, with the 807 plate circuit tuned to 14 Mc. and the output circuit this time doubling frequency, power output will be on 14080 kc.

By starting out with a 3.5-Mc. crystal, output may be obtained in the 28-Mc. band as well as the 3.5-, 7- and 14-Mc. bands; or, by the use of a 7-Mc. crystal, somewhat higher output at 28 Mc. may be obtained by operating the 807 as a straight amplifier at this frequency while quadrupling frequency in the plate circuit of the oscillator tuned to 28 Mc.

The entire unit is designed to operate from a single 250-ma. supply delivering up to 750 volts, the maximum voltage at which the 807 is designed to operate. A fixed bias of 45 volts is required for the 807 and the two heaters together consume 1.8 amperes at 6.3 volts. In the keying system shown, both the oscillator and amplifier are keyed simultaneously in the common cathode.

![Circuit diagram of the two-tube plug-in exciter.](image-url)
lead. If preferred, the fixed bias on the 807 may be increased to 90 volts and the oscillator circuit keyed alone.

The exciter is built in the form of a unit to fit a standard transmitter rack and is so constructed that the vertical panel space required is reduced to a minimum — only 3 1/2 inches. This style of construction, in which the tubes and coils are mounted on the rear edge of the chassis, also makes band-changing especially convenient, since another rack unit immediately above will not interfere with the removal of coils or tubes. The crystal socket is at the front so that frequencies within a band may be changed without the necessity for going to the rear. A single milliammeter with a scale of 200 ma is provided for checking the plate current of either oscillator or amplifier tubes. The switch, Sw2, throws the meter across a 10-ohm resistance in either plate fed circuit. These resistors are sufficiently high in value in comparison with the resistance of the meter as to have no practical effect upon the calibration of the meter.

Construction

The chassis is a standard item measuring 17 inches long by 3 inches deep by 4 inches wide. As many of the holes as possible should be drilled or cut before assembly is started. The two tank condensers are placed with their shafts 5 1/2 inches from either end of the chassis. Half-inch holes should be drilled at the point of each mounting hole for the National button-type insulators on which the condensers are mounted. The rear buttons should come as close to the rear edge of the chassis as possible to allow sufficient room for the Millen flexible shaft couplings and the panel-bearing units. To make the buttons clamp the chassis tightly, bend tight-fitting rings of No. 18 enameled wire around the shoulders of each button before inserting in the hole. Small 1/4-inch spacers should be placed between the under side of the button and the bottom of the midget condenser to bring its shaft up level with that of C3. All of the isolantite sockets are sub-mounted in the chassis and their relative positions, as well as those of the plug-in mounting for L2 and the two switches, may be determined from the photographs. A 4-prong socket is used for the cathode circuit coil; a 6-prong socket with each group of three terminals wired together serves as the crystal socket so that the crystal may be plugged in in any position; while the output coil requires a 5-prong socket.

The 5-prong socket for the 807 is sub-mounted in a partition cut and bent from any handy sheet metal 1/4-inch or so thick. It is 3 inches square. A Hammarlund type PTS shield is fastened with the socket-mounting screws. Amphenol insulated pin jacks for link output are set in the end of the chassis next to the output tank coil and a Millen 5-terminal connector strip at the left-hand end under the 6L6 and cathode coil is used for making connections to the key and power supply. Half-inch holes should be drilled in the rear edge of the chassis immediately under each end terminal of L3, under the center of the 807 socket and under the plate terminal of the 807. These are for passing connections through the chassis to parts inside and should be lined with rubber grommets to prevent accidental contact with the chassis.

The large resistors should be mounted as shown in the bottom-view photograph. R8 and R9 are the two large resistors at the right, R6 and R7 the two mounted vertically against the rear wall of the chassis and R4 and R5 the two behind the meter.

The panel is 3 1/2 inches high and 19 inches long and is cut from 1/4-inch presboard with crackle finish. Clearance holes must be cut for the
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nulliammeter and the crystal, the latter large enough so that the crystal will fit close against the socket when plugged in. Standard mounting holes will come %inch from both top and bottom and %inch in from the edges.

Wiring

The power wiring should be done first of all after the assembly is complete. Push-back wire may be used for the heater wiring, but wire with heavier insulation should be used for high-voltage circuits. Length of power leads is unimportant, but the wiring should be kept bunched together and down against the chassis and as well-spaced from the stators of the variable condensers and the crystal and tube sockets as possible. By-pass condensers should be connected directly to the points to be by-passed, with the other side connected to the nearest convenient mounting screw grounded to the chassis. One end of the oscillator grid-circuit r.f. choke is fastened directly to one side of the crystal socket, while its opposite end is fastened to a small fibre lug strip which insulates it from the chassis. Rs is fastened between this lug strip and a grounded mounting screw.

On the 4-prong cathode-coil socket, each of the two large prongs is connected to one of the small prongs. C4 is then connected between the two large prongs. When the cathode coils are wound, the ends of the winding connect to the two large pins. The cathode coil for use with 3.5-Mc. crystals requires an extra 100-mufd. capacity — C2. This is placed inside the coil form with its ends connecting to the two small pins.

One end of Rs is connected to the pair of socket prongs connecting to the bottom end of L4, while the other end connects to the ungrounded key terminal. soldered to the 807 socket are the cathode and screen by-pass condensers and the grid r.f. choke whose other end is anchored to a small insulating lug strip fastened to one of the screws at the base of the partition. The 807 grid leak is on the inside of the chassis with one of its terminal wires running through the grommeted hole at the base of the partition to the lower end of the r.f. choke, and its opposite end fastened to another short insulating lug strip which is connected to the negative bias terminal of the power-supply strip with a short length of wire. The coupling capacity, C4, is soldered directly between the plate end of the socket for L2 and the grid terminal of the 807 socket. The meter-shunting resistances, R10 and R11, are soldered directly to the meter switch.

Connections between the cathode coil, the 6L6 socket, crystal socket and Sw1 are made with rigid No. 14 bare wire well-spaced from other wiring. This wire is also used to make connections between the sockets of L5 and L4 and their respective tuning condensers and also for the connections between the plate of the 807 and the stator of C2.

Tuning

Since the 807 requires no neutralizing, tuning the exciter consists chiefly of selecting the proper coils and tuning the two plate circuits to resonance. Because it is possible to double or quadruple frequency in the plate circuit of the oscillator and to double frequency in the plate circuit of the 807 as well, there are several possible combinations of coils and crystals which will produce the same output frequency. However, much better efficiencies are obtainable when operating the 807 as a straight amplifier, rather than doubling, so that it is always advisable, as mentioned previously, to operate the output stage in this manner whenever possible. This possibility occurs in all cases except where it is necessary to obtain output at the eighth harmonic of the crystal frequency — 14-Mc. output from a 1.7-Mc. crystal or 28-Mc. output from a 3.5-Mc. crystal. The accompanying chart will enable the operator to choose at a glance the combination required for the desired output from a given crystal. It also indicates the position in which Sw1 should be thrown. Always be sure that the crystal frequency chosen is one whose
With the proper coils and crystals in place, Sw1 thrown to the correct position and both condensers set at minimum capacity (100 division on dial), the high-voltage should be applied with the meter switch in the second position where it will read plate current to the 807. If all resistances are correct and the plate voltage 750, the plate current should run approximately 25 ma. Now close the key and turn the oscillator tank condenser for resonance as indicated by a pronounced dip in plate current. Do not hold the key closed for long periods under this condition. As soon as the peak has been obtained, tune the amplifier plate tank condenser for resonance as shown on dial reading zero at full capacity of lower voltage, the power output will, of course, be reduced in proportion. In such a case, it may be of advantage to alter somewhat the values of resistance specified for the voltage dividers in order to increase the voltages on the oscillator plate and screen and also that of the screen of the 807. With a 600-volt supply, Rs and R8 should be changed to 1000 ohms each and R4 to 20,000 ohms and R5 to 10,000 ohms. Power output will average 30 to 35 watts with the 807 operating as a straight amplifier.

### COIL AND TUNING TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.7 1.7</td>
<td>1.7 1.7</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>1.7 1.7 1.7</td>
<td>1.7 1.7 1.7</td>
<td>10 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7 3.5</td>
<td>1.7 3.5</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>1.7 3.5 3.5</td>
<td>1.7 3.5 3.5</td>
<td>10 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 3.5</td>
<td>3.5 3.5</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>3.5 3.5 3.5</td>
<td>3.5 3.5 3.5</td>
<td>10 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 7</td>
<td>3.5 7</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>3.5 7 7 7</td>
<td>3.5 7 7 7</td>
<td>20 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 7</td>
<td>3.5 7</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>3.5 7 7 7</td>
<td>3.5 7 7 7</td>
<td>20 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 7</td>
<td>7 7</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>7 7 7 7</td>
<td>7 7 7 7</td>
<td>20 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7 14</td>
<td>1.7 14</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>1.7 7 14</td>
<td>1.7 7 14</td>
<td>20 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 14</td>
<td>3.5 14</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>3.5 14 14</td>
<td>3.5 14 14</td>
<td>30 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 14</td>
<td>7 14</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>7 14 14</td>
<td>7 14 14</td>
<td>35 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 28</td>
<td>3.5 28</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>3.5 14 28</td>
<td>3.5 14 28</td>
<td>35 80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 28</td>
<td>7 28</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>7 28 28</td>
<td>7 28 28</td>
<td>75 80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Approx. dial settings for low-frequency ends of bands with dial reading zero at full capacity of condenser.

Harmonics will fall in the band in which operation is to take place.

With the proper coils and crystals in place, Sw1 thrown to the correct position and both condensers set at minimum capacity (100 division on dial), the high-voltage should be applied with the meter switch in the second position where it will read plate current to the 807. If all resistances are correct and the plate voltage 750, the plate current should run approximately 25 ma. Now close the key and turn the oscillator tank condenser for resonance as indicated by a pronounced dip in plate current. Do not hold the key closed for long periods under this condition. As soon as the peak has been obtained, tune the amplifier plate tank condenser for resonance as shown on dial reading zero at full capacity of lower voltage, the power output will, of course, be reduced in proportion. In such a case, it may be of advantage to alter somewhat the values of resistance specified for the voltage dividers in order to increase the voltages on the oscillator plate and screen and also that of the screen of the 807. With a 600-volt supply, Rs and R8 should be changed to 1000 ohms each and R4 to 20,000 ohms and R5 to 10,000 ohms. Power output will average 30 to 35 watts with the 807 operating as a straight amplifier.

Because the plate and screen of the 6L6 are operated from a voltage divider, their voltages will vary considerably with conditions of tuning. Plate voltage will vary between 400 and 450 except when operating at the fourth harmonic when it will normally fall to 340 volts or so. The screen voltage varies simultaneously from 280 to 210 volts or so.

The tank coils for the output circuit are fitted with link windings for coupling to a following stage with link input, to a low-impedance transmission line feeding an antenna or to an antenna coupler. In most cases, the maximum rated dissipation of 30 watts will not be exceeded in loading the output circuit until the 807 draws the maximum rated plate current of 100 ma. However, when doubling frequency in the output stage, the plate current should be limited to 70 ma. At 28 Mc. and 80 ma., at 14 Mc., and to 90 ma. when operating the 807 as a straight amplifier at 28 Mc. Power output under these conditions should average 40 to 55 watts on all bands so long as the 807 is operated as a straight amplifier. When doubling frequency in the output circuit to 14 and 28 Mc., the output will normally be reduced to about 27 and 18 watts respectively.

Amplifier screen voltage will normally vary between 240 and 300 volts, the higher values obtaining when quadrupling in the oscillator.

If the exciter is operated from a power supply of lower voltage, the power output will, of course, be reduced in proportion. In such a case, it may be of advantage to alter somewhat the values of resistance specified for the voltage dividers in order to increase the voltages on the oscillator plate and screen and also that of the screen of the 807. With a 600-volt supply, Rs and R8 should be changed to 1000 ohms each and R4 to 20,000 ohms and R5 to 10,000 ohms. Power output will average 30 to 35 watts with the 807 operating as a straight amplifier.
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Modernizing the Regenerative Superhet

A 1941 Version with Stepped-Up Performance

BY GEORGE GRAMMER,* WIDF

Here's a revamped version of a popular QST receiver. Bringing the old set up to date won't be hard work for those who have the original model. And fellows who are looking for an economical receiver to build will find this one gives a lot more in the way of results than the cost of its parts would lead them to suspect.

The regenerative superhet described in QST about two years ago seemed to catch the fancy of a good many of the gang — especially the ones to whom economy is important. Those who have stuck with it probably will be interested in knowing about some relatively simple changes in the circuit which not only modernize the outfit but — considerably more important than just the satisfaction of installing some of the newer tubes — markedly improve its performance. The fellows who came in late can, if they want, be introduced to an Im-band receiver which will easily repay in operating satisfaction its relatively small cost — less than thirty dollars with tubes.

The basic design of the receiver is unchanged — regenerative mixer to give gain and improve signal-to-image ratio, regenerative i.f. stage for single-signal selectivity, separate high-frequency and beat oscillators for stability. Most of the parts are the same as in the original set. Some circuit details differ; these will be discussed in order. Chief results of the rebuilding are an increase in gain (about five times overall compared to the original circuit), lessened interaction between i.f. oscillator and mixer, and a higher order of stability. These are the result of circuit changes.

Mechanically, the installation of a new dial which can be directly calibrated is a highly-desirable operating convenience. In response to requests for it, we have added an audio volume control, and for the same reason an a.v.c. circuit is included.

The new circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1. The mixer, originally a 6L7, is now a 6SA7, which has been found to give greater freedom from pulling of the oscillator frequency, is easier to "drive" properly by the oscillator, and gives a better signal-to-noise ratio. The 6L5 oscillator circuit is, with minor changes in circuit values, the same as before. A 6SK7 replaces the 6K7 in the i.f. amplifier; this change is not important, but in rebuilding the set we thought we might as well stick to single-ended tubes. Instead of the 6C5 second detector we now have a 6SQ7, installed mostly for the purpose of getting a.v.c. voltage conveniently; it also offers an opportunity to put an audio volume control in a good spot. The 6G5 beat oscillator and 6F6 audio stage are essentially the same as in the original model. A highly-recommended addition to the receiver is the VR-105 regulator tube; one of these tubes ought to be put in the old set even if none of the other changes are made, since it practically washes out the effects of varying supply voltage.

The Voltage Regulator

The original chassis layout did not offer a good place for the regulator tube so we made a new one, rearranging the i.f. section to make room for it. This is not strictly necessary, since there is space enough underneath the chassis to install the tube if one wants. As shown in the diagram, the regulator is connected across the "B" supply voltage in series with a resistor; the plate voltage for the two oscillators, screen voltage for the 6SA7 mixer and screen voltage for the 6SK7 i.f. amplifier are taken from the junction of tube and resistor. This keeps these voltages constant at 105 volts regardless of changes in current drawn from the "B" supply or reasonable changes in line voltage. The most obvious result of the use of the regulator tube is the fact that the r.f. gain control can be varied over its whole range without the slightest effect on the oscillator frequency. However, there are other factors which affect the voltage applied to the oscillator plate as well, and in compensating
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The modernized regenerative s.s. super includes a new National Type ACN dial which can be directly calibrated in frequency, a voltage regulator, and a new tube line-up which increases gain and stability.

QST for
In this top view, the mixer tuning condenser is at bottom left, band-spread condenser in the center, and the band-set condenser at the right. The left-hand switch is for a.v.c., that at the right is B-plus on-off. The mixer section is to the left of the vertical shield, oscillator to the right. Along the rear, the first i.f. transformer is at the left, followed by the i.f. tube, second i.f. transformer, second detector, beat oscillator tube, h.o. transformer, and the 6F6 audio output.

for all of them, the regulator gives that "B battery" steadiness to the signals which is all the more appreciated because so few receivers seem to sound that way these days.

Regulating the mixer and i.f. tube screen voltages maintains constant tube operating conditions despite changes in supply voltages, a particularly helpful feature when the regeneration is pushed up near maximum. There is therefore less tendency for a regenerative stage to spill over when the line voltage gives a momentary jump. The screen dropping resistors normally used with these tubes are of course no longer needed. Fixed screen voltage on the i.f. amplifier also makes the gain control more effective, since the screen voltage cannot rise as the bias is increased. The screen-cathode voltage, in fact, drops with larger grid bias, since the voltage to ground is maintained constant.

The dropping resistor, R14, will need to be adjusted for the individual "B" supply voltage. The full 5000 ohms is about right for a supply voltage of 250 to 300 volts. Lower voltages will require less resistance. Use the maximum resistance which will permit the tube to remain ignited under normal operating conditions; if R14 is too large and the plate voltage too low, the VR-105 will ignite when the set is first turned on, but will go out as soon as the tubes get warmed up. On the other hand, the series resistance should not be too small, because the tube will be overloaded during the warming-up period.

The regulator tube is provided with a jumper between one pair of base pins which can be used as an automatic switch when the tube is plugged into or removed from the socket. In this case we used the jumper as shown at "X" on the diagram. It is in series with the 105-volt lead from the tube to the rest of the receiver and breaks this lead when the tube is taken from the socket. This is done to prevent running the oscillator plate and the screens of the mixer and i.f. amplifier at excessive voltage (it will be close to the full plate voltage) if the regulator is taken out.

The Mixer Circuit

The 6SA7 has some special characteristics of its own which account for the changes in this part of the circuit. The grid arrangement is different from that of the 6L7; the oscillator grid (used as an injection grid in this case) is nearest the cathode, while the signal grid is No. 3. The construction of the tube is such that changes in signal-grid voltage have no effect on the space charge in the vicinity of the cathode, so that the cathode current remains constant regardless of the voltage on the No. 3 grid. The changes in plate current are compensated for by opposite changes in screen current. This feature is partly responsible for the greater freedom from pulling with this tube as compared to other mixers. To get the full benefit of it, however, the voltage-regulation on the screen is desirable, and it is also desirable to avoid changes in cathode current such as would be brought about by cathode-resistor control of regeneration. Hence in the present circuit the regeneration control, R15, is placed across the tickler winding.

This type of regeneration control is quite smooth in operation, besides minimizing oscillator pulling. It has one defect, however; the detuning effect on the mixer grid circuit is greater than that of the cathode control which it replaces. The greater oscillator stability seemed to us more desirable than smaller detuning in the mixer circuit, since the latter is simply an amplitude effect.

The No. 1 grid of the 6SA7 requires a leak of 20,000 ohms for best conversion, and the oscillator voltage must be adjusted to cause a rectified grid current of 0.3 to 0.5 ma. to flow through it. Since the resistance is fairly low, an impedance step-down from the oscillator tank is indicated. This is most simply obtained by using the coupling arrangement shown in the diagram, with the mixer injection grid connected to the plate of the oscillator through a small coupling condenser.

The oscillator tickler, Lb, should be adjusted to give the proper grid current through R3; the oscillator coil specifications give suitable values. If a 0-1 d.c. milliammeter is available, it may be connected temporarily between the lower end of R3 and ground (a by-pass condenser with short leads should be used across the same points) and the oscillator ticklers adjusted individually for best results in the various bands. Since fairly strong feedback is required, it is necessary to reduce the oscillator grid leak, RD, from its original value of 150,000 ohms to 50,000 ohms.

The mixer grid coils are much the same as in the
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original receiver, except that a turn or so is taken off the higher-frequency coils to compensate for the difference in tubes. The antenna coils, \( L_2 \), have been rewound to present an impedance of 500 ohms to a balanced line; smaller or larger coils probably will be better for lines of different impedance. As a matter of convenience, the ticklers, \( L_4 \), are scramble-wound and of a diameter to fit conveniently inside the coil form. They should be mounted on stiff leads long enough to bring them just inside the grid coils at the bottom. The amount of feedback can be adjusted by bending the coil on its mounting leads so that its axis is shifted with respect to the axis of the grid coil. The ticklers may be coated with Duco cement to keep the turns in place. Needless to say, the assembly should be made as firm as possible so that the feedback will be unaffected by vibration or the ordinary jars to the table on which the receiver sits.

**The I.F. Amplifier**

The use of the single-ended 6SK7 in the i.f. stage makes some small circuit changes necessary. Chiefly, care should be taken to keep the plate and grid leads to the i.f. transformers well separated and fairly close to the chassis. Since there is no top cap on the tube, the regeneration is introduced by means of a small condenser connected between grid and plate instead of the wire in the i.f. transformer can used previously. Somewhat more feedback is needed because the diode detector loads the plate circuit more than did the plate detector in the original circuit. The condenser, \( C_{16} \), is a 30-µfd. trimmer with the adjusting screw removed and the movable plate bent out to reduce the capacity below the rated minimum of 3 µfd. The capacity should be adjusted so that the i.f. stage goes into oscillation well below the maximum gain position on the gain control, \( R_{16} \). This increases the effective single-signal selectivity of the stage by preventing "spreading out" of strong signals.

We need to mention one point in connection with the i.f. amplifier. Don't use cheap micro-trimmed i.f. transformers! Several sets we had correspondence about, and one we had personal experience with, turned out to be away below par simply because of the transformers. The permeability-tuned units specified are satisfactory and

---

**Fig. 1** — Circuit diagram of the regenerative superhet.

- \( C_1, C_2 - 50-\mu ffd. \text{variable (Hammarlund MC-50-S)} \)
- \( C_3 - 35-\mu ffd. \text{variable (National UM-35)} \)
- \( C_4 - 50-\mu ffd. \text{mica} \)
- \( C_5, C_6, C_7, C_8 - 0.1-\mu ffd. \text{paper, 600-volt} \)
- \( C_9, C_{10}, C_{11}, C_{12} - 0.01-\mu ffd. \text{paper, 600-volt} \)
- \( C_{13}, C_{14} - 0.005-\mu ffd. \text{mica} \)
- \( C_{15} - 3-30-\mu ffd. \text{trimmer (National M-30); see text} \)
- \( C_{16} - 250-\mu ffd. \text{mica} \)
- \( C_{17}, C_{18}, C_{19} - 100-\mu ffd. \text{mica} \)
- \( C_{20} - 25-\mu ffd. \text{electrolytic, 50-volt} \)
- \( R_1 - 200 \text{ohms, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_2 - 20,000 \text{ohms, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_3, R_4, R_5 - 50,000 \text{ohms, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_6 - 300 \text{ohms, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_7 - 0.2 \text{megohm, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_8 - 2000 \text{ohms, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_9 - 1 \text{megohm, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_{10} - 1 \text{megohm, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_{11} - 0.5 \text{megohm, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( R_{12} - 450 \text{ohms, 1-watt} \)
- \( R_{13} - 75,000 \text{ohms, 1-watt} \)
- \( R_{14} - 5000 \text{ohms, 10-watt adjustable} \)
- \( R_{15} - 10,000-\text{ohm volume control} \)
- \( R_{16} - 25,000-\text{ohm volume control} \)
- \( R_{17} - 2-\text{megohm volume control} \)
- \( R_{18} - 2 \text{megohms, } 1/2-\text{watt} \)
- \( T_1 - 460-\text{kc. permeability-tuned i.f. transformer, interstage type (Millen 64456)} \)
- \( T_2 - 460-\text{kc. permeability-tuned i.f. transformer, diode type (Millen 64454)} \)
- \( T_3 - 460-\text{kc. beat-oscillator transformer (Millen 64456)} \)
- \( R_{19} - 2.5-\text{mh. r.f. choke} \)
- \( J - \text{Closed-circuit jack} \)
- \( S_1, S_2 - \text{S.p.s.t. toggle} \)
- \( L_1-L_8 \text{ inc. — See coil table} \)
- \( X \text{ indicates jumper inside VR-105 base} \)
Practically all the wiring is below the base. The most crowded part is around the second detector (third socket from the right) where a number of small resistors and condensers have to be fitted in. Condenser C15, which normally mounts directly between the grid and plate prongs on the 6SK7 socket, has been removed to permit the wiring to show more clearly. The r.f. layout is practically identical with that of the original model.

Inexpensive; if anything else is to be substituted, use good air-tuned transformers.

**Second Detector**

The diode second detector represents a considerable change in the circuit. The chief benefits to be derived from its use are increased audio gain, especially when using the loud speaker, the use of an audio gain control without loss of volume, as would be the case if resistance coupling were used from a plate detector to the headset, and the possibility of automatic gain control. The latter is effective chiefly in holding down the strength of quite strong signals, since with only one i.f. stage the control is somewhat limited. For c.w. work it is of little value, and a dollar or so can be saved by leaving it out.

In Fig. 1, the upper diode is the one used for detection of the i.f. signal. Either of the two diode plates can be used for the purpose. The load resistor consists of $R_5$ and $R_7$ in series, $R_5$ being used for the purpose of r.f. filtering along with $C_17$. The audio output is taken through $C_{16}$ to $R_{15}$, the audio gain control, which is in the grid circuit of the triode section of the 6SQ7. It is important to prevent r.f. from getting to the triode grid, and it was found necessary to use shielded wire for the leads from $C_{10}$ (which is mounted near the tube socket) to $R_{17}$, and from $R_{17}$ to the grid of the triode. $R_8$ and $C_{13}$ are the cathode resistor and by-pass condenser for the triode section.

The second diode plate is coupled to the first through $C_{22}$, a small mica condenser, $R_{18}$ is the a.v.c. load resistor and $R_9$ the filter resistor. $C_{12}$ and $C_{14}$ are the by-pass condensers (and part of the time-constant circuit) for the grid circuits of the i.f. and mixer tubes, respectively, the a.v.c. voltage being fed in series with the tank coils in these circuits. $S_4$ grounds the a.v.c. line to make the a.v.c. inoperative.

If the a.v.c. is not wanted, the bottom of $L_1$ should go directly to ground, likewise the bottom connection of the grid winding of $T_1$. The two diode plates of the 6SQ7 should be connected directly together. $C_{20}$, $C_{12}$, $C_{14}$, $R_5$, $R_{18}$ and $S_4$ can then be omitted from the circuit.

The beat oscillator is coupled to the second detector by means of a spaghetti-covered piece of stiff wire, connected at one end to the grid of the 6C5 beat oscillator, and with the other simply connected near the diode plate connections on the 6SQ7 socket. This gives sufficient coupling for average work. Those who prefer a weak b.o. signal can connect the wire to the cathode terminal of the 6C5. As in the original model, the beat oscillator is switched off by shorting $C_{21}$. This is done by bending over a corner of one rotary plate so that it touches the stator when the condenser is turned to maximum capacity.

**Adjustment and Tuning**

Because of the different method of regenerative coupling in the i.f. stage, it is preferable to line up the i.f. with $C_{16}$ set at about the right capacity rather than to line up first without regeneration. Using a steady modulated signal on about 400 kc., adjust the i.f. trimmers for greatest response.

(Continued on page 76)
The Square-Corner Reflector Beam Antenna for Ultra High Frequencies

BY JOHN D. KRAUS, WBJK

Here is an antenna system particularly suited to u.h.f. work that combines considerable gain with no necessity for critical adjustment and tuning. It has a gain approaching 10 db over a single half-wave antenna, can be either horizontally or vertically polarized, and can be folded for transportation when used for portable work.

The small physical size of ultra-high-frequency antennas makes many designs practical which are not feasible to build on lower frequencies. The sheet reflector is an antenna of this type. Sheets in the shape of a section of a parabolic cylinder have often been used. Fig. 1-A shows such a reflector with a driven radiator situated at the focus, one of the first directive types of antennas ever tried.

The parabolic reflector antennas are analogous to the parabolic reflectors or mirrors used in optical systems. If the parabolic reflector is sufficiently large, so that the distance from the focus to the reflector is many wavelengths, optical conditions are approached. However, if the reflector is of the same order of dimensions as the operating wavelength, or less, the analogy to optics is not complete, since the driven radiator is appreciably coupled to the reflecting sheet.

Another type of reflector, which forms a very practical and effective system, consists of two flat conducting sheets which intersect at an angle so as to form a corner. This system has been termed a “corner” reflector antenna.

Fig. 1-B is a perspective view of a typical corner reflector antenna. The same antenna is shown in cross-section in Fig. 1-C. If the driven radiator is situated on the line bisecting the corner angle, as shown, the maximum radiation is also in the direction of this line. There is no focus point for the driven radiator as with a parabolic reflector, and the radiator can be placed at a variety of positions along the bisecting line. Because of the shape of the reflector, it might also be appropriately referred to as a “V” reflector or a “sphenoidal” (wedge-shaped) reflector.

An advantage of the sheet reflector is that, if the sheet is sufficiently large, its dimensions are not critical as to frequency. Hence, the reflector can be put into operation without the need for any tuning adjustments.

The corner reflector antenna is particularly suitable for use on the higher frequencies where structures one or two wavelengths in maximum dimensions are practical to build. Tests indicate that parabolic reflectors of this size have no particular advantage in performance over the corner type. On the other hand, the corner type has the advantage of being simpler to construct.

The reflecting sides are flat and are readily adapted to a folding structure for portable work. The corner reflector antenna constitutes a distinct type of antenna system having unique properties and characteristics which make it especially suitable for use as a beam antenna on the ultra-high-frequencies.

The two sheet reflectors of the corner antenna may be arranged to intersect at a variety of angles. When the sheets intersect at right-angles, the system is referred to as a "square-corner" reflector.1

Corner angles larger than 90° can be used, with some decrease in gain. A 180° "corner" is equivalent to a single flat sheet reflector, and this may be regarded as a limiting case of the corner type of reflector. The application of a single flat sheet reflector to a directional system has been discussed by George H. Brown.3

Corner reflectors with angles smaller than 90° are also practical. Theoretically, the gain increases as the corner angle is decreased. However, to fully realize this gain it is necessary that the size of the reflecting sheets also be increased. For a structure of the smallest size consistent with a substantial power gain and high directivity, the 90° corner offers a practical compromise. Accordingly a square-corner reflector will be described which is especially suitable for amateur use on the ultra-high-frequencies.

Instead of employing solid sheets, a very practical arrangement is to use a number of parallel wires or conductors to simulate the reflecting sheet. Fig. 2 is a perspective drawing of a square-corner antenna with a grid-type reflector. The parallel conductor arrangement is cheaper, more effective, and presents relatively little wind resistance as compared to solid sheet or many screen-type reflectors. For these reasons, the grid-type reflector is recommended.

Construction and Dimensions

Fig. 3 shows the construction for a square-corner reflector with dimensions for the 224- to 230-Mc. band (1½-meter band). The dimensions for this band are also listed in Table 1, which, in addition, gives dimensions for the 112- and 56-Mc. bands. The dimensions for the 112-Mc. antenna are twice, and the 56-Mc. antenna four times those for the 224-Mc. antenna.

Furthermore, alternative dimensions are given for 112-Mc. and 56-Mc. square-corner reflectors of somewhat smaller overall dimensions. These are suitable where the bigger reflectors would be inconveniently large. The decrease in size causes only a slight reduction in performance.

As shown in Fig. 3, the main supporting structure for the reflector is an A-shaped frame. The two sides of this "A" frame are about one wavelength long and are joined at right angles at the vertex. These side members carry the reflector elements. A cross-member joins the two side members and carries the driven element or radiator. The distance between the driven radiator and the vertex, or corner, is not critical and can be varied over rather wide limits with little change in the directivity of the antenna. Especially suitable values are between 0.35 and 0.5 wavelength. A value of 0.5 wavelength is recommended for the antenna described. This amounts to 26 inches for the 224-Mc. antenna.

At a spacing of 0.5 wavelength from the driven dipole to the vertex, the radiation resistance of the driven dipole is a maximum. It is, in fact, almost twice the radiation resistance of the same driven dipole when alone in free space. Under these conditions the effect of losses in both the driven dipole and the reflector is minimized, mak-
ing for maximum radiation efficiency. In order to realize the full benefit of this high radiation resistance, the use of a closely-spaced director with a corner reflector system is not recommended. However, a few directors spaced at intervals of \( \frac{3}{4} \) wavelength can be used to advantage. This high radiation resistance is an important advantage of the corner reflector over the close-spaced 3- or 4-element beam in which the low feed point resistance is a limiting factor to the efficiency.

Smaller spacings of driven dipole and vertex are entirely practical, but at a slight sacrifice in efficiency. The alternative design for the 112- and 56-Mc. square-corner reflector in Table I has a dipole-to-vertex spacing of 0.4 wavelength. At this spacing the driven dipole radiation resistance is still somewhat higher than its free space value, but is considerably less than when the spacing is 0.5 wavelength.

The driven dipole is situated at the mid-point of the cross-member so that it is equidistant from the two planes of reflector elements. The side member, which supports the reflector elements, may be of either wood or metal, there being no appreciable difference in operation whether the mid-points of the reflector elements are electrically connected or not. The reflector wires should be No. 12, No. 10, or larger diameter. For the 224-Mc. reflector, No. 12 or 1.0 wire is sufficient in length of driven dipole to vertex. The alternative design for the 112- and 56-Mc. square-corner reflector in Table I marked (*), have fewer reflector elements and shorter wavelengths, but the effectiveness is only slightly reduced. There is no reflector element at the vertex in any of the designs. The construction is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 4 - Method of mounting a square-corner reflector for horizontal operation (A), and for vertical operation (B).](image)

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Band</th>
<th>Length of Side</th>
<th>Length of Reflector Elements</th>
<th>Number of Reflector Elements</th>
<th>Spacing of Reflector Elements</th>
<th>Spacing of Driven Dipole to Vertex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>224–230 Mc. (114 meter)</td>
<td>4&quot; 2&quot;</td>
<td>2' 2&quot;</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5&quot;</td>
<td>2&quot; 2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112–116 Mc. (2½ meter)</td>
<td>8' 4&quot;</td>
<td>5' 2&quot;</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>4' 4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112–116 Mc. (2½ meter)</td>
<td>6&quot; 8&quot;</td>
<td>5' 2&quot;</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>3' 6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56–60 Mc. (5 meter)</td>
<td>16' 8&quot;</td>
<td>10' 4&quot;</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1' 8&quot;</td>
<td>8' 8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56–60 Mc. (5 meter)</td>
<td>13' 4&quot;</td>
<td>10' 4&quot;</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1' 8&quot;</td>
<td>6' 11&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.—Dimensions of square-corner reflector for the 224-, 112-, and 56-Mc. bands. Alternative designs are listed for the 112- and 56-Mc. bands. These designs, marked (*), have fewer reflector elements and shorter sides, but the effectiveness is only slightly reduced. There is no reflector element at the vertex in any of the designs. The construction is shown in Fig. 3.
employed for each band, with the spacing to the vertex adjusted to approximately 0.5 wavelength on the band being used.

**Frame Construction**

A style of construction different than the one described for the corner reflector is to support the ends rather than the mid-points of the reflector elements. This type of construction requires two rectangular wooden frames, one for each reflecting plane. These frames can be similar in construction to the frames for ordinary window screens. The length of the frame is made equal to the side length given in Table I, and the width equal to the reflector element length. Although somewhat heavier and bulkier, this construction is an entirely practical one. The first tests on a corner reflector at WSJJK were made with a reflector supported on a wooden frame of this type. No. 12 or No. 10 wire can be used for the reflector elements. The wires are secured to the frame by means of nails or screws. Painting or varnishing of the frame is desirable. The wires of the reflector curtain are not electrically connected at any point.

**Polarization**

The corner reflector antenna is suited for the transmission or reception of either vertically or horizontally polarized waves. For vertical polarization Fig. 3-A represents the top view of the antenna, and Fig. 3-B, the side view. For horizontal polarization, the driven dipole and reflector are turned horizontal, and Fig. 3-A then represents the side view and Fig. 3-B the top view of the antenna.

Whether horizontal or vertical polarization is used is largely a matter of individual preference.

However, it is generally desirable to use the same type of polarization for both transmitting and receiving unless, due to reflections over some particular path, tests indicate that different polarization at the transmitter and receiver is preferable.

For horizontal operation a practical method for supporting the entire antenna is shown in Fig. 4-A. An extension of the cross-member of the antenna frame is fastened to a mast. In the case of vertical polarization, the mast can be fastened to an additional member placed between the cross-member of the frame and the corner, as shown in Fig. 4-B.

Another method of support, suitable for either vertical or horizontal operation, is by means of rope bridles tied to the reflector structure, so that the entire system can be pulled up alongside a tower or supported between two towers.

As regards the height of the antenna, it is in general true that to transmit the maximum distance on the ultra-high-frequencies, the antenna should be placed as far above the ground as possible.

**Driven Dipole**

Once constructed, no adjustments are necessary on the corner reflector. This is an important advantage over antennas which require tune-up adjustments before maximum performance can be realized. With the corner reflector, it is only necessary that adjustments be made on the driven dipole to obtain maximum input to this radiator.

The type of driven radiator used with a corner reflector is largely a matter of individual preference. A wide variety of driven dipoles having coaxial or open-wire feed can be used successfully.
Two systems using open-wire feed are shown in Fig. 5. If the distance between the antenna and transmitter is relatively short, such as 1 or 2 wavelengths, a tuned line is satisfactory for feeding the center of a single-conductor half-wave dipole as shown in Fig. 5-A. The dipole length is computed in the usual manner, being 5 or 6 per cent less than a free-space half-wave.

If the distance from the antenna to the transmitter is somewhat greater, such as two or more wavelengths, a matched impedance feed is more satisfactory. An arrangement of this type is shown in Fig. 5-B, the driven radiator being a 2-wire half-wave dipole. Carter\(^4\) refers to a radiator of this type as a "folded dipole." Dimensions for a 224-Mc. 2-wire dipole are:

- **length** \(L\) = 25 inches
- **spacing** \(S\) = 1 inch.

For the 112-Mc. band, these dimensions (both length and spacing) are doubled and for the 56-Mc. band, the dimensions are multiplied by four. Both wires are the same diameter. No. 12 or 10 wire is satisfactory for a 224-Mc. dipole. Larger wire or tubing can be used on 112 and 56 Me. A transmission line of 450 to 500 ohms characteristic impedance (No. 12 wire spaced 2 inches) is used to feed the dipole. This line can be coupled to the transmitter tank circuit by a coil of one or more turns. The coil should be arranged symmetrically with respect to the transmitter tank.

Several possible locations for the transmission line are shown in Fig. 6. The locations in Fig. 6-A are suitable when the antenna is horizontal and the paths in Fig. 6-B when the antenna is vertical. Inside of the reflector, the transmission line should be kept substantially in the plane of the supporting members, or "A" frame. The line should be supported as symmetrically as possible and sharp bends should be avoided.

If the distance between the antenna and the transmitting equipment is many wavelengths, it may be advantageous to locate the transmitter at the antenna with filament and modulated plate voltages supplied by a 3- or 4-wire cable. This arrangement is well suited for use with low-power equipment on 112 and 224 Mc, where simple oscillator transmitters are permitted. The oscillator tube and associated circuits are placed in a weatherproof box with the antenna protruding. An antenna especially suited for use with this kind of an installation is the 3-wire half-wave dipole.\(^4\) The terminal resistance is relatively high and the antenna can be directly connected to the oscillator circuit, no transmission line being used. A 3-wire dipole is illustrated in Fig. 7-A, while Fig. 7-B shows a tuned-line oscillator with the terminals of a 3-wire dipole connected by clips to the line. The point of attachment may be adjusted for maximum power transfer to the antenna. A pair of condensers (mica 0.002 \(\mu\)fd.) between the antenna terminals and the clips keeps d.c. voltages from reaching the antenna. The same size wire is used for each of the 3 wires of the dipole. A 224-Mc. 3-wire dipole has a length, \(L\), of 24 inches and a spacing, \(S\), between adjacent wires of 0.5 inch. For the 112-Mc. band these dimensions are doubled. The power cable supplying the transmitter should be arranged to follow a path similar to one of those suggested for the transmission line in Fig. 6.

There is no appreciable difference in the directivity of a 2- or 3-wire half-wave dipole. When used with a square-corner reflector, the 2-wire is better suited for use with a transmission line and the 3-wire with the transmitter at the antenna.

In addition to the systems described, in which the antenna is fed at the center, end-fed antennas can also be used. End feed is best adapted to vertical antennas, the feed point being the lower
end. Any of the common types of end feed, such as the ‘‘ J’’ stub type, can be used.

Performance

Tests have been made on many types of corner reflector antennas at W8JK. The measured directional pattern of a 221-Mc. square-corner reflector is shown in Fig. 8. The antenna is vertical and the pattern is in the horizontal plane. The construction is as shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions are approximately the same as given in Table I. A 3-wire half-wave driven dipole is used with the transmitter located at the dipole as in Fig. 7-B.

The measured front-to-side and front-to-back ratios are high, 25 dB for the front-to-side and 35 db for the front-to-back ratio. At an angle of 10° from the center line of the beam, the signal is 1 db down; at 20° 3 db, 30° 6 db, 40° 10 db, 50° 16 db, 90° 25 db and 180° 35 db down. The directional pattern is very smooth, being free from minor lobes of any appreciable size. The power gain of the antenna approaches 10 db over a comparison half-wave dipole in free space with the same power input.

In conclusion, it may be said that the square-corner reflector gives a large power gain, high directivity, and is capable of excellent performance as a beam antenna on the ultra-high-frequencies.

---

1940 Field Day Scores

The Eighth A.R.R.L. Field Day, June 1940, not only was the most successful F.D. of all time, but it also enjoyed a participation greater than any previous operating contest of any kind! At least 2041 individuals participated in the mass-testing of portable-emergency gear; 141 amateur radio clubs entered stations in the activity and reports also were received from 88 non-club stations.

We have completed the checking of logs and tabulation of scores just in time to make the deadline for this issue of QST. However, the complete analysis of results, the photos and write-ups of the various F.D. stations, which customarily accompany the scores, must be held over until the December issue. We will then give you more complete data on many of the set-ups as we have done in the case of past F.D.’s. Rather than withhold the scores another month, we present them now.

Scores are listed under three major headings: (1) Club Stations, (2) Individuals and Non-Club Groups, and (3) Home Stations. Under the first two headings participating stations are grouped according to the number of simultaneously operated transmitters used at any time during the activity. F. D. leaders this year are considered to be the leaders in each such grouping. Watch for the additional details in December QST.

---

**CLUB STATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club Name</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W8CBU/8</td>
<td>Alamogordo Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8CBH/8</td>
<td>El Paso Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8RF/7</td>
<td>San Antonio Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8LA/1</td>
<td>Minneapolis Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8MGQ/8</td>
<td>Key A-List Klub of Detroit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8V/1</td>
<td>Racine City Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8WE/5</td>
<td>Penfield Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8CG/8</td>
<td>Hudson Valley Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8EO/5</td>
<td>Quebec City Key Klickers Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8UP/1</td>
<td>New York City Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8W/7</td>
<td>Elmira Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8Y/6</td>
<td>Farmingdale Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**INDIVIDUALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W8RT/4</td>
<td>115-A - 1047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8LA/1</td>
<td>116-A - 2622</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NON-CLUB GROUPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Club Group</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W8CBU/8</td>
<td>Alamogordo Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8CBH/8</td>
<td>El Paso Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8RF/7</td>
<td>San Antonio Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8LA/1</td>
<td>Minneapolis Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8MGQ/8</td>
<td>Key A-List Klub of Detroit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8V/1</td>
<td>Racine City Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8WE/5</td>
<td>Penfield Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8CG/8</td>
<td>Hudson Valley Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8EO/5</td>
<td>Quebec City Key Klickers Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8UP/1</td>
<td>New York City Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8W/7</td>
<td>Elmira Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8Y/6</td>
<td>Farmingdale Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**HOME STATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home Station</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W8CBU/8</td>
<td>Alamogordo Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8CBH/8</td>
<td>El Paso Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8RF/7</td>
<td>San Antonio Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8LA/1</td>
<td>Minneapolis Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8MGQ/8</td>
<td>Key A-List Klub of Detroit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8V/1</td>
<td>Racine City Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8WE/5</td>
<td>Penfield Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8CG/8</td>
<td>Hudson Valley Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8EO/5</td>
<td>Quebec City Key Klickers Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8UP/1</td>
<td>New York City Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8W/7</td>
<td>Elmira Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8Y/6</td>
<td>Farmingdale Amateur Radio Club</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**COMPLETED PAGE 104**
**WHAT THE LEAGUE IS DOING**

**CODE PROFICIENCY**

It is impossible to have in QST a department entitled "What the League Is Doing" and not start it off this month with at least a brief mention of the vast interest which members are showing in the recent program for increasing code proficiency. As never before, the American amateur realizes the importance of being able to put down legible and exact copy at a usefully high speed. Nothing the League has done in recent years seems to have attracted such enthusiastic interest, and we dare say that no recent amateur activity has greater national value.

We need more participation by the fellows in the lower speed brackets. There is no reason why you 15-w.p.m. men should be ashamed to claim your A.R.R.L. certificate just because Willie Wagonwheel can copy at 35. As a matter of fact, probably the most interesting such certificate would be that of a chap who, on the first official transmission, could make perfect copy only at 15 and had that figure written into the body of his certificate but who, on each successive test, won a sticker for a five-word increment until he had the complete set of endorsements up to 35! So come on, you Fifteeners—we have a certificate waiting for you.

This activity holds something for everyone. At the opposite end of the picture are you fellows who can copy 30 or better and who are, therefore, likely to think that this campaign holds nothing to interest you. But can you do it on a typewriter? Many old-timers have never mastered copying on a mill, an accomplishment which is to-day required of all good operators. It is almost amusing what messy copy an old-timer can make of an easy 30 when first tackling the mill. The nightly (except Friday) transmissions of W1AW offer excellent practice. You are not really finished with this job until you have an A.R.R.L. certificate for a perfect 35 copied on the typewriter.

**1.7-MC. BAND SHIFTED**

At long last the F.C.C. has made the shift in our lowest frequency band contemplated by the Habana arrangement. On November 1st the old 1715-2000 band becomes 1750-2050 kc. Thus the harmonic relation of our bands becomes a straight line on the low-frequency edges and the "overhang" goes to the high end; we give up 35 kc. of exclusive c.w. territory and receive 50 kc. open to A-1, A-3 and A-4.

At the same time, the emergency calling band of 1750-2000 kc., specified in Sec. 12.155(b), is similarly moved up 50 kc. so as to remain on the edge of the band, and hereafter is to be 2025 to 2050 kc. During emergencies these frequencies are reserved for initial calls from isolated stations or for "first calls" concerning very important emergency relief matters or arrangements, all stations shifting as quickly as possible to other frequencies for carrying on communication.

**LICENSE ISSUING**

The proof-of-citizenship business threw a terrible load of extra work on the F.C.C. licensing section and put them far behind in issuing amateur tickets, so that even renewals and modifications were not coming through in time and some fellows were temporarily off the air. Some were even wondering whether this was a policy of deliberate discouragement to amateurs. We can tell you that it is absolutely nothing of the kind and that the Commission regrets that it has not been able to keep up with the work. At this writing, strenuous special steps are being taken to break the log-jam, with some special announcements due soon. We believe that by the time this issue of QST is out, great progress in overcoming the accumulated work will have been made and that soon tickets will be coming through in the usual time. There is no intentional delay; quite the contrary, everything possible is being done to get your pasteboards to you on time.

**SOME WARNING NOTES**

We have several items on which a word of caution needs to be said. Take care in talking over the air about your job. It's a common topic of conversation, but some jobs can't be talked about without telling things that alien interceptors would like to hear. This applies not only to jobs in aircraft and munition plants but in such places as railroad dispatching yards, long-distance telephone centers, etc.; and ditto about conversations that divulge government frequencies for various kinds of work.

Remember that we can't work all KA stations, but only those licensed to U. S. citizens. As information on this is hard to get, F.C.C. is likely to cite amateurs working stations other than those on the A.R.R.L. list. Such a list was first published on page 50 of August QST and is brought up to date in the Operating News this month. Better stick to that list!

When you have changed your permanent address and have applied for modification and are operating under portable procedure while awaiting the new license, don't forget that it is still necessary to send a separate notice to the inspector of your district every 30 days of such operation in portable status. Inasmuch as port-
able work is restricted these days, take pains to explain that it is not portable apparatus but simply the invoking of portable procedure under Sec. 12.33(a) while awaiting modification. Such procedure is not permitted for longer than 60 days and in no event beyond the expiration date of the license. And don’t forget to sign the diagonal and numeral while so working.

EMERGENCY RIGS UNDER 73-A

Some amateurs have apparently been trying to stretch Order 73-A, the special relaxation on portable work which the League secured, resulting in a sharp warning by F.C.C. through a publicity release which almost sounds as though no ordinary QSO’s are permitted in the testing of emergency apparatus. We have discussed this with the Commission and find that their purpose is to put a quick stop to the abuses. Let us briefly summarize the present situation: No change above 56 Mc. Below 56 Mc., no more portable operation of sets that depend upon city power. Only self-powered apparatus useful in communication emergencies may be used. And even that may not be used Mondays to Fridays, inclusive, but only on Saturdays and Sundays, and then only during the daylight hours, and then only provided notice of at least 48 hours has been given the district inspector. However, for weekend daylight operation of self-powered apparatus, pursuant to notice, ordinary amateur QSO’s may be engaged in for portable experience and for bringing apparatus to a high state of reliability. Don’t be scared out of testing your emergency apparatus on weekends. Those who unduly stretch the regulations will catch the devil but you are perfectly entitled to work within the scope of the relaxation that the League secured for you.

GROWTH STATISTICS

The number of U.S. amateur stations on June 30, 1940, was 56,285, compared with 53,568 a year before. We continue a satisfactory rate of growth. The number of licensed amateur operators on June 30th was almost exactly 55,000. Of these, half held Class-B licenses, over a third had Class A, and less than one-sixth were Class C.

BROADCASTING SHIFT

All the broadcasting stations operating above 720 kc. will be moved upward in frequency on March 29th next by 10, 20 or 30 kc. This will make a lot of push-button readjusting for servicemen, but it also means to amateurs that many broadcasting stations used for the calibration of frequency meters (or having a “helpful” third harmonic in the 80-meter band!) will then be on a different frequency. Watch this and don’t be misled.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

The second quarter of the year was a rather slim one from the business standpoint, as it always is in League operations, but a little better than last year — and the League entered the second half of the year with a slightly better margin than usual. By order of the Board of Directors, the operating statement is here reproduced for your information.

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES, EXCLUSIVE OF EXPENDITURES CHARGED TO APPROPRIATIONS, FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 1940

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenues</th>
<th>Membership dues</th>
<th>$ 9,536.60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising sales, QST</td>
<td>22,035.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising sales, Handbook</td>
<td>6,844.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising sales, booklets</td>
<td>1,830.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newswelder sales, QST</td>
<td>10,359.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handbook sales</td>
<td>5,226.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish edition Handbook revenues</td>
<td>3,654.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Booklet sales</td>
<td>3,012.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calculator sales</td>
<td>321.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Membership supplies sales</td>
<td>1,568.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest earned</td>
<td>530.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash discounts received</td>
<td>365.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bad debts recovered</td>
<td>21.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profit on sale of capital assets</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deduct:</td>
<td>Returns and allowances</td>
<td>$ 3,988.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash discounts allowed</td>
<td>500.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exchange and collection charges</td>
<td>166.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Deduct.</td>
<td>$ 4,656.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss: decrease in reserve for newsdealer returns of QST</td>
<td>499.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Net Revenues</td>
<td>4,156.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Expenses | Publication expenses, QST | $15,492.58 |
|          | Publication expenses, Handbook | 3,455.16 |
|          | Publication expenses, booklets | 1,787.59 |
|          | Publication expenses, calculators | 165.75 |
|          | Spanish edition Handbook expenses | 1,797.90 |
|          | Salaries | 24,631.75 |
|          | President’s defense expenses | 123.31 |
|          | Membership supplies expenses | 946.25 |
|          | Postage | 1,144.51 |
|          | Office supplies and printing | 1,794.43 |
|          | Travel expenses, business | 1,604.14 |
|          | Travel expenses, contact | 1,280.47 |
|          | QST forwarding expenses | 1,306.83 |
|          | Telephone and telegraph | 671.24 |
|          | General expenses | 1,559.71 |
|          | Insurance | 75.15 |
|          | Rent, light and heat | 1,132.05 |
|          | General Counsel expenses | 258.66 |
|          | Communications Dept. field expenses | 179.59 |
|          | Headquarters Station expenses | 543.63 |
|          | Alterations and repairs expenses | 201.72 |
|          | Bad debts charged off | 43.83 |
|          | Provisions for depreciation of: Furniture and equipment | 312.33 |
|          | Headquarters Station | 448.89 |
|          | Total Expenses | 60,350.39 |

Net Gain before expenditures against appropriations | $ 1,696.40

REGISTRATION

F.C.C. is proposing to Congress that the Communications Act be amended to provide for

(Continued on page 78)
An Electron-Coupled Oscillator, 1941 Model

Automatic In-Band Operation and 'Phone-C.W. Switching

BY F. G. SOUTHWORTH,* W5JJ

Electron-coupled oscillators are probably the most cussed and discussed subject in amateur radio today. Much of the case against them resolves itself into poor use of them coupled with the dangers of out-of-band operation and the use of 'phone in the c.w. bands. Numerous articles have appeared in the literature showing that e.c. oscillators can be built to have stability approaching that of a good crystal oscillator and exceeding that of a poor one, and it has often been pointed out in QST that intelligent use of the e.c.o. can result in reduced QRM. However, many have stayed away from any type of variable-frequency oscillator because of the possibility of out-of-band operation, and it is the purpose of this article to show how an e.c.o. can be constructed that will cover any and all bands yet cannot be tuned outside of one. A further advantage is that the oscillator makes it impossible to use 'phone in the c.w. bands and c.w. in the 'phone bands.

Very little space has been devoted in this article to general e.c. theory or operation, because to do so would be to duplicate the very fine article by W6CUH which appeared in QST.1 The exciter described here follows the Perrine one closely except for a few details which will be brought out. For convenient operation and accessibility, a speech amplifier-driver was incorporated in the unit. Incidentally, this a.f. circuit is the smallest simple amplifier for its cost we have ever seen. Its output is 13 watts, enough to drive any size of Class-B modulator or to cathode-modulate 150 watts of carrier.

In attacking the problem of completely covering several amateur bands, all of the bands to be covered must first be reduced to a one-band equivalent, which should be one-half the frequency of the lowest frequency band desired. In our case this was the 80-meter band, since we work in the 40-, 20- and 10-meter bands. Inspection shows that the 40-meter band is equal to an 80-meter equivalent of 3500 to 3650 kc. The 20-meter band is equal to 3500 to 3600 kc., and the 10-meter band is 3500 to 3750 kc. Therefore the oscillator must cover 150 kc., 100 kc., and 250 kc., respectively, for full coverage of these bands. Probably the easiest method of obtaining such variable bandwidths is to use a variable capacity in series with the tuning condenser. By doing so the effective capacity of the tuning condenser can be varied from one-half its minimum to about one-half its maximum capacity. For example, a condenser which changes 250 µfd. with 180° rotation connected in series with another 250-µfd. condenser would give approximately 125 µfd. change, while the same condenser could give an effective capacity change of 100 µfd. by changing the series condenser to about 167 µfd. It would be possible, therefore, to set the series condenser to cover exactly the band each time we changed band. However, this would defeat the original requirement of permanently setting each band once and for all, so a rotary switch is used to cut in pre-tuned series condensers, one for each band. The main tuning condenser will then have an effective capacity change from minimum to maximum necessary to cover fully each band. Two switches, one on each side of the series condenser group, must be used, since both sides of the series condenser are above ground for r.f. voltages. Changes in the setting of any one series condenser would affect the setting of all others if they were connected together on one side. These switches are labeled

* Miller Street, Vickery, Texas.
$Sw_1$ and $Sw_2$ in Fig. 1. Positions $a$, $b$, and $c$ represent the 40-, 20- and 10-meter bands respectively.

If the series condenser is set to the correct capacity to give a frequency change of 150 kc. with a 180° rotation of the tuning condenser, and the circuit constants are adjusted to give that 150-ke. variation in the range from 3500 to 3850 kc., or the equivalent of the 40-meter band when doubled, all of the other bands will then end at approximately 3650 kc. instead of properly at 3600 kc. for 20 meters and 3750 kc. for the 10-meter band. This is because the effective capacity change of the tuning condenser in series with the band-width control condenser is raised or lowered by increasing or decreasing the band-width control value, but the minimum-capacity value will not be varied to any degree, and only the high-capacity end of the range will reflect the variation. Since the low-capacity value sets the high-frequency limit of each band, and since these high-frequency limits are not harmonically related, we must also add or subtract a small value of trimming capacity for each change of series capacity. This is done in this particular ease by adding another gang to the band switch.

---

**Fig. 1 — Circuit diagram of the e.e.o. and audio channel.**

- $C_1$ — 400-µfd. zero temperature-coefficient condenser (Centralab No. 816).
- $C_2$ — 15-µfd. temperature coefficient condenser (Centralab No. 913).
- $C_3$ — 100-µfd. variable condenser (National ST 100).
- $C_4$ — 50-µfd. variable condenser, 7-Mc. band-width control (Hammarlund Apc 50).
- $C_5$ — 50-µfd. midget variable condenser, 14-Mc. band-width control (Hammarlund Apc 50).
- $C_6$ — 100-µfd. midget variable condenser, 28-Mc. band-width control (Hammarlund Apc 100).
- $C_7$ — 50-µfd. midget variable condenser, 7-Mc. band-setter control (Hammarlund Apc 50).
- $C_8$ — 50-µfd. midget condenser, 11-Mc. band-setter control (Hammarlund Apc 50).
- $C_9$ — 15-µfd. midget variable condenser, 28-Mc. band-setter control (Hammarlund Apc 100).
- $C_{10}$ — 250-µfd. midget variable condenser. Main tuning condenser (National ST 250).
- $C_{11}$ — 100-µfd. midget mica.
- $C_{12}$ — 0.001-µfd. midget mica.
- $C_{13}$ — 0.005-µfd. midget mica.
- $C_{14}$ — 50-µfd. midget variable condenser, 7-Mc. tank capacity (Hammarlund Apc 50).
- $C_{15}$ — 50-µfd. midget variable condenser, 7- or 11-Mc. tank capacity.
- $C_{16}$ — 0.25-µfd., 450-volt paper.
- $C_{17}$ — 0.1-µfd., 450-volt paper.
- $C_{18}$ — 25-µfd., 50-volt electrolytic.
- $C_{19}$ — 0.1-µfd. midget mica.
- $C_{20}$ — 0.1-µfd. 100-volt paper (enclosed in shield with first a.f. tube).

- $R_1$ — 1.5 megohms.
- $R_2$ — 15,000 ohms, 5-watt.
- $R_3$ — 6000 ohms, 5-watt.
- $R_4$ — 100,000 ohms.
- $R_5$ — 20,000 ohms.
- $R_6$ — 15,000 ohms.
- $R_7$ — 2500 ohms, 2-watt.
- $R_8$ — 0.1 megohm, 1-watt (enclosed in shield with first a.f. tube).
- $R_9$ — 0.25 megohm, 1-watt.
- $R_{10}$ — 0.5 megohm, 1-watt.
- $R_{11}$ — 10,000 ohms, 1-watt.
- $R_{12}$ — 250 ohms, 10-watt.
- $R_{13}$ — 0.2 megohm, 1-watt.
- $R_{14}$ — 0.5 megohm, 1-watt.
- $R_{15}$ — 250 ohms, 10-watt.
- $R_{16}$ — 18 turns No. 20 spaced to 1½ inches on 1-inch form, tapped at 4th turn from ground.
- $R_{17}$ — 25 turns No. 20 enam. on 1¾-inch diam. form spaced to 1¾ inches.
- $R_{18}$ — 7 Mc; same as $R_2$.
- $T$ — Push-pull 6V6 Class A to 500-ohm line (Thordarson 17S11).

$Sw_1$, $Sw_2$, $Sw_3$, $Sw_4$ — 3-gang, 3-position, 6-circuit (one unused Eby 2605-3).

$Sw_4$ — See text for detailed description.
which cuts in and out pre-tuned midget variable condensers. This section is labeled Sw2 in Fig. I.

'Phone and c.w. switching is made possible by ganging a very special switch to the tuning control. This switch, labeled Sw4 in Fig. 1, is shown in detail in Fig. 2. It is made with a one-inch switch arm acting on ½-inch switch-contact points set in a 2-inch half circle, and so positioned that a closed-circuit condition exists. In other words, the switch arm can engage the next contact slightly before breaking contact with the contact it is being moved from. These contact points are so connected as to represent segments of the amateur bands. These segments are then cut in and out of the circuit by Sw4 and Sw5, which are ganged to the other band-change switches, so that only the 'phone portion of each band is in the circuit. For instance, at position b (the 20-meter band) only the center segment of two contacts (or 45°) is in the circuit. This 45° segment is reached when the main tuning dial is between 37.5 and 62.5 (100 divisions representing 180°), and when the main tuning control is properly set to cover the 20-meter band this segment will exactly cover the 20-meter 'phone band of 100 kc. On 10 meters all of the segments are connected with the exception of the first 45° of rotation. The connected segments therefore represent the 'phone band of 28,500 to 30,000 kc. When turned to any spot in any 'phone band, this switch connects the modulator plate supply, removes a short from the Class-B output transformer and turns on a red "Phone" pilot light, all by means of a 3-pole double-throw 2½-volt a.c. relay.

The complete unit is mounted on a standard 10- by 17- by 3-inch chassis. An aluminum box 5 inches high, 4 inches wide and 7 inches long is mounted in the center of the chassis. This box contains the complete oscillator: grid coil, main tuning condenser, etc. Notice C3 at the right side of this box with its lock which is made by National. The 6SK7 oscillator tube is mounted at the left side of the box in a horizontal position, providing short leads yet keeping most of the tube heat out of the box where it might affect the stability of the circuit. All of the series bandwidth-setting midget variables and the trimming condensers are mounted in the top of this box where they may be easily reached. The Eby switch has been worked over and separated into two units; two gangs are in the box and the third gang is mounted underneath the chassis. Thus Sw1, Sw2, and Sw3 are in the box and Sw4 and Sw5 are under the chassis. These latter two portions of the switch are ganged by bronze cables and flat-faced pulleys taken from an old 1924 or 1925 Atwater-Kent receiver. The same means is used to gang Sw4 to the tuning condenser.

All audio components are mounted on the right-hand side of the chassis, leaving the left side for the two 6V6's and their associated tank circuits. These tank circuits use midget Hammarlund APC condensers and Hammarlund plug-in coil forms wound with No. 20 wire. The shield over each has a half-inch hole drilled in the center of the top for ready access to the condenser. A rubber grommet is fitted in this hole to prevent accidental shorting of the plate voltage. It was found advisable to wind the oscillator grid coil with No. 20 wire instead of the usual smaller wire, to prevent undue heating by the 800-ma. heater current. Another variation from the original circuit is the r.f. choke in the ungrounded...
The gangng of the switches can be seen in this under-chassis view. The switch in the center of the chassis is ganged to the tuning condenser, and the switch on the right-hand side is ganged to the band-change switch. Ganging is done with cables and pulleys from an old h.c. receiver.

side of the heater. This method of floating the heater for r.f. has proved most satisfactory and is much easier than using an interwound coil on the tank coil. The power supply in use is capable of 200-ma. drain. The output voltage with a choke input and two-section filter-choke combination is 250 volts. The 350 volts is taken off between the input choke and the first smoothing choke.

In tuning and lining up this e.c. oscillator, it will be found that condensers C₃ through C₅ will all be set very near maximum capacity for proper operation. With these condensers set at about 80 per cent of maximum, tune the receiver to 30,000 kc. with the oscillator band switch set on 10 meters and set C₁₀ at minimum capacity. Tune C₅ until a beat is heard and then rotate C₁₀ to maximum capacity and check the frequency on the receiver. It should be about 28,000 kc. If it is less than 28,000 kc., decrease the capacity of C₅ slightly and if it is more than 28,000 kc., increase C₅. When C₅ is set to 28,000 kc., tune C₁₀ for minimum capacity and set the receiver on 30,000 kc. and retune the oscillator with C₅. This operation should be repeated until C₁₀ at maximum gives a 28,000 kc. signal and at minimum a 30,000 kc. one. The band switch should be turned to 40 meters and the procedure repeated until this band is completely covered. Last, the 20-meter band should be lined up.

While the use of temperature compensation condensers and voltage regulated power supplies greatly minimizes drift and unintentional frequency change, always monitor signals frequently during operating times. This is, of course, particularly important when working near a band edge, but it should be done at all times.

**Strays**

**OUR COVER**

A "natural" seemed to present itself in the form of an angle shot of By Goodman's version of a "pot" oscillator. Usually the really effective pieces of equipment arrive in a rather complicated manner. This 2½-meter oscillator is certainly the opposite in all respects as it represents a really stable oscillator that any ham can rig up with a couple of shield cans and just a mite of care.

---

**How Is Your Code Proficiency?**

Have you got your code attainment award certificate from A.R.R.L.? This League award is available to every United States amateur licensed. The program aims to recognize your code ability and W1AW practice transmissions take place on 1761, 3825, 7280, 14,253 and 28,510 kcs. daily except Friday starting at 9:15 p.m. C.S.T. to help you add to your ability to read the knack of copying code. It is time now to prepare for the next official qualifying run from W1AW which will take place Wednesday, November 20th at 9:30 p.m. C.S.T. Aim to get your certificate or endorsement sticker for higher speed on that date.
Don’t Miss the Eleventh A.R.R.L. Sweepstakes

Nov. 9th-11th, 16th-18th—Awards to Section Leaders—C.W. and Phone Certificate in Each Club—Gavel to Winning Club—Use Phone or C.W. Any Ham Band(s)

F. E. HANDY, WIBDI

Many hams complete QSL-card records and achieve “WAS” through each year’s “SS.” This is the best chance of the year to progress toward that objective. Former DX men have had their eye on this leading A.R.R.L. activity for months. The “SS” seems to suit everybody—has a universal appeal.

The contest is to work as many stations as possible. The points from such work will be multiplied by the number of different A.R.R.L. Sections worked with at least a complete oneway exchange in the contest. All essential contest information is sent in the form of a standard preamble. Exchanges are for the record sent to Hq. New hams may also add to their knowledge of the way preambles to A.R.R.L. messages are sent and acknowledged, and fills requested, accuracy of phone communication assured, etc., if they take part and follow the standard practices set forth for these things in The Radio Amateur’s Handbook. Good operating practices, avoid delay, prevent garbles, and overcome inability to write or take standard message forms. The “SS” builds operating keenness and order of work follows uniform log. Follow the arrangement on your own paper if you like . . . or ask us for a form.

In the annual “SS” telegraphing operators will contact and compete with other telegraphing operators. ‘Phone hams will compete with other ‘phone hams. Paper work is completed as you go along with nothing to do but total and summarize points and send it in. Mimeographed contest forms will be sent gratis to anyone who sends a radiogram or drops a card for the same. Use of our sheets is not required nor is advance entry necessary. The purpose is to help participants keep a uniform log. Follow the arrangement or form shown with this announcement. Draw your own columns on your own paper if you like . . . or ask us for a form.

You cannot work more than 40 hours’ total operating in the two contest periods, but you can operate “solid” for one 33-hr. week-end (with 7 to go) if you wish. Use any amateur frequency bands you choose. Timing can be planned to permit the average ham time for meals, for 8 hours’ daily sleep, etc. Cross-examination of logs makes it possible to check operating time. Every amateur active in any A.R.R.L. field organization 2 section is cordially invited to take part. A single, snappy CQ SS will often bring results! CQ SS CQ SS CQ SS de W . . . W . . . W . . . is used by stations looking for contacts in the Sweepstakes.

Award Certificates

A.R.R.L. will provide certificates for winners this year. The c.w. winner, and the radiotelephone winner for each A.R.R.L. Section will receive this special recognition of his score and achievement. There will be an additional certificate to recognize competitive effort in clubs, where three or more club members submit properly identified logs connecting their work with a particular club. At least three must compete for it, and report, to rate either a club ‘phone, or a club c.w. “SS” certificate. The sum of all club member scores (‘phone and c.w.) for which logs are submitted will count toward a club gavel award to the nations’ leading club in the “SS.”

Proof of QSO

At least one way complete six part exchange must be completed and acknowledged between two stations as “proof of QSO” 3 before points or Sections can be claimed. It is not essential that each station worked be taking part in the contest to make your points count. Any operator who needs information can be referred to this announcement. First, ask the operator to take your preamble and come through with like information in preamble form.

2 See list of Sections in the A.R.R.L. field organization, page 4, of this issue of QST . . . . Note that in view of FCC Order No. 72 that no contacts with Cuba will be counted, and only the P. L. stations operated by U. S. citizens whose calls are given elsewhere in this issue.

3 There is no point in working the same station more than once in the contest period if two points have been earned by an exchange. If but one point is made the first time, you can add a point by working this station again for exchange in the opposite direction. Underline all such exchange entries in your “list,” identify them by showing parenthetically the call of the correspondence station. Leave right or left report columns blank so that other pairs of exchanges completed in one contact are side by side.

---

THE CONTEST PERIOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K.S.T.</td>
<td>Nov. 9 &amp; 16, 6:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 11 &amp; 18, 3:01 A.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.S.T.</td>
<td>Nov. 9 &amp; 16, 5:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 11 &amp; 18, 2:01 A.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.T.</td>
<td>Nov. 9 &amp; 16, 4:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 11 &amp; 18, 1:01 A.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.S.T.</td>
<td>Nov. 9 &amp; 16, 3:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 11 &amp; 18, 12:01 A.M.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 Communications Manager, A.R.R.L.

5 Including Porto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, P. I.
Scoring and the Power Factor

If the power input to the final stage (plate current times plate voltage — $E \times I$) is:
1. Up to and including 100 watts — multiply score by 1.25.
2. Over 100 watts — multiply score by 1.

Operating in both low- and high-power classes at different times is permitted, but note that rule 1 places all QSO's in the high-power class if one does not stick to inputs below 100 watts.

Scoring system in brief: All contacts:
One point for each QSO when "receipt" is completed for an exchange one way.
Two points for each QSO when the required information is exchanged both ways.
For final score:
Multiply totaled points by the number of different A.R.R.L. Sections worked, that is, the number in which at least one bona fide SS point or exchange has been made.
Multiply this by 1.25 if you used 100 watts or less transmitter input at all times.

Additional Rules

1. Information in contest exchanges (six parts) must be sent in the order indicated, that of the A.R.R.L. message preamble. Incomplete exchanges or wrong order of sending justifies disqualification.
2. Entries should be (a) in the low-power class, or (b) high-power class. Any work on high-power places all of one's score in the high-power class. Logs must show the power used for each QSO or for groups of QSO's.
3. Reports must show operating time for each period spent on the air in the "SS" and the total of such operating time.
4. Logs must be marked for "phone" or "C.W." entry, grouping all work either together as one score.
5. All work must fall in the contest period.
6. Decisions of the award committee shall be accepted as final.
7. Reports must be received at A.R.R.L. Hdq., from all stations except those in Alaska, Hawaii, and P. I. on or before noon, Dec. 20, 1940, to be considered for certificate awards. From outlying points, reports must similarly be received on or before Jan. 24, 1941.

Club Participation

Certificate awards (besides the 'phone and telegraph sections awards) will be made through each club where three or more individual club members or, new hams invited and reported by such a club, in addition to sending a contest report have their club secretary write Hq., listing their individual calls and scores, and the total of such scores. Only the aggregate of scores confirmed by receipt here of Contest Logs shall count for the club. If there are both club 'phones and c.w. entries, A.R.R.L. will provide two certificate awards for the club to give its leading members. The sum of the scores of all club participants ('phone and c.w.) confirmed by logs will be added by the secretary, to count for the club!

A genuine gavel, with engraved sterling silver band, is offered as an award to that club whose officers or activities manager submits the greatest collective score from "SS" logs. Club members must send in full reports either direct or through the secretary to substantiate the club's claim on the gavel award! A chance to win honors for your club and a valuable trophy for the club's presiding officer to use at meetings!

Competition comes only from operators in one's immediate Section. Awards are for the operator running up the best communication record for each Section (as indicated by the score). Operators thus have equal DX conditions and operating opportunity. Fullest operating enjoyment is insured See May QST for full details on the last SS or ask any amateur who took part last year!

Reporting Results

Report 5 to A.R.R.L., West Hartford, Conn., as soon as the contest is over. Use the log form shown in the example. List all operators 6 whose work at your station is responsible for any part of the score.

All active ham operators are invited to take part and report. You will work a new bunch of stations, make new records for your station, get QSL cards (be sure to send one soon as

5 All hams are requested to submit lists, even if they only work a small score, on a postal. By doing this they help support claims made in logs from other stations and receive credit in QST.

6 The highest individually-attained score of any one of the operators of amateur stations having more than one operator in the official score for such a station. The summary of score must show all stations worked by all operators however, circling the entries of stations and/or Sections that cannot

### EXPLAINING CONTEST EXCHANGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Send Like Std. R</th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>CK</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Send own call</td>
<td>CK (RST report of station worked)</td>
<td>Your city and section</td>
<td>Send time of transmitting this &quot;NR&quot;</td>
<td>Send date of QSO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>The QSO-nr tells you are doing: aids Hq., checking</td>
<td>All stations exchange complete reports</td>
<td>The A.R.R.L. Section is vital contest data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Send the letters CK and just the three number RST report. In 'phone exchanges only two numerals need be used. Make a habit in all 'phone reports of saying, READABILITY...STRENGTH...This avoids confusing abbreviations. It is best radiotelephone practice always to avoid use of abbreviations. Instead of just the state (which is the same as the section in many cases), identify your A.R.R.L. Section as, for example, Salem, Eastern Mass.; Providence, R. I.; Buffalo, W. N. Y.; Omaha, Neb.; Oakland, E. Bay, Hewlett, N. Y. C.-I. I. |
THAT YOUR RESULTS ARE CREDITED AND
award.
DELAY AND INSURE
operating. Send A.R.R.L. the results for
MAILYOURREPORTIMMEDIATELYATTHEEND
total aud will be made to the individual operator accredited
Sections listed by all points listed) may be shown parentheti­
eally after the "official" score that counts toward a possible
"Inklingers,"
with this total. To show the possible scores that can be built
up by several operators at one station, such scores (all
Sections listed by all points listed) may be shown parentheti­
cher the "official" score that counts toward a possible award.

FOR IUER A.R.R.L. PUBLICITY MAN
WRITES HIT BOOK

OLD-TIME hams, particularly those who
once graced the rolls of the historic "Inklingers,"
will be glad to learn that the Joshua K. Bolles who
authored "Father Was An Editor," currently
listed by the W. W. Norton Co., is none other
than J. Kenneth Bolles, newspaperman and head
of A.R.R.L. Publicity from 1922 to 1924. Climax­
ing a couple of decades of newspaper and pub­
icity work, "Jake" has in recent years been
struggling for authorship recognition. This time
it seems he has rung the bell. "Father Was
Editor," currently

STATION W . . SUMMARY OF EXCHANGES 10TH A.R.R.L. ALL-SECTION SWEEPSTAKES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq. Band</th>
<th>Time (On or Off Air)</th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>SENT (1 point)</th>
<th>RECEIVED (1 point)</th>
<th>Number of Each Different New Section at WR'd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5 P.M.</td>
<td>6:10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>W1AW 579</td>
<td>W1KQY 569</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 P.M.</td>
<td>6:25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>W259</td>
<td>W1KFS 479</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 P.M.</td>
<td>6:30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W3BKZ 389</td>
<td>W8671 599</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 P.M.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W3BKZ 389</td>
<td>W8671 599</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 P.M.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>W9KFS 479</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 P.M.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>W9KFS 479</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 P.M.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 P.M.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 P.M.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 P.M.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 P.M.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>W9KES 589</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number and name of operators having a share in above work
I hereby state that in this contest I have not operated my transnutter outside any of the frequency bantls specified on my station license, and
for each QSO, have a lot of fun, meet new friends, and per­
haps rate an A.R.R.L. award at the conclusion. Do your best
operating. Send A.R.R.L. the results for QST mention.
MAIL YOUR REPORT IMMEDIATELY AT THE END
OF THE CONTEST TO AVOID DELAY AND INSURE
THAT YOUR RESULTS ARE CREDITED AND
KNOWN THROUGH QST.

FORMER A.R.R.L. PUBLICITY MAN
WRITES HIT BOOK

OLD-TIME hams, particularly those who
once graced the rolls of the historic "Inklingers,"
will be glad to learn that the Joshua K. Bolles who
authored "Father Was An Editor," currently
listed by the W. W. Norton Co., is none other
than J. Kenneth Bolles, newspaperman and head
of A.R.R.L. Publicity from 1922 to 1924. Climax­
ing a couple of decades of newspaper and pub­
icity work, "Jake" has in recent years been
struggling for authorship recognition. This time
it seems he has rung the bell. "Father Was An
Editor," currently

QST for
A Stabilized $2\frac{1}{2}$-Meter Oscillator

Simplified Construction of "Pot" Tank Circuits

BY BYRON GOODMAN,* W1JPE

If you're looking for a more stable oscillator on $2\frac{1}{2}$ meters, but have avoided the Peterson "pots" because they looked like too much machine work, you'll find that shield cans can be used to build a high-$Q$ tank circuit without a great deal of difficulty. The results surpass those with any other u.h.f. self-excited oscillator.

There is no particular need to go into the reasons for using stable signals on the 112-Mc. band, since they should be self-evident. There have been several approaches to the problem. The obvious one, that of using crystal control from a lower frequency, normally requires the use of a multiplicity of frequency-multiplying stages and a search for tubes that will work well and still not drag down the purse too much. The use of parallel rods to furnish a high-$Q$ tank for a self-excited oscillator doesn't seem to have met with too wide an acceptance, although it does give a higher degree of stability than a coil-and-condenser circuit. A very promising avenue of approach was described some time ago in QST, \(^1\) where so-called "pots" were used to give a high-$C$ low-loss circuit for controlling the frequency of the oscillator. However, many readers were frightened away at the thought of intricate machine work in the construction of the gadget. There is no need for such fear, as we hope to point out in this story. And the results far surpass any other form of self-excited u.h.f. oscillator that we have seen.

The "pot" circuit gives, in effect, a high-$C$ low-$L$ circuit with quite low losses, which results in a very high-$Q$ tank. Unfortunately, the tube has to be connected across the circuit and thus lowers the $Q$, and coupling the load into the circuit further reduces the $Q$, but the net result is still a much better circuit than can be obtained by more conventional means. The condenser is similar to the neutralizing condensers used for lower-frequency rigs that are made of two concentric cylinders of slightly different diameters. The inductance is a short length of coaxial line with one end shorted. By using the outer conductor of the coaxial line as the inner cylinder of the condenser and supporting the outer plate of the condenser by the open end of the inner conductor of the coaxial line, a parallel-tuned circuit is obtained that has no losses except the resistance along the surfaces of the metal, since the only insulator in the circuit is air and there are practically no radiation losses because of the complete shielding. The metallic surfaces have considerable area and so the resistance there is much less than in conventional circuits.

The "pot" tanks have looked good to a number of experimenters, but they seemed to involve too much machine work for the average amateur and so have not been used. However, Frank Lewis, ex-W9AOG, happened to let slip to us one day that they were using pots at M.I.T. and had tried some made from ordinary shield cans, with fair success. It was another of those "why-didn't-I-

---

* Assistant Technical Editor.

\(^1\) Peterson, "High-$Q$ Tank Circuits for the Ultra-High Frequencies," QST, Sept., 1939.

November 1940
Another view of the "pot" shows the plate lead brought out through the can and fastened to the stator of the tuning condenser, and the heater and cathode by-pass condensers grouped closely around the socket. The heater and cathode wires are secured to the side of the can by cellophane Scotch tape.

think-of-that? affairs, and immediately one desk at HQ was covered with all of the catalogs listing aluminum shield cans. A pair was found that looked promising (because the dimensions were right to hit near 112-Mc. with the proper-sized inner conductor), and the first "pot" was built. No provision was made for tuning the circuit and, with a 7A4 tube in the circuit, it hit around 130 Mc. The pot was cut down until the tube showed signs of refusing to oscillate, at something above 160 Mc. The pots described in the original article used "flippers" to tune them, but this looked to be a difficult mechanical job, and it was decided to try an ordinary midget variable condenser across the circuit. The thought of the losses in the Isolantite insulation worried us a bit, and a strip of polystyrene was substituted for the Isolantite. However, it was found that there was practically no difference in the results with polystyrene or Isolantite insulation, and the final model uses no trick tuning condenser, although it is a nice refinement.

The Circuit

Although it may not look like one at first glance, the circuit shown in Fig. 1 is a tuned-plate oscillator using a pot tank and inductive coupling to the grid. The plate of the tube is connected to the open end of the inner cylinder, which corresponds to one end of a conventional coil-condenser parallel circuit, and the grid coupling is obtained by running a wire up through the inner cylinder parallel to the rod. Changing the position of this wire in its relation to the rod changes the coupling and hence the excitation. Power is coupled out of the circuit by a hairpin loop of wire running parallel to the rod and in the plane of a radius. Pushing the loop farther down in the pot increases the coupling. The tuning condenser is connected between the plate of the tube and the outer shield can, or, in effect, across the tuned circuit. Since the pot is connected directly to the plate, the whole pot is at the d.c. plate voltage above ground. However, as a safety measure it is easy to give the whole outer surface of the pot several coats of clear lacquer. The rest of the circuit consists simply of by-pass condensers, the grid leak and an r.f. choke, all in conventional locations. The condenser $C_2$ was found necessary to help remove r.f. from the power-supply leads.

Construction

There is no trick at all to building the pot, and no special tools are required except a 6-32 tap and the No. 35 drill to go with it. The outer shield can is a 3-inch diameter I.C.A. and the inner one is a 2½-inch diameter I.C.A., both measuring 3½ inches long. Points are located in the exact centers of the ends of each can and holes drilled open end of the inner cylinder, which corresponds to one end of a conventional coil-condenser parallel circuit, and the grid coupling is obtained by running a wire up through the inner cylinder parallel to the rod. Changing the position of this wire in its relation to the rod changes the coupling and hence the excitation. Power is coupled out of the circuit by a hairpin loop of wire running parallel to the rod and in the plane of a radius. Pushing the loop farther down in the pot increases the coupling. The tuning condenser is connected between the plate of the tube and the outer shield can, or, in effect, across the tuned circuit. Since the pot is connected directly to the plate, the whole pot is at the d.c. plate voltage above ground. However, as a safety measure it is easy to give the whole outer surface of the pot several coats of clear lacquer. The rest of the circuit consists simply of by-pass condensers, the grid leak and an r.f. choke, all in conventional locations. The condenser $C_2$ was found necessary to help remove r.f. from the power-supply leads.

There is no trick at all to building the pot, and no special tools are required except a 6-32 tap and the No. 35 drill to go with it. The outer shield can is a 3-inch diameter I.C.A. and the inner one is a 2½-inch diameter I.C.A., both measuring 3½ inches long. Points are located in the exact centers of the ends of each can and holes drilled
to clear 6-32 screws. A strip $\frac{3}{4}$ inches wide is removed from the open end of the smaller shield by first marking it with a pencil and then cutting half-way through with a sharp knife. The strip is then started by cutting down to the cut with diagonal cutters and then peeling the strip off with long-nosed pliers, in much the same fashion that a can of sardines is opened. It results in an even cut that needs but little cleaning with a file. A piece of $\frac{3}{4}$-inch diameter copper rod is cut to exactly $3\frac{1}{2}$ inches in length, and holes drilled in the center of each end are tapped to receive 6-32 screws for fastening the shields.

The socket, one of Amphenol's polystyrene loktals, is supported by a bracket of half-inch-wide strap brass bent in the form of a shallow U with lips bending outward at the ends. Tapped holes on these lips take the screws that fasten the socket. Another piece of the strap brass is used to support the tuning condenser. It is sweated to the under side of the socket bracket at an angle of 45° to the bracket in a position that places the center mounting hole in the bracket through the center-line of this strip. Its length is just sufficient to reach the edge of the can when the socket bracket is fastened to the can by a screw passing through the bracket and center of the can into the copper rod. The tuning condenser is made a single-support affair by sawing the rotor shaft just past the last plate and having the right-hand stator support just past the last plate. The left-hand stator support is left full length and is easily loosened by applying a hot soldering iron. The tuning condenser is mounted on the end of the brass strap with a flat-headed screw and, if everything has been aligned properly, the end of the left-hand stator support should come right at the plate connection of the socket.

This condenser and socket assembly can now be fastened to the large shield can for marking the various holes. A $\frac{3}{4}$-inch diameter hole is drilled $\frac{3}{16}$ inch in from the edge of the can to allow the lead from the inner can to come through and fasten to the tuning condenser stator. A small lug riveted to the top of the inner can furnishes this connection. Opposite the grid terminal of the socket and $\frac{3}{4}$ inch in from the edge, a $\frac{1}{16}$-inch diameter hole is drilled to take the grid lead. Directly opposite the strap supporting the tuning condenser and $\frac{3}{16}$ and $\frac{3}{8}$ inch respectively in from the edge, two more $\frac{1}{4}$-inch diameter holes are drilled to take the coupling loop. Quarter-inch holes are also drilled in the end of the small shield and the bottom of the large one for passing the grid lead, placed so that the grid lead will run parallel to the copper rod.

The grid lead and the coupling loop are insulated from the cans by cementing small strips of $\frac{1}{4}$-inch thick polystyrene (Millen Quartz-Q or Amphenol 912-B) to the can with Duco cement, after drilling holes to pass the No. 14 wire grid lead and the No. 18 wire coupling loop. If only a little cement is used, there will be less danger of its running out on to the surface of the polystyrene and reducing the effectiveness of the insulator.

The bottom cap of the outer shield can is used to support the assembly and, in turn, is mounted on three pillars to raise it above the base-board and provide room for the grid condenser and leak. It is advisable to fasten the by-pass condensers and the heater and cathode leads at the socket before fastening the socket to the bracket.

If all of the holes have been accurately drilled,
Two-Way Television Communication Inaugurated — Another Important "First" for Amateur Radio

What is believed to be the first successful two-way television communication radio circuit ever established between licensed stations in regular operation was formally inaugurated at the New York World's Fair on September 27th, with W2USA in the Communications Building as one terminus and W2DKJ/2 in the New York Daily News Building, eight miles away, as the other. Sight and sound are simultaneous each way, the television channels being on the 112-Mc. band and the voice on 56 Mc. With W2USA's Managing Director, Arthur H. Lynch, W2DKJ, as master of ceremonies, a number of well-known figures in amateur radio participated in the event. These included A.R.R.L. President George W. Bailey, W1KH; Hudson Division Director Kenneth T. Hill, W2AHC; former Hudson Division Directors Dr. L. J. Dunn, W2CLA and Dr. A. L. Walsh, W2BW; A.R.R.L. Research Engineer J. J. Lamb, W2BRO; Dr. James M. B. Hard, XEIGE, and the operating staff of W2USA. Also cooperating were W. A. Ready, president of the National Company, and R. S. Burnap, D. Y. Smith, ex-2AYD, and D. A. Richards of RCA Manufacturing Company. In addition to taking part in the television QSO's from the television booth, the gang also joined in the regular Friday night QST over W2USA's five 'phone transmitters operating simultaneously on different bands. Needless to say, the successful demonstration of two-way television communication was the principle topic of the various speakers.

Following the description of the new amateur television system by J. B. Sherman and L. C. Waller, W2BRO in the articles which appeared in the May, June and July issues of QST, and after viewing the successful demonstration of this equipment put on by W2BRO during the radio show in Chicago last June, Art Lynch was convinced that television communication should be added to the otherwise completely representative amateur activities at W2USA, "the most visited amateur station in the world." Although time was short, with the Fair closing at the end of October, he was not to be discouraged. An immediate conference with Ed Braddock, W3BAY, manager of the Amateur Division and Doug Smith, ex-2AYD, manager of the Special Tubes Division of RCA Manufacturing Company, and representatives of A.R.R.L. Headquarters, resulted in tentative adoption of a plan. Before its final execution, however, there were a number of trying setbacks. Suitable space for the television shack had to be obtained at the Fair and a suitable site in New York City had to be found where the owner would permit erection of antennas for the other station. Dr. John S. Young, Director of Radio and Television for the New York World's Fair, who has fought many a battle for the W2USA gang, was instrumental in persuading the Fair administration to donate the $8,750 worth of space which had been selected as most suitable. Clifford B. Denton, an old time friend of amateur radio and Director of Radio for the New York Daily News, arranged for antenna space on the roof and "shack" room on the upper floors of the Daily News Building which is 40 stories high and in the heart of New York City, eight miles from the site of W2USA. A group of manufacturers, including RCA, National, Thordarson, Hallcrafters, Kenyon and Hammarlund, generously aided in provision of the booth and equipment.

The television equipment at each end of the circuit consists of a camera-modulator unit, a receiver and a transmitter for operation on the 112-Mc. band. These units are duplicates of the camera-modulator, receiver and transmitter described in the May, June and July 1940, issues of QST. The 56-Mc. voice transmitter is a National Type NTEA unit to which a Kenyon Type 261 transformer has been added for coupling the audio output circuit to the plate circuit of the final 6L6. The voice receiver at W2USA is a National NHU. The other station uses a National 1-10 receiver. Since continuous "duplex" operation is not permitted on the 56-Mc. band, an operating "on-off" switch is provided which controls a multi-pole relay for antenna change-over as well as for switching the B-supply between the transmitter and receiver. Both stations use "pitchfork" antennas of the type shown in Fig. 5C, page 16, January 1939 QST, for the 56-Mc. circuit. The frequencies of the two transmitters on this band are 57.2 and 58.6 Mc. Each of the television transmitters, which operate on 112.5 and 115.5 Mc., uses a 3-element close-spaced array. Similar antennas are used for the television receivers.

Lee Waller, W2BRO, who has had plenty of
television experience, assisted ably in getting the video portion of the system in operation. The New York end of the television circuit is rather unique, being somewhat in the nature of an upside-down station because the 56-Mc. voice transmitter and its associated apparatus is located two full stories above the video equipment with its transmitting and receiving antennas.

An essential for television transmission is proper lighting. A single thousand-watt bulb in a reflector mounting is used at W2USA and a group of smaller bulbs with built-in reflectors is used at the New York station. In the interest of comfort for the televised, to say nothing of economy, it is desirable to avoid unnecessary operation of the lights. You don't get illumination without heat as well as glare --- and a little heat goes a long way. Accordingly, switching is arranged to cut off the light during reception. This lighting control arrangement also gives the folks outside the booth a better view of the received pictures, since the apparent brilliance and contrast of the image are improved with the glare removed.

In the operation of the combined voice and television circuit a number of interesting new features of operating technique have been revealed. For instance, cross-band operation with television one way and voice the other proves to be surprisingly effective, answers to oral questions being given by a shake of the head or other appropriate gesture. A two-way "conversation" by sign language is, of course, entirely feasible using the television channels alone. Mutual interference between the voice and television circuits, and even between the two picture channels, is surprisingly slight. It is also noticeable that the television in particular seems to be much less susceptible to electrical noise interference than would be expected. One peculiarity that has been observed is that radio signal interference which sounds especially bothersome with a voice receiver tuned to the television channel does not affect the received picture on the television receiver in the slightest.

Reactions of the amateurs who have witnessed this television demonstration, as evidenced by (Continued on page 108)
More on Balloon-Supported Antennas

Practical Dope on a Practical Sky Hook

BY R. CARLETON GREENE,* W8PWU

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest by most amateurs in balloon-supported antennas. Many recognize the advantages of having a vertical antenna, and a balloon seems about the most inexpensive means of obtaining one. Such an antenna is particularly advantageous on the low-frequency bands, where most amateurs are unable to obtain proper antenna heights. One might say that, in the balloon-supported antenna, we have the proverbial “sky hook” which many have dreamed of to stick up in the air and attach an antenna to. A limited number of amateurs are using balloon-supported antennas at the present time, while many have expressed their desire to try one providing they knew where to get the balloons and the gas to inflate them.

At the present time, there are two types of balloons suitable for supporting antennas, although the balloons are designed primarily for meteorological purposes. One type is the sounding balloon which was developed primarily for carrying radiosonde (radio meteorograph). The other type is known as a pilot balloon and is used to measure the direction and velocity of the wind. The Darex No. 350 Sounding Balloon and the Darex No. 100 Pilot Balloon are the two balloons most suitable for amateur purposes. These balloons are a product of The Dewey and Almy Chemical Company of Cambridge, Massachusetts. The balloons are made of pure latex rubber, assuring maximum strength, elasticity and aging qualities. The great strength of such rubber makes it possible to build the balloons with very thin walls, thus assuring balloons of the greatest possible lightness, in which hydrogen or helium can be used for net lifting power rather than for carrying the dead weight of the balloons themselves. However, care should be exercised in handling these balloons because of their thin wall structure. The inflation diameters, lifting powers and other data on these balloons is to be found in the table.

Greater lifting powers can be obtained by using a cluster of balloons. The Darex No. 100 Balloon sells for less than a dollar, while the cost of the larger Darex No. 350 Balloon is slightly under three dollars. For more purposes, the Darex No. 100 Balloon is the more desirable, since it has sufficient lifting power, requires less gas for inflation, and its cost is much less than the larger one.

Hydrogen or helium for the balloons can be purchased in various sizes of refillable cylinders ranging in capacity from twenty to one hundred eighty cubic feet. Hydrogen costs between two and fifteen cents per cubic foot, depending upon the quantity of gas purchased. Helium costs between seventeen and thirty cents per cubic foot, so its cost is prohibitive for most amateurs. When a cylinder of gas is purchased, some companies loan the cylinder free for a period of thirty days, after which time there is a rental fee of around two cents per day. Possibly some amateurs have the facilities so that they can manufacture their own gas. If so, it might be said here that the balloons will inflate fully under a pressure of 13 mm. (½ in.) of water. The local welding company can tell you where hydrogen can be obtained.

If hydrogen is used, great care should be exercised in the inflation of these balloons, as the gas is highly explosive. The balloon should be inflated out of doors, and all lighted cigarettes, flames, or sparks of any kind should be kept at a good distance from the balloon. Sparks from static electricity can be guarded against by grounding the tank during inflation of the balloon. After inflation, the neck of the balloon can be closed by folding it lengthwise and then taking a pipe cleaner, folded double, and twisting it around the neck of the balloon with a pair of pliers. If pipe cleaners are not available, No. 18 solid hook-up wire will serve the purpose. It is advisable to use several seals in order to prevent escape of the gas from the balloon. The ends of the wire seals should be trimmed to prevent puncturing of the balloon.

The most desirable antenna wire for attachment to such a balloon is phosphor-bronze fish line which is very light, strong, a good conductor and will not stretch. No. 18 or No. 20 hard-drawn copper wire also makes an excellent antenna. The writer has also used 1/16 inch galvanized steel cable with excellent results. If the antenna is to be very long, either the fish line or the hard-drawn copper wire is recommended, since the steel cable is much heavier. A 135-foot length of 1/16 inch steel cable weighs a little less than 1/4 of

---

Balloon-supported antennas are far from impractical for the amateur, as this story points out. It also gives the complete dope on lifting powers of various balloons and tells how to keep them from swaying too much in the breeze.

* 34 High Street, Avon, New York.
a pound, yet is easily carried aloft by a Darex
No. 100 balloon inflated to a diameter of a little
over three and a half feet. The antenna is at­
tached to the balloon by tying the antenna around
the neck of the balloon, which is made of much
heavier rubber than the body of the balloon. The
manufacturer claims the safe load on the neck of
any single balloon to be about 2500 gm. (5 lb. 8
oz.)

The functioning of the balloon-supported an­
tenna will depend largely upon the length of an­
tenna used. A half wave will probably be found
most satisfactory when there is no wind. In
breezes the antenna will not be perfectly vertical,
in which case a longer antenna may be desirable
in order to obtain the proper angle of radiation.
A small reel could be connected on the station end
of the antenna so that the length of the antenna
could be changed, and this would provide for use
of the antenna on several bands. Although most
amateurs use a single piece of wire for an antenna,
there is the possibility of using various arrays.
Several half waves could be stacked one above the
other and a coil and condenser in parallel used
between each half wave section for phasing. This
would give us a Franklin antenna. Broadside
arrays could also be used and information on
these various types of antennas may be found in
the A.R.R.L. Antenna Book.

The balloon should remain aloft for a week or
so, providing the balloon has been handled care­
fully and the neck of the balloon properly sealed.
Weather conditions will also affect the length of
time one will remain aloft. If the balloon has been
handled with greasy hands, the grease should be
wiped off and talcum powder shaken on these

DAREX NO. 100 PILOT BALLOONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Lifting Power</th>
<th>Hydrogen Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.60 m. (23 in.)</td>
<td>30 gm. (0 lb. 1 oz.)</td>
<td>113 l. (4.0 cu. ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.80 m. (31 in.)</td>
<td>208 gm. (0 lb. 7 oz.)</td>
<td>269 l. (9.5 cu. ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 m. (39 in.)</td>
<td>500 gm. (1 lb. 5 oz.)</td>
<td>533 l. (18.5 cu. ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.20 m. (47 in.)</td>
<td>940 gm. (2 lb. 1 oz.)</td>
<td>904 l. (31.9 cu. ft.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DAREX NO. 350 SOUNDING BALLOONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Lifting Power</th>
<th>Hydrogen Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.20 m. (47 in.)</td>
<td>960 gm. (1 lb. 8 oz.)</td>
<td>904 l. (31.9 cu. ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.40 m. (55 in.)</td>
<td>1380 gm. (2 lb. 14 oz.)</td>
<td>1437 l. (50.8 cu. ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.60 m. (63 in.)</td>
<td>2120 gm. (4 lb. 11 oz.)</td>
<td>2144 l. (75.9 cu. ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.80 m. (71 in.)</td>
<td>3160 gm. (6 lb. 15 oz.)</td>
<td>3053 l. (107.9 cu. ft.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For supporting an antenna, no Darex balloon should ever be in­
fated to more than 60% of its specified bursting diameter.

A balloon "sky hook" inflated and ready to take the
antenna upstairs for a week or so. The hydrogen tank is
in the left foreground.

November 1940
N.C.R. Activity in Sixth Naval District

BY LT. (JG) W. R. FOLEY, U.S.N.R.

CALIFORNIA to the contrary notwithstanding, the climate of the Sixth Naval District is so superior that we have no earthquakes, hurricanes, or floods. As a result, we have had no opportunity to make the headlines by disaster work, and we have contented ourselves by quietly training some of the finest radiomen and signalmen the Navy will ever see.

After this modest opening, may we introduce ourselves? Our organization rests on a firm foundation of "old salts." The three top-ranking officers, Lt. Comdr. E. J. Gluck, U.S.N.R.; Lt. T. B. Smiley, U.S.N.R.; and Lt. S. C. Sweeney, U.S.N.R., have a total of 30 years' naval service among them. The first mentioned is our Commander, and we might mention that he is no tyro in radio. He started out with a broadcast station and nursed it from the chemical rectifier stage right up to 50 kilowatts. Now he owns a station of his own, WSOC, and a good half-dozen portables and mobiles. Hams know him as W4CQ.

Section 1 is under the command of Ensign T. H. Wood. He has made a name for himself by the excellent section drills and his comments thereon, and by the fact that his units are the largest and always receive highest mention for their excellent military conduct. Their specialty is to send ten or fifteen men down to the Navy Yard for a weekend cruise. In civil life he is connected with the U. S. Department of Agriculture. You might have met him as W4ANK.

Section 2 is famous for leading the district in this year's competition. Lt. (jg) W. R. Foley admits that having only two units makes it easy to pile up a score, but on the other hand each failure counts more heavily, so all told Section 2 think they are pretty good. The commander is F.C.C. Inspector in civil life. Some of you may have worked him as W3MQ or W4FEC.

Lt. S. C. Sweeney is in command of Section 3, and he is famous for (1) the careful scoring of each unit in his own section competition, (2) his excellent articles on navigation that appear monthly in our bulletin, and (3) his good Irish nature. In civil life he is a forestry expert, a far cry from the Navy! A ham? Sure, W4BRK.

It may sound a bit old-fashioned, but NEF (our Master Control Station) is using a 1-tube transmitter. No, Oscar, it isn’t a Hartley. It’s an up-to-the-minute pentode giving out 200 watts of the cleanest sort of crystal controlled signal. It is so compact there was room for two of them in the same frame, so NEF changes frequency by changing transmitters—a matter of a second.

On the last National Drill of the 1939-1940 season, NEF had a power failure, and for a few minutes it looked as though the N.C.R. perfect attendance record would be ruined. A plan set in operation last summer saved it. The emergency station at Savannah, Ga., more than 200 miles away, noticed that NEF didn’t answer up during roll call. Signing NEF-1, they came in and took over the guard.

Charlotte, N. C., seems to be an exceptionally good receiving location, and NEF can copy solid when NAA isn’t getting a thing. Experiments are now in progress for automatic relaying. Signals from weaker stations, such as Canal Zone, will be used to key the NEF transmitter. The experiment is being watched with tremendous interest as it may pave the way for a wholly new conception of drill operations.

NDJ, the Alternate Control Station, under Ensign W. V. Gearhart, U.S.N.R., claims the record for something-or-other by having three transmitters but only one receiver. One of those "it is more blessed to send than to receive" stations. By the time this appears the situation will be improved as a new receiver is on the way. This station is located in Naval Quarters—the Georgia Tech Naval R.O.T.C. Armory. Swell quarters and a nice big unit, under Ensign V. J. Cheek, U.S.N.R., doing a swell job.

A side of a Reserve Officer’s education that is

(Continued on page 88)
Most of us have used link couplings with the general idea that they are equivalent to mutual inductance. In many cases, such as when they are used to couple the plate tank of one stage to the grid tank of the following stage, the load is placed across the terminals of the second tuned circuit. It may be of interest, therefore, to give the results of a rather tedious mathematical analysis of this case which was undertaken to find out what is the maximum load that can be transferred back to the plate tank by means of link coupling to a succeeding grid tank. The accompanying diagram shows the circuit considered, \( R \) being a resistance equivalent to the grid loading across the second tuned circuit. It is fairly obvious that if \( C_2 \) is given a value considerably too small or too large, very little loading will be reflected back into the plate tank. As \( C_2 \) is varied from too small a value to too large a value, it somewhere passes through a value which causes the maximum possible loading of the plate tank. This critical value of \( C_2 \) may be expressed in terms of the various circuit constants, but the expression will not be given in the text, since in practice such an adjustment of \( C_2 \) is most easily found by trial. However, assuming that this critical value has been found, it is of interest to study the expression for the resulting plate tank loading, which is as follows:

\[
\frac{w^2 L_1 L_2}{R} \left[ 1 - \left( a^2 + \beta^2 \right) \right] ^2
\]

where \( a \) is the coefficient of coupling between coil \( L_1 \) and the entire link circuit, and \( \beta \) is the coefficient of coupling between \( L_2 \) and the entire link circuit.

The above expression represents the lowest value of the effective resistance appearing across the plate tank that can be obtained by any adjustment of \( C_2 \). It should be remembered that since we are imagining the resistance to be reflected across the plate tank rather than in series with the plate tank coil, a low value of resistance represents heavy loading of the tube and vice versa. It is assumed of course that \( C_1 \) is always adjusted to produce the usual minimum of plate current, which adjustment tunes out any reactance effects reflected across \( L_1 \) by the coupling.

In practice it is not likely that either \( a^2 \) or \( \beta^2 \) can be made to exceed about 0.1 so that the part of the expression depending on these couplings is not likely to be smaller than 64. This is, of course, only an estimate indicating the order of magnitude of the bracketed part of the formula. The chief use of the formula is merely to indicate the effects to be expected from variations of the circuit constants. That is, the formula shows that the maximum tube loading that can be obtained becomes greater as the resistance across the second circuit is increased, is less as the inductances are increased, and of course is greater as the couplings between the link and the tuned circuits are made closer. It is of particular interest to note that the number of turns of the link has nothing to do with the effective coupling introduced by the link circuit except indirectly in that if there is much inductance in the wires of the link which connect the end turns together, the effect of this inductance on reducing the coefficients of coupling \( a \) and \( \beta \) is less when the link terminates in several turns at each end than when it is terminated in fewer turns.

To find out whether the link acts like a simple mutual inductance between the coils \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) the formula was generalized to include a coefficient of coupling \( \gamma \) directly between \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \). The formula already given is for link coupling alone. If mutual inductance between \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) is used alone the expression becomes

\[
\frac{w^2 L_1 L_2}{R} \left[ 1 - \gamma^2 \right] ^2
\]

while if both link and direct mutual inductance are used at the same time the expression is

\[
\frac{w^2 L_1 L_2}{R} \left[ 1 - (a^2 + \beta^2 + \gamma^2) + 2a\beta\gamma \right] ^2
\]

\[
\frac{a^2 \beta - \gamma}{a^2 \beta - \gamma}
\]

It will be seen that these three formulas differ only in their bracketed terms, and since each of these terms is a constant determined by the overall effectiveness of the coupling used, it is evident that so far as the behavior of the circuits is concerned, there is no difference.

(Continued on page 74)

---

Fig. 1 — The circuit discussed in the text
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AFTER all, the only thing that Five is really good for is ‘ground-wave’ work. Skip is just something to worry about, most of my worry being that when I am not around the receiver the band will open up and somebody else will hear something that I don’t!” When a well-known W9, for many seasons one of the most successful workers of skip DX, comes out with a remark like that, it’s news. It suggests that we might all do well to take time out to consider the ways in which we can improve our local coverage and increase our local activity on Five.

General use of high-gain beam arrays has certainly added many miles to our effective working range, but this gain has not been achieved without some disadvantages, too. High “front-to-back” may well be striven for in a beam for Ten or Twenty, but with the limited amount of activity on Five it can hardly be classed as a desirable characteristic. A field pattern shaped like a toothpick is swell for working skip; and an array, either horizontal or vertical, having all possible forward gain should be an important part of every u.h.f. station wherever possible; but we insist that there is still a definite place for a highly-elevated non-directional (or nearly so) antenna.

Herein lies one fundamental advantage of vertical polarization. With the possible exception of the Turnstile, there is no such thing as a non-directional horizontal. Even a bi-directional array of high performance is difficult with horizontal polarization. The uni-directional array has earned a well-deserved place in the u.h.f. picture; but from many quarters, particularly from the Middle West where such arrays are practically standard equipment, is coming the complaint that too often beams are pointed in the wrong direction; and that random QSO’s, resulting from a spontaneous desire to talk to someone, are becoming increasingly difficult.

With vertical polarization there are other ways of increasing coverage than by concentrating radiation in one direction. Stacking of elements vertically lowers the radiation angle, thus concentrating at useful angles the energy wasted, with the simple dipole, in high-angle radiation. The extended double Zepp, two half-waves in phase, and various stacked arrays having three or more collinear elements, all will give a definite improvement over a single half-wave, without sacrificing that desirable characteristic, general coverage.

Consider the mobile enthusiast. With vertical polarization demanded by mobile operation, he is apt to find the going rather tough in an area where only horizontal arrays are in use. Before the storm of protest from the advocates of horizontal polarization breaks, let us say that this is not intended as “taking sides” in the case of horizontal vs. vertical. We concede that horizontal polarization has been definitely superior to vertical during the summer skip season at W1HDQ. We grant that horizontals may have the edge in extended-local work, particularly in regard to noise pickup. But we’d hate to be without our verticals during most of the year, when friendly contacts over a wide area in all directions make Five the thoroughly enjoyable band it is.

There are other ways in which our operating range can be extended which have nothing to do with beams, high power, or choice locations. How many times have you struggled with a signal which registers perhaps S-2 or S-3 where the audio was completely unintelligible? The obvious answer is wider use of c.w. (no, not i.c.w. or m.c.w.) for calling and signing. There is another answer, too, and that is to be certain that the final stage is operating as a class-C stage should;

*A 329 Central St., Springfield Mass.*

A pair of 250TH's run a full kilowatt, with either amplitude or frequency modulation, at W9WOO, Peoria, Ill. The linear output circuit shows above the top of the cabinet.
that is, with sufficient excitation to permit full 100 per cent modulation. Plenty of audio of good quality, and proper adjustment of the final to make full use of it, can make an S-1 signal readable on voice. Development of good microphone technique, with clear pronunciation of all words and care in signing one's call, are oft-neglected factors which may make the difference between success and failure in many contacts on any phone band.

We have frequently stressed the value of organized operation in stimulation and maintenance of local activity on the Ultra-Highs. The U.H.F. Relay is the League's part in providing operating incentive. In these affairs, teamwork and the willingness to work anyone, near or far, are stressed; and it is gratifying to note that in the September Relay, though no skip DX was worked (to our knowledge) in any part of country, several messages traveled over distances in excess of 1000 miles. As in past contests, this one seemed to bring out large numbers of stations which are not normally heard on the u.h.f. bands. Invariably many new contacts are made by the gang who operate regularly on Five and 2 1/4, but it is difficult to tell how much of this is actual contest work and whether the Relay idea is generally popular. We would like to feel that every operator who has u.h.f. gear in the shack would get it going for these affairs; and, what is more important, that he would send in a report of his activities. If you enjoy these relays and want them continued, won't you drop a line to your conductor or to the Communications Department and say so. If you are on the other side of the fence, your criticism will be equally welcome.

It is too early to present a comprehensive picture of the doings in the Relay of September 14th and 15th, but from early reports it appears that first place was captured by W1AUN/1. Operating during the whole period from Mt. Wachusett, 2500-foot elevation in Princeton, Mass., Gordon Wiley made 45 contacts on 112 Mc. and 20 on 56 Mc. Add 34 points for message handling and apply the field multiplier and you have a score of 476 points. A mere 20 miles north of Wachuset,t, on Pack Monadnock Mountain, near Peterboro, N. H., W1BSG/1 got off to a late start but ran up 46 contacts on 112 Mc. in rapid succession posting a score of 392 points. The rig was a pair of '45's in a tuned-filament oscillator, with power supplied by a small gas-engine AG generator. The antenna was a 4-element "J" beam.

In every Relay there has been some point along the line from the East Coast to the Middle West which has been a stumbling block in the path of traffic started at each end. The long stretch from Detroit to Philadelphia was bridged successfully this time and the tough spot was, of all places, the New York area. With mainstays in past Relays, W2AMJ and W1KTF, both off the air temporarily, many messages were delayed for several hours in the vicinity of New York. Beyond the big city, W3ABS, South Branch, N. J., and W3AXU, Trenton, both in the Relay for the first time, provided reliable service to Philadelphia. Here, W3BZJ got traffic off to W3HWN and W3KBK. The next stop was W3CIR at Alquiapa, Pa., where Ed maintained contact with W8QUO/8 and W8QDU. W8QUO/8 helped out mightily in maintaining this circuit, having installed a 75-watt rig at the top of the 350-foot Perry's Victory Monument on South Bass Island, Lake Erie. The W8QDU-W8CVQ-W9VHG circuit functioned smoothly all day Sunday, providing delivery for numerous Chicago messages. In the Boston area, W1ERT and W1HXP were on desk for delivery of traffic for that area, while W1's CEA, JDV, COO, and T1U/1 kept New Hampshire in the picture. Others performing yeoman service included W2's ILK/2, GHV, CUZ, W3HOH, W8's MDA, RFW, and scores of others yet to be heard from. The complete story will appear in QST in due time.

HERE AND THERE:
Known far and wide for his work in connection with analysis of sporadic-E skip, Mel Wilson, WIDEI, is also one of the most consistent workers of extended-local DX. The
UI.F. DX RECORDS Two-Way Work

56 Mc.: W1EYM — W6DNS, July 22, 1938, 2500 miles.
112 Mc.: W6BJI/6 — W6KIN/6, July 4, 1940, 250 miles.
224 Mc.: W6QJ/6 — W6LFN/6, August 18, 1940, 135 miles.
434 Mc.: W6UJO/6 — W6MYJ, September 23, 1940, 110 miles.

16-element beam shown in the accompanying photo is largely responsible for this. Mel has kept consistently successful schedules with W1ETF, Darien, Conn., and W2AAM, Bergenfield, N. J., 150 and 180 miles. Elevations at each end are close to sea level, with rough country ranging up to 1200 feet and more intervening. This is not phenomenal as an occasional occurrence under exceptional conditions, but as a daily event over a period of months it represents a standout accomplishment. When the band gets hot, Mel gets down to W3DJZ, 270 miles, and W3GGR, 315 miles, with ease. The first-in-last-out signal that you fellows in the Middle West hear is not from this vertical array, but from what we believe to be something unique in u.h.f. antennas, a pair of man-sized rhombics, stacked one above the other! As this is being written, Mel is expecting a call to take a position in other parts. As one of the country's leading exponents of five-meter operation, W1DEI will be sorely missed.

W1ELP, Cambridge, Mass., has at last found someone with whom he can work two-way f.m. W1CCZ, Winniso, that ham's paradise described some time back in QST 1) is now on with up to 500 watts f.m. and one of the new S-27 receivers. Daily schedules have been successful a major portion of the time. Comparisons of W1CCZ using a.m. and f.m. have been made by W1ELP and W1KH. Though somewhat higher power is used on the f.m. rig, it is significant that the f.m. signal has been readable on several occasions when the a.m. was lost in the noise level.

Skip DX was conspicuous by its absence during September. The only sign of skip reported was a partial contact between W7FFE and W6OKV on Sept. 3rd. Jim and W6QLZ are still campaigning for more activity on Five. They hear down on everyone they contact on Ten, and have converted W6PB3 at Douglas, and expect to get W6SAV going soon. They are after all the boys in the high elevations: PJ6, DJ6, and another convert, C6H, all being over 4000 feet. These boys are going to concentrate on c.w. transmissions between 10 a.m. and noon, M.S.T., daily, from Oct. 15th to Nov. 10th, in a "college try" for a contact via any other means. The W6's and W5's were contacted, along with W6XN, W6LX, and W6BQ, among others.

W6QJ in Windham has been providing good signals through at Wilbraham for the first time. W1WU has made good contacts via his 16-element beam shown in the accompanying photo. Reports from the W6's, leaders in activity on 2½, have been denied to them. When the aurora is responsible, the signal will usually appear to peak with the beam pointed north, regardless of the direction to the station heard.

In cases of strong aurora reflection, voice or tone modula­tion may be completely unintelligible. The only means of communication will be c.w., with the slow, ponderous type of fist getting the best of it every time. The fact that this sort of work is usually over distances which are difficult to cover by any other means, coupled with the eerie quality of the aurora itself and the signals it produces, makes this business of aurora DX a fascinating field. We need to know more about it — so be on the lookout, and report your observations promptly and completely.

And in conclusion, we would like to offer the reminder that inversions, while not as frequent as in summer, do occur regularly in the fall and winter months. Weather conditions are much more stable during this period and a study of the daily weather map and careful observation of local weather conditions makes it possible to predict the peaks of inversion bending several days in advance. We commend a study of the behavior on the Ultra-Highs in Winter to those lost souls who feel that there is nothing left in Amateur Radio, now that the snazzying of rare prefixes is denied to them.

112 Mc.: The September Relay provided many new contacts on 2½ in the East. Extended-local work reached a new high on Saturday night, with a network providing a route from New York to Boston entirely on 112 Mc. Messages from the New York area were relayed by W1MRF, Bridgeport, Conn., to W1I at Madison. Owen then passed them to W1HDO where they were dispatched to the Boston area via W1AUN/1 on Mt. Wachusets. Around midnight things really started to happen, with the Boston stations coming through at Wilbraham for the first time. W1's SS, PI, MBS, FK, and JDF were contacted, along with W2ADW, ANV, LBK, and DZA. Though it is only 70 miles to Boston compared with 125 miles to the W2's, the former path is over high hills and is usually tough going even on Five. W1LZ/1, Hyde Park (Boston) heard W2ADW and W1I, both over 120 miles distant, and several unidentified W2's at greater distances. High scorers on 2½ include W1A's IJ, AUN/1, SSG/1, MRF; W2's BB, DZA, MWA, FZA, and others not yet heard. From Michigan, W8's GDI, NNN, SLH, MDA, and others were active on 2½. Reports from the W6's, leaders in activity on 112 Mc. in past Relays, have not been received as this is being written.

With a concomitance of 112-Mc. population in many cities, 2½ presents a good opportunity for emergency net organization. W1IP1 reports upwards of twenty-five stations drilling every Thursday night from 9:45 to 8 P.M. in the region around Boston, Mass.

From Providence, R. I., W1JP reports that 2½ has quieted down considerably with the elimination of the swarm of illicit stations from the band. Their loss is little mourned, however, and was accomplished by the simple expedient of the legitimate stations refusing to work any station known to be operating illegally. Jack says that W1's HEN, MNC, MBI, DBA, MBD, JXQ, and LNKA are active locally. Several of these have been able to work up to New Hampshire, with 100 miles, and two to 150 miles. W1GDI, in Windham has been providing good signals whenever the band opens up for extended-local work. W8CQV, Kalamazoo, Mich., has worked W8QU in Detroit, crossband, 2½-5, with CW transmitting 85 watts to p.p. HK-24's. This is a 130 mile hop over flat country. Two way work is contemplated shortly.

From Denver, Colo., W9WXY reports a 2½-meter field day on Sept. 8th, with W9TVK/9, W9JG/9, W9QSA/9, W9QST/9, and W9QXX/9 on Pike's Peak, W9QWX/9 at Raynor, Colo., and W9QXY/7 at Cheyenne, Wyo. Distances covered included: VTK-OKY, 65 miles; VTK-WXY, 110 miles; VTK-QCX, 100 miles, VTX also heard W9BU when W9BU was at Kimball, Neb., and Peets, 175 and 180 miles, respectively.

1"Phone-C,W., DeLuxe, W1CCZ" QST, November, 1936.
We wouldn't want anyone to take this as subtle propaganda for the elimination of simple equipment from the 112-Mc. field, but we like W4FKN's approach. Having added an HK-24 amplifier to his Utah 5-10-20 rig to improve his performance on Five, he found that this same stage would do a very nice job as a doubler to 2½. It occurs to us that many of the gang who have gear for Five go to 2½ by building an oscillator for this band, when a doubler would be fully as simple a solution, to say nothing of the better quality which results from the stable signal. W4FKN and W4GXY are working out on 2½ and expect to have more converts in the Atlanta Area shortly.

224 MC. AND UP:

Note that this department has a new heading. This is occasioned by two reports of activity on 400 Mc. W1COO, Brentwood, N. H., is working with W1JK, Exeter; a distance of four miles, with Five one way and ½ the other. And here in W6IOJ, with hardly sufficient time for his 335-mile record on 224 Mc. to appear in print, coming along with work on 400 Mc. with W6MYJ. Both use WE-316-A oscillators and 955 receivers. W6MYJ, working from his home in North Hollywood, runs 30 watts. IOJ has his "door knob" installed in his car, running at 5 watts input. Work up to 11 miles has been done, with more coverage expected shortly.

With Five quieting down, a number of fellows are taking up 224-Mc. work. For the experimentally minded, this represents a more interesting field than 2½; the latter being principally the old days on Five right over again. W1AJJ reports a contact with W1COO, 114-5, with AJJ using mobile equipment at the summit of Mt. Greylock, Mass., but no contact was made. This is an indirect path of about 145 miles and used to be tough going on Five in your conductor's early mountain-climbing days. Via 28 Mc., W2EUT tells us of experimental work getting started on 224 Mc. Several of the gang in Seattle and vicinity went to 2½ from Five.

W1AJJ and W1HDF have made progress in their die-hard attempt to get over the hills between Elmwood and Wolcott, Conn. AJJ has heard the sig from Carl's HK-54's and 12-element beam, but the 22-watts to an HK-24 feeding a 7-element Yagi in Al's attic have not negotiated the rugged trip, to date.

They still try for crystal control on 2½. W1AKD reports about a half a watt output on 224 Mc. in his mobile rig. W1LIH (and your conductor, too) have doublers (?) from crystal-controlled 112-Mc. stages which put out, strangely enough, on 2½.
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U.F.R. MARATHON

AUGUST WINNER: W1KJ, 115 POINTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Contacts Through August 118 294</th>
<th>Cumulative States Scored In</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1A1Y</td>
<td>29 10 3 68 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1KCT</td>
<td>41 10 3 104 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1KOL</td>
<td>72 10 3 204 13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1CUG</td>
<td>28 6 4 53 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1E6T</td>
<td>16 4 2 85 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1EKT</td>
<td>102 5 1 276 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1DFE</td>
<td>21 51 27 277 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1G1Z</td>
<td>118 49 5 483 12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1HDF</td>
<td>12 4 2 49 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1HDQ</td>
<td>102 39 1 1263 24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1H1X</td>
<td>23 5 4 30 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1Jar</td>
<td>110 3 4 88 17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1JLX</td>
<td>90 28 6 307 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1LP</td>
<td>1 27 6 65 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1MJD</td>
<td>23 27 5 129 24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1LKL</td>
<td>116 6 4 803 20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1LPE</td>
<td>29 12 6 126 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1LSN</td>
<td>43 10 6 105 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1MBH</td>
<td>120 2 248 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1MEP</td>
<td>20 6 2 62 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2ADW</td>
<td>14 21 3 133 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2AJU</td>
<td>145 7 3 853 24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2BMD</td>
<td>57 115 3 314 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2C7U</td>
<td>122 12 3 277 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2DZA</td>
<td>72 15 4 184 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2KEL</td>
<td>122 21 4 500 21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3AL1</td>
<td>21 6 2 313 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3ALX</td>
<td>122 6 2 282 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3K1J</td>
<td>23 14 4 154 19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3KDZ</td>
<td>213 48 3 1307 20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3KOV</td>
<td>75 7 1 218 13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3KLV</td>
<td>87 8 1 37 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3SIX</td>
<td>37 28 3 107 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3MOM</td>
<td>208 11 6 678 18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3R1L</td>
<td>89 1 3 562 21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4E1LZ</td>
<td>31 2 2 280 12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4FBH</td>
<td>82 7 1 728 18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5AGG</td>
<td>163 6 5 1751 25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5Y1F</td>
<td>141 7 2 196 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5YV</td>
<td>59 6 2 662 18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6IOJ</td>
<td>8 95 3 383 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6OYO</td>
<td>12 9 2 194 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GGO</td>
<td>7 6 1 61 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6QGJ</td>
<td>58 2 2 165 15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RCL</td>
<td>1 180 1 483 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6WTM</td>
<td>2 11 1 113 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6K1J</td>
<td>55 23 3 357 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6LJ1</td>
<td>106 41 6 777 16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6Q8S</td>
<td>61 30 6 630 13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RKE</td>
<td>72 8 1 601 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RMt</td>
<td>71 16 1 315 10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6SN1</td>
<td>21 42 1 17 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6SN2</td>
<td>25 11 3 291 14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6SN3</td>
<td>78 6 2 600 10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6QAG</td>
<td>44 2 2 297 17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6QJB</td>
<td>137 15 2 1351 26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To conserve space, stations not reporting for two consecutive months have been deleted. These will be re-listed upon receipt of further reports.

1 Frequency modulation used exclusively at W1E1P.
2 Not eligible for award.

Silent Keys

It is with deep regret that we record the passing of these amateurs:

Dr. K. Bientema, PA0AF, Groningen, Netherlands
James A. Carroll, W9NA, Kansas City, Kansas
Lester W. Cornford, W7AKE, Portland, Oregon
George S. Dozier, W9GLH, Stanford, Kentucky
John L. Green, W9ETT, Pineville, Kentucky
Robert Marcum Haswell, W9RMH, Mansfield, Mo.
Charles W. Holdiman, W6AGJ, San Jose, Calif.
Jack Hollenback, W6CUC, San Diego, Calif.
William J. North, VE3OH, Windsor, Ontario
Raymond Hugh Putnam, WS9GF, Homer, Michigan
Edward Seppa, W9CEX, Dollar Bay, Michigan
F/lt. George Zech, R.A.F.V.R., GMSTT, Sterlingeshire, Scotland
LITHUANIA

On July 1st, amateurs in Lithuania were closed down. All transmitters were sealed by government authorities, but were left in the owners' possession. A second blow came on the 8th, when all radio organizations and societies were ordered closed, including the L.R.M. Secretary Satas despairs that no indication was given as to the future destiny of amateur radio, nor can anything be learned.

The small but rapidly-growing society was nipped in the midst of its most successful year. New QSL stamps as well as logbooks had been printed, a Handbook issued for beginners, membership buttons acquired, and a monthly bulletin produced. There were 71 licensed amateurs in the country, most of whom were affiliated with L.R.M. An additional 50 members consisted of short-wave listeners, interested in becoming licensed.

To our L.Y friends we send 73 and the hope we shall meet them on the air again soon.

SOUTH AMERICA

Reports reach us that both Uruguayan amateurs, who some months ago were closed down, and Brazilian amateurs, who were prohibited from contacting stations outside their own country, have been allowed to return to normal operation.

BULGARIA

A total of 75 HA stations participated in the amateur "Hungarian Test" on April 28, 1940. HA4H with 85 contacts won first honors, with HA9Q (83 contacts) a close second in the one-day contest. Eighty and forty meters were used, and the input power of all stations averaged about 100 watts.

HASS, who sends us the information, points out that the numerals in Hungarian amateur calls are not indices of districts. HA9- stations, for example, are military stations of the government using such calls in amateur operation. HA0- calls are assigned to Boy Scout radio stations.

QSL BUREAUS CHANGES

Canal Zone: Fourth Coast Artillery, K5AA, Radio Section, Fort Amador.
India: John G. McIntosh, V02LJ, Bukhial T. E., Letekujan P. O., Assam.
Nicaragua: E. H. Andreas, YNIOP, P. O. Box 118, Nanagua.

NEWS AND NOTES

L. H. GARLAND has been appointed headquarters secretary of B.A.R.R.L. for the duration of war. On June 10th the Philippine Department of National Defense prohibited its amateurs from communicating with any external country excepting the United States and possessions. Considered in the light of existing U. S. regulations, this means that Filipinos may now intercommunicate only among themselves. Amateurs in the Dominican Republic were recently prohibited from communicating with stations outside the country. According to the Australasian "Radio World," a new regulation of the Australian P. & T. Department prohibits trafficking in communications equipment. Amateurs, who have been permitted to retain their station equipment, may not now dispose of it or acquire more in any quantity, without a special permit.

(Continued on page 74)
COMPOSITE OSCILLATOR

This composite oscillator should prove attractive to the amateur to whom the smell of soldering reacts as a perpetuating tonic — the circuit-changer eternal and the experimenter.

Primarily the chief advantage in the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 is its extreme flexibility in adapting itself to purposes for which modern oscillators are generally designed. Each of the various circuits is well known, but the combination of these oscillators into a composite circuit is probably new and justifies its presentation.

By merely selecting the proper coil or plug-in unit for the grid or cathode circuit, it is possible to secure any one of six types of oscillator circuits as follows: straight tetrode or pentode crystal oscillator, Tri-tet, regenerative crystal with choke in cathode (the grid-plate oscillator), regenerative crystal with screen-grid feedback, electron-coupled oscillator and variable-crystal oscillator.

Tuning of the various oscillator circuits has been covered in QST and The Radio Amateur's Handbook and, therefore, needs no repetition. It might be mentioned, however, that tuning of regenerative types of crystal oscillators requires careful adjustment of the regeneration condenser to a setting that will promote good output with safe crystal current and stable keying.

The electron-coupled oscillator is used chiefly for emergencies, but may be used for regular fixed-station work, provided oscillator voltage is regulated and mechanical, thermal and electrical constants are stabilized. Much has been written of late on the e.c.o. and its ills and cures, but for the most part, the proper construction of this type of oscillator calls for isolation, stabilization and complete shielding of the oscillator itself from the following stages of the transmitter. Unless these precautions are taken, the e.c.o. circuit is recommended for experimental work only.

The condenser C5 tunes the e.c.o. and Tri-tet coils and is used for regeneration control in the screen-grid feedback oscillator, therefore it should be of sufficient size to cover its various uses. A condenser of smaller capacity than that recommended would probably cause erratic operation in regenerative crystal oscillators. It may be as high as 500 µfd., although some difficulty might be encountered in setting frequency with the e.c.o. while doubling or quadrupling frequency.

A fixed high capacity is connected across the e.c.o. coil for stability and is mounted inside the coil form. The crystal need not be removed when using the e.c.o.

If a 6L6 is used, sufficient output should be obtained to drive a buffer-doubler or amplifier.
requiring a driving power of approximately 10 to 20 watts, which should be ample for most applications. — L. H. Dunning, W7HXM and R. H. Lindqvist, W6SM.

**SIMPLE TRANSFORMERLESS DUPLEX BIAS SUPPLY**

In Fig. 2 is the circuit diagram of a simple transformerless duplex bias supply built by Dr. Eugene C. Woodruff, WSCMP. It consists of only a pair of 117Z6 full-wave rectifiers, a filter condenser and a few resistances.

The plates of the first 117Z6 rectifier are connected in parallel to form a half-wave circuit. The two sections of the second 117Z6 are used as isolating rectifiers so that two transmitter stages may be biased from the single supply without having the grid current of one stage affect the biasing voltage of the second stage. The condenser C is the only filter required. R1 is the usual bleeder resistance.

R2 and R5 are the recommended grid-leak resistances for the transmitter tubes in use, while the variable resistances R2 and R3 are used to adjust the output voltage of each branch to the cutoff value required for each stage. Normal bleeder current can flow through the rectifier in each branch and the rectified grid current of each stage flows through its own grid-leak branch, but cannot flow through the other branch, since the other rectifier is so polarized that it prevents any such action.

The resistances to be used at R2 and R3 may be determined from the following formula:

\[ R = 2 \frac{E_o}{E_{ce}} \times R_b - R_b, \]

where \( E_o \) is the output voltage of the pack, \( E_{ce} \) the biasing voltage required for plate-current cutoff of the r.f. tube in question with no excitation and \( R_b \) is the recommended grid-leak resistance. \( E_{ce} \) is determined approximately by dividing the plate voltage at which the stage is to be operated by the amplification factor of the tube. The voltage output of the pack will run slightly above the voltage of the supply line.

One unique feature of the circuit is the single connection to the line plug. The chassis of the supply is grounded. With the single connection, if the plug is inserted in the wrong direction, nothing happens, while if it is inserted correctly, the heaters light up and the supply is in operation. This prevents possible short-circuit of the line should the plug be polarized incorrectly.

**MODULATOR AS KEYING MONITOR IN PORTABLE TRANSMITTER**

Many portable transmitters built for emergency work are designed for both voice and code operation. Since emergency work is often done under unfavorable conditions, a keying monitor is especially desirable in code work. Carl Drumeiller, W9EHC, suggests the arrangement shown in Fig. 3 in which the modulator is converted to an audio oscillator by which keying may be monitored.

![Fig. 3 — W9EHC's scheme for converting modulator into portable keying-monitor oscillator for code work. The four switches are sections of a four-gang switch. The size of the capacity C determines the pitch of the audio tone generated.](image)

A four-gang double-throw switch makes all the necessary connections in changing from voice to telegraph. The size of the capacity \( C \) determines the pitch of the audio tone generated and should be determined by experiment. It will vary somewhat with the type of transformer used.

**CONVERTING THE B.C. RECEIVER FOR 160-METER PHONE WORK**

This method of converting a broadcast set for short-wave use has the advantage of being extremely simple and requires no mutilation of the broadcast receiver.

According to the formula:

\[ L = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{L_1} + \frac{1}{L_2}}, \]

the total inductance of coils connected in parallel is reduced.
It is easy to obtain from your junk box or someone else's junk box, the r.f. coils taken from the r.f. stages or first-detector stage of a broadcast receiver. It will take one coil for the first detector and one for each stage of the r.f. between the first detector and the antenna. For almost all receivers tuning the broadcast band these coils will have approximately the same inductance.

If the spacing is left unchanged, the inductance of a coil is roughly proportional to the number of turns, and for purposes of computation it will be assigned a value of one.

From the law that the frequency of a resonant circuit varies inversely as the square root of the product of the inductance and capacity, it may be determined that to double the frequency when the capacity is constant, it is necessary to reduce the inductance to one-quarter of its original value. Substituting in the formula we have:

\[
\frac{1}{4} = \frac{X}{1+x} \quad \text{or} \quad X = \frac{1}{x}
\]

where \(L_1\) equals 1, \(L_2\) equals \(x\), required inductance equals \(\frac{1}{4}\).

Since the value of inductance was taken as one, it is only necessary to count the turns on the coils taken from the junk box and then take off \(\frac{1}{4}\) of the total number.

Connect one of these altered coils between the control grid and the r.f. ground of the first detector. In each stage ahead of the detector connect a coil in the same manner.

Since the capacity was constant in determining the inductance, the second harmonic of the high frequency oscillator will beat with the incoming signal and it will not be necessary to make any changes in this stage.

The antenna input circuit, if inductively coupled, will now be out of resonance. A few turns of the antenna wrapped around the coil which has been shunted across the first stage of r.f. will take the place of the former coupling.

Because of the low cost of old broadcast-band superhetas, a serviceable 160-meter 'phone receiver can be had for almost nothing. — Donald Lauderdale, W3RJP.

**SHUNT-FED MOBILE ANTENNAS**

The shunt-fed arrangement shown in Fig. 4 was first tried after I had had some difficulty with my first antenna for mobile use, which was a bumper-rod on the back bumper. This was fed in the conventional manner with a concentric line, using crystal-mike cable for the purpose, and it apparently worked quite well on transmitting. I later installed a relay operating from the transmitter plate voltage to throw the antenna over to the receiver. This worked well while the car was stationary, but when in motion so much static was picked up by the antenna that it was impossible to receive. It was while attempting to eliminate this that the shunt feed was first tried.

It was the solution so far as static was concerned and I have since found it superior in other respects. Perhaps this is because of a better impedance match, since there is undoubtedly some mismatch between a crystal-mike cable and the bottom of a quarter-wave antenna.

The antenna proper is an adjustable bumper-rod of the usual type which has an extended length of 8 feet. This can be used as either a quarter- or half-wave antenna on five meters and as a quarter-wave antenna on ten meters. Ten-meter mobile operation is, of course, illegal at present. The feeder is crystal-mike cable.

![Fig. 4 — Shunt-fed mobile antennas used by W2DVR to reduce noise. A — Quarter-wave; B — Half-wave.](image)
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In my own installation, to facilitate antenna changes, I am using copper clips on the outside end of the feeder (both inner and outer conductors) on a short flexible lead from the bottom of the antenna, and on both ends of the loading coil. — Eric W. Crusoe, W2DYR.

ROLL-PAPER ATTACHMENT FOR UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER

For a long time, I've spent a little spare time, now and then, copying press transmissions on a mill for code practice. But, it always seems that whenever I just get going in good shape, I reach the end of a sheet of paper and have to stop to insert another one. The old stunt of feeding in another sheet by dropping it in between the rubber roller and the end of the sheet in use isn't always satisfactory, for it still requires reaching around for another sheet of paper, which amounts to an interruption no matter how you look at it.

Having seen the standard continuous rolls of 8½-inch-wide teletypewriter paper, I decided to rig up a fitting on the typewriter carriage of my Underwood No. 5 which would carry one of these rolls. Since it is an extremely simple arrangement, I think the traffic boys and those following the code practice transmissions from W1AW will be interested.

Referring to the sketch of Fig. 5, I folded up a couple scraps of 14-gauge aluminum to make a pair of angle strips ½ inch on a side 6 to 8 inches long (or ready-made angle stock may be used). Near the end of each a ¼-inch hole is drilled to form bearings for a section of ½-inch diameter brass rod. A reel for the roll is formed by drilling ¼-inch holes all the way through a pair of old bakelite dials and sliding them on the rod. Compression-type dials are just the thing for the purpose, but set-screw dials will also work. The protruding ends of the shaft are fitted with collars with set screws. This reel, when correctly adjusted, keeps the paper roll in line with the margin marker at all times.

The brackets are fastened to the top of the carriage by removing the two nicked trim strips on either side and substituting the angle brackets in their place. The mounting holes in the angle pieces should be drilled to match the screw holes in the carriage.

The new roll of paper, which may be purchased from most office-supply houses for about 40 cents, weighs 3½ lbs. This weight may be sufficient to stall the carriage of an older-model machine. If this difficulty is encountered, unwind about 30 ft. of paper, make a loose roll and slip it on the reel. This, together with the reel, weighs but 8 oz. and will not affect the carriage action. Thirty feet will keep you going for several evenings.

The reel may be installed on the carriage of a Royal machine, but this requires the drilling and tapping of holes in the carriage for the mounting screws. — D. L. Warner, W9IBC.

NEW TRANSMITTING TUBE

RCA-B15

A new dual beam-power tube that will interest all u.h.f. men has just been announced by RCA. It appears to be a low-priced version of the 829 and should fill a long-felt need. The fact that it is rated at full ratings to 150 Mc. and at 85% to 200 Mc. opens up many possibilities in transmitter construction. It is a cathode-type tube with the heaters for each tube section connected in series, so that the heaters can be operated on either 12.6 volts (heaters in series) or 6.3 volts (heaters in parallel). Its ratings follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-electrode capacities</th>
<th>Grid to plate (with external shielding)</th>
<th>0.2 µfd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.5 µfd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.3 µfd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum overall length</td>
<td></td>
<td>4½ inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td>2½ inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Metal shell, micaol. octal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typical Operating Conditions

As A.F. Amplifier and Modulator, Class AB2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCS</th>
<th>IC &amp; AS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>300 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>125 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>150 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>150 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6100</td>
<td>8000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>54 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>400 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>175 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>15,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,250</td>
<td>15,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 106)
USE THE MILL

U. S. Rathburne (113), San Diego, Calif.
Editor, QST:
I read with interest your editorial on encouraging the amateur radio operator to increase his code speed. I was especially glad to hear that you are encouraging hams to copy code on the "mill."

In the class of naval reservists that volunteered for active duty, the majority being amateurs, we found that our main fault in copying the code was that we were unable to copy on the mill. Most of us could copy FB with the "stick," but when it came to the mill our speed was nil.

Requirements in the service require the copying of code on the mill. Regardless of whether you get into the service or not, your copying ability will increase much faster when copying on the mill, and I believe that your c.w. QSOs will become much more interesting.

In closing I wish to congratulate QST and the A.R.R.L. on helping us amateurs enjoy our great hobby in this troubled world, while our fraternal brothers overseas are waiting . . . hoping . . .

--- Carl F. Gombor RM3C/USN, W9UYP/6

LET'S COOPERATE

17 Crestview Hill Road, Livingston, N. J.
Editor, QST:
It was very gratifying to me to hear that the League was taking into consideration the code and realizing the necessity for building up real operators in the c.w. ranks.

My first thought was that the gang would cooperate 100% with the idea, which would be the natural reaction of any ham really interested in the betterment of his operating and the possibility of his usefulness to our country if the necessity arises.

The frequencies were announced in QST, yet we have continuous QRM on the frequency which is being used by the League for our help.

Is it too much to ask any real ham to vacate this one frequency for a period of 15 minutes each evening? Listening to the QRM on forty meters, the fellows who are causing the nuisance certainly can use the code practice if their fists are any indication of their operating ability . . .

Fellows, let's cooperate and give W1AW a break, and give yourself some good necessary code practice.

Clear the frequency for that few minutes each evening.

--- G. S. MacMillan, W2JQE

LICENSE RENEWALS FOR CONSCRIPTS

603 Spring St., Aurora, Ill.
Editor, QST:
With conscription imminent . . . I believe it fitting that any amateur who has assigned to him an operator's license and call letters, and who serves our country in military service, should have his licenses renewed without having been active three months prior to the renewal of said licenses.

There are movements to restore employment and defer debts so conscripts can continue without interruption their civilian life when their military services are completed. I believe that a gesture from our government in respect to the amateurs would be proper and fitting.

--- Harold H. Nelson, W9EDW

Editor's Note. — Arrangements for waiving the activity requirement in the case of amateurs who cannot comply because of expirations occurring during service under the selective draft are being made, and there is every likelihood that some provision along these lines will be adopted.

THE CHOCTAWS' SECRET CODE

706 West Duke St., Hugo, Okla.
Editor, QST:
I have read the article on Operator Training by Clyde M. Bartlow, WSTPQ, in which he stated that there was a Cherokee Indian used by the Signal Corps during the last World War to baffle the German wire tappers. I wish to state here that it was not a Cherokee but several Choctaw Indians that did this fine piece of work . . .

Seven full-blooded Choctaws, Solomon Lewis, Ben Cartaby, Robert Taylor, Pete Mayhtubby, James Edwards and Jeff Wilson, were assigned to Company E, a part of the 36th Division under General Roy Hoffman. They sailed from New York on July 1, 1918, and disembarked at La­zarre, France. The morning of October 7th they arrived at the front lines, and on the morning of the 8th they went over the top for the first time at St. Mihiel.

(Continued on page 160)
Current Activities. Operating features arranged by A.R.R.L. are open to every F.C.C.-licensed amateur.

. . . a chance for everybody to make new contacts, which in turn gives everybody a score. THE 9TH A.R.R.L. SWEEPSTAKES (November 11th and 16th–18th) also announced in this issue, needs no introduction!

. . . THE NAVY DAY RECEIVING COMPETITION will be well worth the attention of every real amateur. Announcement was on page 37 of last QST. Be at your receiver on the early evening of October 27th. We'll look for your contacts, which in turn gives everybody a score.

. . . coming up, another U.H.F. CONTEST (December 14th–15th). These dates are set to give all u.h.f. workers time to correspond and line up 2½- and 5-meter routes, testing each Saturday and Sunday to extend these as far as possible east-west and north-south, looking to new records of all kinds in the quarterly test opportunity.

Code Proficiency Award News. 1447 applications for the new League award were received as a result of the second qualifying run. We thought we were snowed under, on the first one, with such a volume of "copy" to check. Indications are that the interest in the program is increasing in keenness, and the precautions to limit the program to certain speed ranges, were well taken. Failures came up to 7%. We are proud to indicate all certificate winners elsewhere in this department. This time also we present (and congratulate) those who receive Silver Endorsement Stickers, indicating their additional qualification for such proficiency "copy." The W1AW certification is our national standard, and every F.C.C. licensee is invited to participate, submitting his best copy, marking the particular minute of perfect copy, for the A.R.R.L. Certificate of Proficiency for such attainment. Tune in fifteen minutes early to get all set!

Mill Copy. Many letters from amateurs who have been doing summer duty in various government services emphasize the importance of being able to copy on the typewriter, at speeds of at least 25 or 30 words per minute. We originally anticipated that about all the "proficiency copies" at the higher speeds would automatically be made, using a mill, because of the convenience of copying that way. The indication of those papers copied direct on the mill by asterisk identification in the award list is continued, and the predominance of such copies in the top-speed lists may be noted both this and last month. Due to the volume of program work which makes it necessary to avoid extras we follow a rigid policy of giving no special or extra endorsements for the kind of copy, for the fellow who can do it on the mill knows it, and better . . . can be proud of his ability to demonstrate that qualification when necessary!

There is no special secret to cultivating ability to copy on a typewriter. It is a matter of making good by regular practice just as we mentioned under "how to progress" last month. The ability to coordinate one's aural, mental, and writing processes is the essential ability. We run a comment from an Old Timer, W9VKF, who had held the theory for 25 years that copying with a pencil was limited to the lower speeds, to show that with either the "stick" or the "mill" it is a matter of practice in one's ability to coordinate.

Next Monthly Runs. The W1AW qualifying runs, following explanatory transmissions at the usual practice time, start at 10:30 P.M. EST on October 17th, Thursday.

Don't miss these opportunities if you haven't yet received your attainment certificate and a sticker on same. The W1AW certification is our national standard, and every F.C.C. licensee is invited to participate, submitting his best copy, marking the particular minute of perfect copy, for the A.R.R.L. Certificate of Proficiency for such attainment. Tune in fifteen minutes early to get all set!
to coordinate the reading and the writing-down. This is offered with the thought of encouraging others in the ability to make actual copy. . . ."

Returning to our subject of copying on a typewriter, while this cannot be done overnight, it is something that comes just as surely as speed with every message center of groups ashore or afloat, offered with the thought of encouraging others in the field applications. We want to emphasize the typewriters are used, though naturally enough to coordinate the reading and the writing-down. This is plain pencil copy, with practice. In practically every message center of groups ashore or afloat, typewriters are used, though naturally enough they are not used to the same extent in mobile field applications. We want to emphasize the thought, then, that if you beg or borrow a machine to practice on, you will want to make your proficiency copy on a typewriter. First, we invite every ham to qualify the best way he can. Then we invite every amateur to start in the process of polishing up his technique.

That means not only the cultivation of the ability to "do it on a mill," but the ability to send correctly, to use message forms intelligently, to break or ask fills without wasting time, to mark down time of receipt or transmission and responsibility for recording messages accurately without wasting circuit time, to handle a circuit!

Opportunity to Broaden Ability. Amateur message handling is a fast and pleasant road to top proficiency in all the things that pertain to code reception and transmission. We want to invite and urge every amateur to join with like minded fellows in aiming at field organization appointments, and getting in the swim in every activity this fall. A private schedule with somebody of like ability, some traffic schedules, an aim at Official Relay Station appointment (Official 'Phone if you work voice), participation in Section C.W. and 'phone nets, in actual exchange of record communications, these things will put your ability to the front and class you with the top notchers in our hobby. It's going to be a big season. We amateurs may shortly have opportunity to Broaden Ability. Amateur message handling is a fast and pleasant road to top proficiency in all the things that pertain to code reception and transmission. We want to invite and urge every amateur to join with like minded fellows in aiming at field organization appointments, and getting in the swim in every activity this fall. A private schedule with somebody of like ability, some traffic schedules, an aim at Official Relay Station appointment (Official 'Phone if you work voice), participation in Section C.W. and 'phone nets, in actual exchange of record communications, these things will put your ability to the front and class you with the top notchers in our hobby. It's going to be a big season. We amateurs may shortly have opportunity to render a public and patriotic service by increasing our message handling to assist in keeping boys at the various camps and schools in touch with their homes. Let every one of us make ourselves capable, and plan to have our ability at the top, and to get amateur enjoyment from assisting in any such venture, A.R.R.L. will be giving you more on this opportunity as plans are formulated.

15 w.p.m. To all you fellows who haven't got your certificates at 15 w.p.m., we should like to extend a special invitation to send in copies on the next W1AW qualifying run! We want to be able to tell Uncle Sam that there isn't a single amateur licensee who remains satisfied with keeping his attainment at the 15 w.p.m. level of the government examination. To invite you to send copy for checking is probably just sticking our neck out (more work!), but we point out it will: (1) add to the strength and showing for the whole amateur body in connection with this program; (2) will give you a proof-of-attainment that you will value; (3) give you a start on a beautiful certificate that can eventually possess a whole row of Endorsement Stickers. Try it and see what fun it is. Do it as soon as you can. Here's luck . . . —F. E. H.

ARTICLE CONTEST

The article by Don F. Holaday, W9DOY, wins the C.D. article contest prize this month. We invite entries for this monthly contest. Regarding subject matter, we suggest that you tell about what activity you find most interesting in amateur radio. Here you will find an almost limitless variety of subjects. Perhaps you would like to write on working for code proficiency, participating in League contests, keeping schedules for traffic work, working in Section Nets, holding a League appointment, working on radio club committees, organizing or running a radio club, or some other subject nearer to your heart.

Each month we will print the most interesting and valuable article received. Please mark your contribution "for the C.D. contest." Prize winners may select a bound Radio News, QST CD Contest, or A.R.R.L. handbook. We suggest that you try your luck with three pads or any other combination of A.R.R.L. supplies of equivalent value. Try your luck!

The Regional Radio Club
One Way To Keep the Radio Club Alive

BY DON F. HOLADAY, W9DOY

One sort of demise in the ham ranks never appearing in "Silent Keys" yet one which would surely rate three or four lines a month, is the death of various and sundry radio clubs of the country. Between the Main Modulators and the California Key-Klickers lie hundreds of amateur radio clubs: associations born of the naturally gregarious instinct of amateur operators. Probably not one of these but was instituted with the idea of making it a community fixture, and enduring group serving hamdom in that section of the nation . . . yet the mortality rate is so high that it is doubtful if Lloyd's of London would care to quote an insurance rate for the venture! Such an entity cannot be expected to attempt to analyze or criticize the liquidation of so many optimistically spawned radio clubs, the whys and wherefores of which may never be ascertained. But when the big city club comes under our microscope we find there is definite relationship between the number of men within the boundaries of the club territory and the probability of long life for the organization. When the big city club comes under our microscope we find there is definite relationship between the number of men within the boundaries of the club territory and the probability of long life for the association. The college club mentioned has died and been revitalized four or five times in the past decade, since its founding by "our gang." Likewise, in my home town of forty thousand souls, the club founded by the natives of 1931 has seen three complete renovations in nine years. When the big city club comes under our microscope we find there is a definite relationship between the number of men within the boundaries of the club territory and the probability of long life for the association. The college club mentioned has died and been revitalized four or five times in the past decade, since its founding by "our gang." Likewise, in my home town of forty thousand souls, the club founded by the natives of 1931 has seen three complete renovations in nine years.
The history of the last mentioned club proves one big point, the writer believes; namely, that present members of any club will positively fade out in a period of a few years. Like a family, the men of the club come and go, oldsters are replaced by youngsters, individuals fade out but the club, if backed by sufficient population in its designated boundaries, will go on. Sheer numbers of potential hams seem to cement the membership of a club without the club and the club is likely to disintegrate. Of course, there are dozens of exceptions to prove this rule, but they are the exceptions, certainly. If this contention is true, as we believe, then the best guarantee for permanence is a metropolitan background for the organization. A means of embracing a large number of amateurs without establishing the club in a super-city has been devised by a group of Dakota Division hams, and the Min-Dak Radio Club is a living testimonial to organized hamming in rural areas. As the name implies, the club draws its membership from the common territory of Minnesota, North and South Dakota, its axis being the western Minnesota boundary. The club tends for its membership, not upon the three or four sizeable cities within the accepted territory, but enlists the men of isolated towns or farms, with probably no more than three men from any particular point. Hams of the same area are united under this flag for mutual advancement, which, in the writer's opinion, would obviate a lot of pen-fodder following just one ear of enthusiastic men trekking to the designated meeting spot for a particular month. A car, starting from one of the outposts, gathers up the various members of the club, arranges themselves in the gathering, often a hundred miles or more away. Starting in the middle of Sunday morning, they arrive in plenty of time for the afternoon sessions; except for a couple of notable times when cars bogged down in bad weather on side roads. Given so, as when one contingent made a side trip to visit one of the boys on a farm (and got mired for the better part of two days) the whole expedition comes definitely under the head of pure fun. Pro rating the expenses, it is possible for a long trip to be made with a total cost per man scarcely exceeding a dollar.

Each month, one Sunday is set aside for the regular meeting. The club meets designated as meeting place each month. The turnout has several times transformed a quiet country spot into a motion picture version of a boom town; several times the largest hall available or the movie house has been necessary to hold the crowd. Food is never de­
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U. S. CITIZEN-STATIONS IN P. I.

Under F.C.C. Order No. 72, contacts by U. S. amateurs with the Philippines may be only with KA stations licensed to U. S. citizens. This of course covers stations at military and naval posts. We have compiled a list of KA stations that are OK to work. It is suggested that U. S. amateurs use this list in determining whether or not a given KA should be worked:

```
KA1AA lAB lAK lAR lAS lBB lBN lBS lCG lCM 1CO 1DA 1DM 1FA 1GC 1H0 1H1 1HR 1J1 1JM 1JP 1LX 1LB 1ME 1MN 1OZ 1PO 1PK 1R0 1RW 1VL 1WW 1XR 1XS 1YL 1ZL 3BW 3KK 3RA 4LH 55
```

BRIEFS

In the 1.75-Mc. W. A. S. Party held last February, W3BES made a score of 5616, which places him right up with the leaders. His report failed to reach us in time for inclusion in the September QST write-up.

W7FHB and W6RHJ made contact on September 17, 1940. Just as W6RHJ was about to mention that FHB's call letters were his (RJH's) initials (F. H. Brock), W7FHB advised that RFH's call letters were his (FHB's) initials (J. H. Houglum). Tie that one, gang!

MEET THE S. C. M.'S

STARTING this month we plan to present in each QST photos of A.R.R.L.'s Section Communications Managers. In this way it is hoped that the gang generally will become better acquainted with the various Section administrators.

WALTER D. TABLER, W8OXO

S. C. M. West Virginia, is most active on 3770-kc., the W. Va. Section frequency, but he may also be found from time to time on the 3.9-Mc., phone and 7- and 14-Mc., c.w. bands. His rig runs 1 kw., to a pair of 211D's in the transmitter final (800 watts input) on 7 and 14 Mca. Receiver is a Super Pro. W8OXO also signs "ORS" and "RM," and is a member of the Mountaineer Amateur Radio Ass'n. In the sports field S. C. M. Tabler participates in golf and hunting. He is an ex-Navy man and also served in the W. Va. N. G. When not hamming or looking after his other hobbies, "Tabe" is Rural Electric Extension Supervisor for the Monongahela West. Penn. Public Service Co.

Code Proficiency Certificates Issued

(August 30, 1940)

The following amateurs received A. R. R. L. Code Proficiency Certificates at the speeds indicated, for copy of the W1AW official qualifying run of August 30th. These are in addition to those receiving certificates following the August 5th run (list in October QST). An asterisk on an operator's call or name indicates that original copy was made on a typewriter.

```
```

(Continued on page 65)

HORACE R. GREEN, W6TI

S. C. M. East Bay and W6 QSL Manager, received his first license and call 6TI in 1920. An active member of the Oakland Radio Club, he has a keen interest in organization work. He holds W. A. S., W. B. E. and W. A. C. awards and has worked 86 countries on c.w. W6TI, located in a 10 by 10 shack in the backyard, has a pair of 211D's in the transmitter final (300 watts input) on 7 and 14 Mca. Receiver is a Super Pro. S. C. M. Green is interested in all kinds of sports activities, particularly baseball and golf. He is an ardent traveler, having been to Europe twice, across the Atlantic three times, around the world once, through both Canals, the Panama twice, and across the continent several times. He is Assistant Manager of Sales Promotion for the National Distillers Prod. Corp.
HOW:

"We're a lot happier about the whole thing this month. In the first place, we're glad to know that we were busy in our judgment of the DX men who haven't yet qualified for their Code Proficiency awards. A number of fellows called us on this, saying that for one reason or another they hadn't yet been able to be on during one of the nights when the test is given. That's what we like to see, because we hate to have that old faith in the DX gang shaken, even a little bit.

To further strengthen our faith, however, and to bear out our private opinion that the very large majority of DX men are more honest than their ex-DXCC-aspirant acquaintances, we had a couple of fellows take us up on that offer last month and send in some bullet-box tops. W1DUK didn't have a cancelled stamp, but he sent in a sample target and, for our money, he's really eligible. He promised a nice clean job, nothing messy, and we think he could do it. The target had had two bullets fired through it, right through the X ring, and the hole is so small it looks like the bullets went in the other side.

The reason is given. That's what we like to see, because we hate to have those fellows who, after they've been on DX for a year or two, say that for one reason or another they hadn't been hard at it. We're glad to know that we were hasty in our outlook for the potential victim, we promised to disclose the name upon receipt of two box tops from a box of targets. W2GT hasn't (since we've had no contact)."

WHERE:

"This month we have the full list of cards submitted by W0GRL for his DXCC score, so if you want to gloat, just look over his list and think of all the nice fellows he must have that he hasn't. Just look at his score and think of all the nice fellows you must have that you haven't. What's the matter? You can't think of any?"

"Well, don't mind yet W1G, we'll list them in the alphabetical order of the countries but by calls that are at all questionable - we want those skirts to stick."
In the February issue of QST we announced that we would give cash prizes for the best pictures and descriptions of amateur stations sent to us. The judging is now finished, so we are free to talk about the entries. This contest brought home to us in a dramatic way the trend toward high power. Most of the stations entered had inputs of over 250 watts, and nearly all of the well designed home-built transmitters ran to high power.

Perhaps we should be overjoyed that everybody builds high power rigs (because the parts run to more money, hi!). Nevertheless, we wonder whether the men who blink all the lights in the neighborhood when they pound the key ever gave low power a real try. Often a low power rig is made from junk box parts, using inexpensive tubes that can take a lot of punishment. There is not much at stake, so there may not be much care in design, either. Practically anything goes, except the signal, which often does not go very far.

So low power is no good, and a kilowatt job is planned. This runs to a lot of money, so there is much careful planning before the cash is laid down on the counter. The plate dissipation of the final is "only 200 watts," so the tubes have to run better than 80% efficiency to keep from blowing up. This means more planning, and lots of nice adjustment. Finally it gets the power, and with 800 watts into the feeders, the signal does go places.

But suppose the same care and the same skill had been used in building the low power rig? W2WD has an NTX-30 Transmitter (30 watts output on 10, 20, 40 and 80 meters). He says, "Low power does exactly as much for me as five times as much power ever did — on any band. In ten days I worked 26 states on 3688 KC. The rig does all I ask it to and has given me more real fun than anything else I have ever had." He also mentions the "joy" of being able to shift frequency easily and quickly. All of which agrees with what a lot of other amateurs have told us. And there is plenty of confirmation of what low power can do in the pages of QST.

To change the subject, most of the stations in the contest showed that their owners were safety conscious. Enclosed racks with door-operated safety switches, meters near ground potential, dials insulated and grounded, safety plate caps and other safety details all showed a desire to keep the "OP from making a ghost of himself" as W2BKX put it. However, most of the transmitter racks were pushed back close to the wall. This may be necessary because of space limitations, but do not make the mistake of thinking it is a safety feature, even though it does make high voltage terminals hard to get at. Give yourself lots of room when you work on the rig. If you do get across high voltage, the muscular reaction is likely to throw you clear. If you are jammed between the wall and the rack, you stay there. The difference may mean life or death.

Judging the contest was slow, because there were so many fine entries to be studied carefully. The winners — W1KIB, W1LEA, W1MKK, W2BKX, W2KBW, W2MGE, W4PL — have probably received their checks by now. To them we offer our congratulations. To the many others who submitted fine entries — better luck next time.

W. A. REady
Avoid a run-down battery with a MALLORY BATTERY CHARGER

The heart of a Mallory Battery Charger is not for a descriptive folder.

In your rig, automobile, plane or laboratory apparatus, a fully charged storage battery is your best insurance against shutdowns, delays and loss of service. Battery charging is easy and inexpensive with a Mallory Battery Charger. There is no need to disconnect or remove the battery—just plug the Mallory Battery Charger into the easily installed special receptacle.

Mallory Battery Chargers are available in three standard types:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Maximum Charging Rate</th>
<th>Tapered Charging Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3C</td>
<td>3 amperes</td>
<td>2 amperes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5535B</td>
<td>6 amperes</td>
<td>4 amperes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>10 amperes</td>
<td>7 amperes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mallory Battery Chargers are protected by built-in thermal circuit breakers—there are no fuses to blow. The Chargers are designed for use with a 3-cell lead-acid battery, but can be used with lower voltage batteries by simply inserting resistance in the DC circuit. Airplane and similar 12-volt storage batteries can be serviced by using two chargers with DC outputs connected in series.

The heart of a Mallory Battery Charger is the rugged Mallory Magnesium Copper Sulphide Dry Disc Rectifier, operated with a transformer having a separate, insulated secondary. There is no danger of shock, as might occur if an auto transformer were used. Trouble-free service is yours by using a Mallory Battery Charger. See these units at your dealer or write for a descriptive folder.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA

Use MALLORY APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS

BRIEFS

W6QXY, Santa Barbara Amateur Radio Club "memorial" station in the Santa Barbara Armory, has the telephone number 79-88!

On August 14th W1F1H made his 71st successful 14-Mc. 'phone contact with KC4USU. W1F1H schedules KC4USU on 14 Mc. and also has made several c.w. contacts with the expedition.

WHO:

We had a visitor last week from Panama, none other than ex-HF1PX. He had been up to Rochester helping W8DOD get married . . . . . . Speaking of getting married, W2CVW is engaged, according to the local papers. Which makes it ducky—we lose our pet competition in the DXCC after this isn’t anything to work . . . . . W9TJ passed along the dope that a letter from VP8AD informs him that his QSL is now at South Geogia and that he hopes to get the photo the only one when we get a chance to work him again . . . . . Nice letter from PK1TM, who wonders if his 2000 W QSO’s in 8 months is some kind of a record. It probably is for P5, but we venture to say that CQ2AR has lit him licked among all the DX countries. Anyhow, 17M sends his 75 to the gang and is looking forward to another crack at them. He had worked 91 countries before the closedown . . . . . . Somebody masked in the reeks and put microphone into KC4USU’s hard-boiled old brass pounder can be found on 14,170 and 23,750, elbowing his way through the splatter. But not until after he had his 85 w.p.m. certificate . . . . . W3IJK got it from that fellow who’s been knocking around, looking for DX . . . . . W2KZ who’s been knocking around, looking for DX . . . . . W9TJ.

We hope that you’ve worked that fellow who’s been knocking around, looking for DX . . . . . W9TJ.

We hope that you’ve worked that fellow who’s been knocking around, looking for DX . . . . . W9TJ.
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We hope that you’ve worked that fellow who’s been knocking around, looking for DX . . . . . W9TJ.
**AXIAL LEAD RESISTORS**

Completely Insulated

Designed to fit into limited space without danger of shorting to the chassis or other parts. Same resistor bodies are used as in Radial Lead units, millions of which are now in use . . . only difference is in method of making end contact. End leads brought through bakelite insulation. Will withstand five times rated load without permanent change.

**RADIAL LEAD RESISTORS**

50% Insulated

The ceramic body of all Centralab resistors is in itself an insulator of the highest quality. Only the radial leads where attached to the body are uninsulated. Electrical characteristics of the Axial and Radial lead types are identical.

Old Man Centralab continues to score a bulls eye with the millions of Fixed Resistors that are doing duty in new and replacement jobs the country over. Manufacturers, experimenters, hams and service men continue to believe (and justly so) that Centralab's unique method of uniting the resistance material with the ceramic body makes for a resistor of unusual strength and efficiency under any and all conditions. Available in either Radial or Axial Lead . . . color coded (R.M.A.) in convenient sizes and ratings.

Always insist on CENTRALAB.

CENTRALAB: Division of Globe Union Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
The NC-200 has ten calibrated coil ranges. Six of these ranges provide continuous coverage from 490 KC to 30 MC. The remaining four ranges cover the 10, 20, 40 and 80 meter bands, each band being spread out over the major portion of the dial scale. Each bandspread range is independent of the other ranges. Its calibration is fixed, it is tuned by the main tuning control and its frequency is read from the big sweep pointer on the dial.

An improved wide range crystal filter is used in the NC-200. Selectivity is adjustable in six steps, corresponding to total band widths of approximately 200, 1000, 2200, 4000, 5800, and 7600 cycles respectively for 10 to 1 attenuation. The phasing circuit has been given particular attention with the result that rejection ratios as high as 10,000 to 1 are available when the interfering signal is only a few hundred cycles from the desired signal.

The NC-200 employs the movable coil tuning system which has thoroughly proved its soundness on the NC-100. RF and Oscillator coils, together with their associated padding condensors, are mounted in separate pockets in a heavy cast aluminum shield. This shield moves bodily on a track, bringing the desired coils into operating position directly below the tubes and condenser, and taking unused coils out of the way. The shield is shown at the left without its heavy cast cover. Ranges are selected by the same knob on the front of the receiver that is used for tuning.

Typical of the refinement of detail in the NC-200 is the provision for operating standard AC models on batteries for emergency or portable use. All that is necessary is to plug in a battery cable in place of the dummy plug supplied with the receiver. This makes all necessary connections, and leaves the speaker and standby switch in operation. The B-supply filter is left in circuit to assist in filtering vibrator and dynamotor B-power units.
A RECEIVER DEDICATED TO THE AMATEUR
ON OUR TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

HOW IT LOOKS
The NC-200 is an outstandingly handsome receiver, finished in two-tone grey with chrome trim. The speaker cabinet is finished to match. Look it over at your dealer's; its appearance is as outstanding as its performance.

HOW IT OPERATES
In every respect, the NC-200 is a remarkable performer. For instance — at the most unfavorable frequency — at ten meters, the signal-to-noise ratio is better than 30 db, the sensitivity is better than 1 microvolt, the frequency stability better than .003% for line voltage variations from 100 to 120 volts! How good is your present receiver at ten meters? The NC-200's performance is just as spectacular on the lower frequencies, which is more to the point.

WHAT IT COSTS
The NC-200 is priced amazingly low. Complete with speaker to match, ready to run, it sells for only $147.50, net to amateurs.

NATIONAL COMPANY INC.
That's the reason for the extra performance in C-D Capacitors

Most capacitors look alike. But amateurs and engineers know there's a big difference in C-D's. Built into these capacitors are extra quality • long-life • economy and extra VALUE.

GET THE EXTRAS WITH Cornell-Dubilie Capacitors

For complete listing of the C-D line of Mica, Dykanol, Paper, Wet and Dry Electrolytics send for Catalog. No.185A

CORNELL-DUBILIE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
1013 HAMILTON BLVD. • SO. PLAINFIELD, N. J.

(Continued from page 65)


20 w.p.m.


1003 HAMILTON BLVD. • SO. PLAINFIELD, N. J.

(Continued from next left-hand page)
NEW HIGH FIDELITY EXTENDED RANGE REPRODUCERS WITH Bass Reflex

2 Models are with New Type J Dual Loud Speaker and Frequency Dividing Network. 2 Models with PM12-CT, 12" Loud Speaker. 1 Model with PM3-CT, 8" Loud Speaker.

All with BASS REFLEX. Dealer price range, complete Reproducers, $17.70 to $56.55*. All Loud Speakers are Permanent Magnet. All Loud Speakers are available separately. All Cabinets are available separately.

With the advent of Frequency Modulation in addition to the amazing interest everywhere in the reproduction of sound at High Fidelity there is a demand for these new products. Foresight together with Jensen engineering skill and facilities made these products possible. Write at once for Catalog No. 119; note the scope and wide price range of this new line and observe that each product is characteristically Jensen in every detail of performance ability, appearance and value. Jensen Radio Mfg. Co., 6601 South Laramie Ave., Chicago. (cable address JERAD, Chicago)

*Dealer price, Loud Speakers only, from $5.40 to $27.90.
Here is just the unit every Amateur Television Experiment is going to want. Model 1280 is truly the tester for use in your experimental work, and instrument parts are removed a minimum of one inch from sides of case. The contacts and instrument parts are moved a minimum of one inch from sides of case. The probes attached to the test leads are inserted through holes in the top panel to the contacts in the sub-panel beneath. Tests AC-DC Volts in steps of 2500 and 10,000 (25,000 ohms per volt DC). Probes are included. This Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter is invaluable for regular testing requirements. Ranges: 0-1-5-10-25-100-500-2500-10,000 RED DOT Lifetime Guarantee. YEAR END SALE $31.50. This Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter makes electrical measuring instruments in more than the usual style. Section 2511, Harmon Drive, Bluefield, Ohio.

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
Bluford, Ohio

Continued on next left-hand page
The great popularity of the "HQ-120-X" among leading amateurs and engineers is the direct result of its superb performance. When Alan Eurich selected the "HQ" for the Morrissey's main receiver, he was playing safe. The enviable reputation of Hammarlund receivers accounts for their use by many expeditions and in many important government services. The Byrd Expedition, for example, with which the Morrissey communicated on a more or less schedule basis, uses Hammarlund receivers entirely. There is little we can say about the "HQ" that would be as convincing as an actual demonstration. Visit your local jobber — there you can see and operate the "HQ-120-X." Take particular notice how effectively each control functions. Its accurately calibrated band spread dial, antenna compensator, and variable crystal filter are just a few of the features which make the "HQ" an outstanding amateur receiver.

Mail Coupon Today!

Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.  
424 W. 33 Street, New York City  
Please send "HQ-120-X" booklet
Name.................................................  
Address..............................................  
City....................................................  
State..................................................
Here's the handiest Ohm's Law Calculator you've ever seen! Specially designed for you by Ohmite Engineers. Gives the answer to any Ohm's Law problem in a jiffy, with one setting of the slide. No decimal points to worry about because all values are direct reading. Simple as can be. Does not require any knowledge of a slide rule to operate. Nothing else like it.

Smaller than any such calculator ever available. Size (¼" x 9"). Covers the range from .1 ohm to 10 megohms, also the range of currents, wattages and voltages commonly used in radio and commercial work.

A setting of the slide also tells the stock number of resistor or rheostat you may need. Available to you for only 10¢ to cover handling cost. At your Jobber, or send 10¢ in coin now.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4864 Flourny Street, Chicago, Illinois

10¢ in coin enclosed. Send Ohm's Law Calculator.

Name ______________________________ 
Address ______________________________ 
City ______________ State ____________ 

**Brass Pounders’ League**

(August 16th-September 15th)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Del.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Credit Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W4PL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>42 1431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5FDR*</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>207 1136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9KQO</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>55 1013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9QIL</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>109 294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7EBQ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>0 859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5OD</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>53 729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GEB</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>7 654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3BWT</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>88 641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4CFN</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>14 585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4DWB</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>45 566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4AOB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>71 539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5OHE</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>52 516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2GFF</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>31 518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GZ</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>21 502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORE-THAN-ONE-OPERATOR STATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Del.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Credit Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KAIHR</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>457 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAIHQ</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>98 975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2USA</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>68 557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These stations "make" the B.P.L. with total of 500 or over. One hundred deliveries + Ex. Del. Credit also rate B.P.L. standing. The following one-operator stations make the B.P.L. on deliveries. Deliveries count.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Del.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Credit Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W9LUX, 260</td>
<td>W9LXR, 163</td>
<td>W9BHY, 102</td>
<td>W9CRG, 287</td>
<td>W2AV, 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7GHIH, 261</td>
<td>W2ISQ, 136</td>
<td>W2SC, 197</td>
<td>W9NQUS, 192</td>
<td>W2MHY, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7APS, 183</td>
<td>W1AW, 142</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A.A.R.S.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Del.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Credit Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WLTW (W9QIL)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>77 633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORE-THAN-ONE-OPERATOR STATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Del.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Credit Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WLM (W3CXL)</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>63 2187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 500 or more or 100 deliveries + Ex. D. Cr. will put you in line for a place in the B.P.L.

*July-Sept.*

**BRIEFS**

Attention, Seattle amateurs: The Eleventh Battalion, U. S. Marine Corps Reserve, is forming a Communication Platoon, to be a component part of the M.C. Reserve organization in Seattle, Wash. It is desired that personnel of the new platoon be composed of men having a basic knowledge of short wave radio work, and, if possible, licensed amateur operators. The Communication Platoon will need 25 men. Requirements: (1) Age: 17 to 35 years. (2) Pass physical exams. (3) Minimum height, 65½ inches. (4) Must attend weekly meetings and summer camp. Interested amateurs in the vicinity of Seattle are requested to get in touch with Captain Ewart S. Laue, Headquarters, Eleventh Battalion, U.S.M.C.R., 213 Canadian National Dock, Seattle, Wash.

**W2IYH** is interested in the organization of a State Guard Radio Net in New York State among the older hams who are not eligible for service or conscription. He would like to hear from other amateurs through N. Y. State who would be interested in such a net. Address Robert K. Wingood, W2IYH, 24 Prospect St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Add to special W.A.S. endorsements: W5ASG, all states worked on 'phone.
Mr. L. Zavattero, like most of the world's leading amateurs, finds that Eimac tubes reward him with outstanding results when it comes to gruelling DX work. KA1LZ started operation only 15 days before the war and has had remarkable results for so short an operating period. In about 80 hours operating time 19 zones and 28 countries were contacted... a total of 323 contacts to place second in the world wide competition. Certainly a creditable performance for both Zavattero and Eimac tubes.
Quartz crystals are manufactured from quartz. Yes, and all finished quartz crystals look just about alike. Does that mean one crystal is necessarily as good as another? No Sir! It takes more than raw material or appearances to bring out true performance - and performance is what counts!

Under visual examination, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to detect the difference between a good and a questionable crystal. Yet, behind the properly made crystal lie many precision operations, thorough checking at every processing step, immediate rejection of questionable material, and the skill of trained craftsmen guided in their work by effective engineering. How else could any precision-made product be produced?

In the manufacture of each Bliley Crystal, nothing is taken for granted. Engineering, individual skill and the application of adequate equipment are all combined to produce not a better, but the best possible, final product. Sure, there is a difference in crystals — install a Bliley Crystal Unit in your transmitter and find out for yourself.

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO.
UNION STATION BUILDING
ERIE, PA.

MORd PRESS/WEATHER SCHEDULES

The following schedules, for use as good code practice material, should be added to the list on pages 84 and 86, October QST. Data specifically addressed may not be duplicated except to the addressee. These transmissions should be used for practice only.

(All Times P.S.T.)

7:00 A.M. NPG 9690 kc.
8:30 A.M. JUP 13860 kc.
2:30 P.M. KTK 16740 and 12495 kcs.
4:00 P.M. NAA/NSS 9250 kc.
5:15 P.M. WPN 11285 kc.
7:30 P.M. KPG 9690 kc.
8:00 P.M. KJII 7815 kc.
8:20 P.M. WGG/WSC 6340 kc.
9:00 P.M. KTK 8580 and 12495 kcs.
10:00 P.M. KEIS 26980, 12550 and 37.5 kcs.
10:00 P.M. BWJ 15600 kc.
12:10 A.M. KPH 8440 and 12830 kcs.

BEGINNERS’ CODE PRACTICE

The following operators, working in the 1750-kc. band, have volunteered code practice schedules for the benefit of beginning amateurs. It is expected that more volunteers will send in their schedules soon and a complete mimeographed list of all code practice stations will be available about November 1st. Beginning amateurs should send a postal for a copy.

K6PAH, Hawaii, 1975 kc., Mon. through Fri., 8:15—9:15 P.M. H.S.T.

W8NQS, Michigan, 1984 kc., Mon. through Fri., 8:30—9:35 A.M. E.S.T.

W9FKE, Ohio, 1805 kc., Tuesdays, 7:00 P.M. E.S.T.

W8QBU, New York, 1878 kc., Wednesdays, 7:30—8:30 P.M. E.S.T.

W8SEZ, West Virginia, 1878 kc., Wed., Thurs., Fri., 8—9 P.M. E.S.T.

W9QBL, Illinois, 1920 kc., Mon. through Sat., 6:30—7:30 P.M. C.S.T.

W9BB, Nebraska, 1960 kc., Tues., Thurs., Fri., 7:15—8:15 P.M. C.S.T.

BRIEFS

Employees of telephone companies who are also radio amateurs will be interested in the formation of the Telephone Employee Amateur Radio Association. Qualifications for membership are: (1) Employee of any telephone company, (2) Holder of amateur station and/or amateur operators license. Aims and objectives include: (1) Promotion of fraternal contacts between members through the medium of amateur radio. (2) Development and coordination of such communications and individual amateur station operation to the end that the best use of the amateur service may be realized during communication emergencies. (3) Operation of our association and its member amateur radio stations shall be in full recognition of our individual status as amateurs.

The T.E.A.R.A. has been organized for about one year, and membership as of this writing includes the following: W8SED, RL, SMI, ISN, IGT, SEP, EXN, NY, DSU, CSE, IOT, MUQ, PXX, AIP, ARY, TOD, SEU, MBH and W2HIZ. It is the ambition of the organizers that this association be operated for the most part by amateur radio contact. Meeting times have been designated as follows: 3850 kc., Tuesday and Friday nights, 7:00 to 10:00 E.S.T.; 9690 and 1205 kc., (cross-band), Sunday mornings, 9:00 to 11:00 E.S.T. As organization progresses and more operators report in it is planned to run these schedules on an emergency drill basis. Interested operators, who are employed by telephone companies, are invited to call in during the designated periods, or write for more information to Fred J. Merry, W8DSU, 16 Perry Street, Auburn, N. Y.

W9GQR’s first W7-QSO on 7 Mc. and his first Wyoming contact was W7CQR!

When the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W8SGL (ex-D8EA) arrived in this world last April, her first “cries of greeting” were transmitted over daddy’s 1.75-Mc. ‘phone. A waiting network of stations, with W9BVA as m.c., gave the little gal a real welcome. Incidentally, she was named “Ariel”!!
The AR-77 is one of the most stable, most sensitive receivers of its type ever built. It has more features for the money. It has finer performance as gauged by any test you care to name. Before getting that new receiver for your shack, we suggest that you check the AR-77, feature for feature, point for point, against any other outfit on the market at anywhere near the price. You be the judge!

Amateur's Net Price $139.50 f.o.b. factory

* Circuit arranged so that two AR-77 receivers, operating on separate antennas, may be connected together to provide efficient diversity reception.

RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., Amateur Division, CAMDEN, N.J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
“MARVELOUS, ME EYE!”
SAID PROFESSOR
OSWALD SQUEEGEE

PROFESSOR OSWALD Z. SQUEEGEE, Ph.D., ABC, PDQ., etc., turned an awnture eye on the eager, upturned faces of his class in industrial engineering. Then, in the simple dignity becoming everyone, including himself, admitted he was the Professor spoke. “Listen, you dimwits,” he thundered. “If there’s one thing I want to pound through your thick skulls, it’s simply this: The easiest way of doing a difficult thing is generally the complicated way. The hardest way is to keep plugging along until you’ve developed the simple way. That takes time. It takes patience and—ahem!—it takes brains.”

Here the Professor paused, reached for the glass of water on his desk, got the ink by mistake, and sipped it calmly.

Then he cleared his throat and continued:

“Some of the world’s greatest inventions have been so simple that everyone wondered why Noah hadn’t thought of them while he was sitting in the Ark.

What, for instance, was more logical than putting an eraser on the end of a pencil? Why was more logical than the safety razor? What was more logical than, instead of making nuts to fit the wrench, to make the monkey fit the nuts? I mean ahem—the monkey wrench.”

Fishing through the pile of notebooks, overshoes and chewing gum wrappers on his desk, Professor Squeegee found a Sprague Koholm Resistor and held it up.

“Now here is a practical example of simplified improvement,” he bellowed. “One of you chucks brought this resistor in and told me how marvelous it was.”

“Marvelous, me eye; The only thing marvelous is that some resistor manufacturer didn’t do it sooner—that it took a condenser manufacturer to figure out how much simpler it would be to insulate the wire itself, instead of trying to insulate the resistor after it is wound without shorting a lot of turns, or without having a coating that will crack, chip or maybe even peel like a banana. Now hand me that crowbar and I’ll show you something real.”

Hehip or maybe even peel like a banana. Now hand me that crowbar and I’ll show you something real.”

Professor pried the inner ceramic shell off the Koholm. After 15 minutes hard work and 3 skinned knuckles, the Koholm was ready. He put a pair of pliers to a Koolohm Resistor and held it up.

“Now it is, he beamed, “a practical example of a little simple simplification that meant a whale of a big improvement. Larger wire. No danger of shorted turns. More resistance in less space. So moisture-proof a duck’s back would turn green with envy. So well designed it runs cooler than any other resistor of normal size and rating. The only resistor with an automatic overload indicator and the first . . .

Just then the phone rang. It was the Professor’s wife telling him he was already three hours late for lunch. Without even waiting to bid his class good night, he laid a giant job chief carefully on his head, crammed his hat into a pocket, shut the door and walked calmly out through the open window.

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY

P.S.—See Koholms at your Sprague jobbers. Free catalog on request.

Colorado Sleet Storm

ON THE morning of March 6th. Denver and most of Colorado awoke to find that during the night they had been visited by a heavy sleet storm. Two inches of sleet fell in less than a week. Wires ordinarily about 3/4 inch in diameter had been coated with ice until they were 2 and 3 inches in diameter, with disastrous effect on telephone lines. W4WYX and W4Q3K. realizing the severity of the storm, called me on the telephone to offer their services. Ten minutes after my arrival at the office, I found the situation around Denver was serious, most circuits being down. Shortly after that, Mr. Paul E. Bronson of the Colorado Traffic Department (Telephone Co.) called me to ask if I needed a message through to Boulder, Colorado, for him. The telephony lines to that point all having come down in the storm. While two operators had already volunteered their services, I knew both were at work, and so I had many others registered in the Emergency Corps. I preferred to call on someone who would not be called away from a job. if possible. Accordingly, I called W9QBO, who no records showed was working evenings. BQO turned his set on but discovered his antenna draped over the shabby in the back yard. However, a “counterpoise wire” was still intact. Hurrilily utilizing this wire as an antenna, he sent out a call for Boulder. He was adequately surprised in a big way when a Boulder operator answered his second call.

From this time until Boulder telephone circuits were recovered late in the day, numerous messages were handled for the Traffic Department by amateur radio. The Boulder Wire Chief utilized the amateur radio channel to transmit the shorted pair wire and other material required for service restoration work, and other messages relating to the material supplies and condition of toll lines were also exchanged. W4WQO. the Boulder Wire Chief, and his assistants handled messages of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company for the traffic department. Shortly after the radio channel was established, one wire circuit was recovered into Boulder from the North. This circuit was badly congested, there normally being over 15 additional circuits to handle the business. However, use of amateur radio for emergency business made it possible to give maximum service to the public over one available wire circuit. W9BQO was scheduled to go to work at 4:00 a.m. The radio work was, therefore, taken over at the Boulder end by W4WYX, who handled it from about 7:00 a.m., until normal service was restored. Credit at the Boulder end belongs to W9TMA, who first answered the Denver call, and W9JTV, who took over a short time later when a filament transformer in TMA’s transmitter burned out. An incident of interest occurred during the morning when Mr. Horace Jones, Mountain States Company Maintenance Engineer, desired to get a message through to one of the Telephone Company’s radio stations which were receiving their first field tryout between Keensburg and Fort Morgan, Colorado, two isolated communities northeast of Denver. W9QGO, taking time out from his operations on the ham circuit, contacted W9TMA, who first answered the call. Mr. Jones, operating a ham radio which the Boulder parties couldn’t get through by telephone due to the congested conditions, answered the call, therefore, put through ham radio. In addition to the telephone company, I also contacted Postal, W.U. and A.P., but they said they were OK.

—C. Raymond Stedman, W9CAA, A.R.R.L. Emergency Coordinator

George Bird, W6HGC, advises of the organization of a club of amateur radio operators who devote their entire time to the Fire Service, that is, members of fire departments, fire alarm operators, mechanics and electricians attached to any fire department, etc. The only requirements for membership are that applicant hold an amateur license and be a full time member of any fire department. Volunteer firemen are excluded at present. It is planned to form networks on the various bands and hold roundtables for the members. The amateurs qualified for the club are requested to forward the following information: Call, frequency and band most used (e.c.o. or c.e.t.), phone or c.w., or both, and fire department title (Private, Lieutenant, Captain, Asst. Chief or Chief, etc.). Retired members of either ability or time, are eligible for club membership. Address all communications to Thomas W. Baldwin, W2HYV, 108 North 17th St., East Orange, N. J., or to George L. Bird, W6HGC, 722 East 30th St., Pawhuska, Okla.
A transformer "equal" to a Thordarson means one made under the highest quality standards by an organization with forty-five years of precision engineering and production back of it.

It is little wonder that the word "Thordarson" so often appears in Government specifications.

Thordarson is constantly in production on complete lines of the highest quality Power, Plate, Filament, Driver and Modulation transformers and Chokes. Thordarson production facilities can immediately be turned to meeting the exact specifications of any transformer requirement.

The exclusive Thordarson "TROPEX" process makes transformers impervious to atmospheric conditions in any part of the world. It has withstood the most rigid laboratory tests for three years and has performed to expectations in the field since March 1939. Write for complete, technically detailed catalogs.
the registration of transmitting apparatus whenever it is not actually installed in a licensed station. The purpose would be to protect against the unauthorized use or possession of radio equipment. Transmitters not in service would bear a registration number and every person transferring the apparatus to another would be obliged to report the sale, the same as one reports the transfer of an automobile to a motor vehicles department. We do not understand that the amendment would present any hardship or particular inconvenience to amateurs.

MORE JOBS

To supply radiomen and signalmen in the Naval Reserve, the Navy is opening seven additional radio schools scattered across the country, having the combined capacity to graduate 3200 radiomen and 800 signalmen per year. Acceptable candidates will be enlisted in the Naval Reserve, ordered to active duty and sent to training school for four months' instruction, with uniform allowance and pay. Class A and B amateurs would be initially rated as seamen first class, pay $64 per month (Class C, seamen second class, $36). Those who make satisfactory marks will be advanced to radioman or signalman third class, $60, and serve eight months on active duty at sea, or in some cases at shore stations. Applicants must be between 17 and 35 years of age. They should apply to the nearest Naval Reserve activity or to the headquarters of their naval district. Members of the Naval Reserve are exempt from the provisions of the conscription bill. There is still time for amateurs who prefer duty in the Navy to enlist.

When the League sent out the call that the F.C.C. wanted 200 amateur operators for the expanded monitoring establishment, the amateur response was immediate and the F.C.C. got the operators. They have been too busy to count up just how many were hams and how many were commercials, but we know that a good many hams applied and we gather that ex-W's (or still-W's!) are holding down most of the jobs. They are all filled up now for operators but still have positions open for monitoring officers. See page 30 of October QST for the general outline and consult your director or S.C.M. for further particulars.

We understand N.Y.A. is still looking for instructors. At this writing, the League is engaged in making a preliminary survey, at the request of C.C.C., on the probable availability of a thousand or so radio instructors and supervisors, against the probability of a vast radio program in C.C.C. Candidates must have five years' experience maintaining and operating equipment, or four years' technical schooling plus one year of practical experience, a comprehensive knowledge of theory and practice; they must possess or obtain second-class commercial licenses; in particular, they must be competent class-room lecturers and code-room instructors. Residence must be at
TW-75 WINS PRAISE!

Easy to Drive to 650 Watts Phone Input Writes W7GGG

To say we are greatly pleased with the information given in W7GGG's letter is putting it mildly. Of course we are pretty well sold on the TW-75's ourselves, but we are just amateurs enough to always get a kick out of it when the hams tell us they like our tubes.

VIEW OF CHASSIS WITH TW-75's
As Described in Taylor Manual—Page 47.

TW-75 RATINGS

The TW-75 is a Thin Wall Carbon Anode tube with a 75 watt plate dissipation. It can be operated at full ratings up to frequencies as high as 60 MC. Reports have been received of very satisfactory operation at 112 MC. It has a Safety Factor of 525 watts and will stand temporary overloads up to 800%.

- Filament Volts ............... 7.5
- Filament Amps ............. 4.15
- D.C. Plate Volts ......... 2.000
- D.C. Plate Current MA .... 175

$8.00

"More Watts Per Dollar"

Taylor HEAVY CUSTOM BUILT DUTY Tubes
TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2341 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
THRIFTY HAMS BUY

AC-DC COMBINATION TUBE AND SET TESTER

MODEL 802
Tests all new and old tubes, ballast tubes, hot inter-element short and leakage tests on each individual element. Smooth line voltage regulation 103 to 135 volts with direct meter indication. As multi-tester, 802 provides four range DC voltmeter 0/10/50/500/1000, AC 0/10/50/500/1000, DC milliammeter 0/10/50/500/1000, DC ampere 0/10. Also, D.B. meter and output meter. Fused D'Arsenval Meter Alnico Magnet. Where could you buy these two essential instruments individually and get RCP quality at this low price? Complete with tube, battery and test leads. Net $27.95

AC-DC MULTI-RANGE RCP SUPER-TESTER MODEL 411
Provides accurate measurements in ranges never before available in small instruments. 5 AC and 5 DC voltage ranges 0/10/100/250/1000/5000 volts. Six AC and DC ampere ranges to 25 amps. 4 ohmmeter ranges reading from 0.1 ohm to 4 megohms. DC milliamps 0/10/100, DC microamps 0–200. The most comprehensive compact tester ever devised. In hardwood case. Net $16.25

Send for the new RCP Dependable Test Equipment Catalog No. 124 describing this complete line of test instrument values

Prices as low as $9.95

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO., INC.
88 PARK PLACE • NEW YORK CITY

C.C.C. camp. The contemplated salary is $2000. If you are qualified and wish to be considered if such a program is instituted, register your name immediately with A.R.R.L.

The Civil Service is looking for radiosonde technicians. Also $2000. Formal announcement and application forms from the Civil Service secretary at any major post office or from the Civil Service Commission at Washington.

NEW SOUTHWESTERN DIRECTOR

The Southwestern Division has chosen John E. Bickel, W6BKY, of Whittier, as its new director to succeed Charles E. Blalack who was elevated to the vice-presidency this past spring. Mr. Bickel was the alternate and has been acting director since the Board meeting. The results of the special election:

Mr. Bickel.................................................. 332 votes
Ralph S. Click, W6MQM................................. 135

Mr. Bickel, in a long amateur career dating back to 1912, is a past-president of the Whittier Amateur Radio Association and past-treasurer of Federation of Radio Clubs of the Southwest, and has been alternate director of his division since 1936. In business he is the owner of a citrus orchard.

Link Coupling Between Stages

(Continued from page 44)

whether they are link-coupled or mutual-inductance coupled, or both, except that it may be easier in actual practice to get larger amounts of coupling by mutual inductance than by link coupling alone. Of course, both may well be used at once and by proper choice of relative polarity may be made to add or to buck, the latter being a useful trick when coils are undesirably coupled and shielding is for any reason not possible.

Sometimes if \( R \) is unusually low it is difficult to obtain enough coupling by means of the link circuit unless \( R \) is tapped across a portion only of \( L_2 \), but in case the coupling turns out to be more than sufficient, the loading is easily decreased to the desired amount by simply throwing \( C_2 \) sufficiently off tune. In this case the coupled circuits are being used as an impedance-matching network, and the method of adjustment is much the same as for the well-known “pi” network which is often used to couple an antenna to the final plate tank.

I. A. R. U. News

(Continued from page 46)

now, attractive cover. . . . Although Cuban stations until recently had been licensed with the privilege of optionally using the prefix “ CM” for c.w. and “CO” for ”phone work, it apparently is now the practice to issue only one license — for either ‘phone or c.w. — to each operator. This gives rise to the possibility that stations CM2AA and CO2AA, for example, being licensed to different persons, might be on the air simultaneously, one on c.w. and the other ‘phone.
NEW!

NATIONAL
NC-200

I SINCERELY BELIEVE YOU WILL LIKE THE NEW NC-200 VERY MUCH. MECHANICALLY IT IS "TOPS" LIKE ALL NATIONAL RECEIVERS AND THIS SET HAS BRAND NEW FEATURES THAT MAKE IT REALLY OUTSTANDING. WRITE TO ME FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT IT OR ANY OTHER SET. LET ME SEND THE NC-200 OR NC-55 OR ANY OTHER SET TO YOU ON TEN DAY FREE TRIAL SO YOU CAN SEE IT - TRY IT - COMPARE IT. WE HAVE AN EXTRA LARGE STOCK OF NC-200s SO WE CAN SUPPLY THEM PROMPTLY.

SEND TO US FOR A FREE COPY OF THE 1944 NATIONAL CATALOG. WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF NATIONAL AND ALL OTHER AMATEUR EQUIPMENT.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS. I WANT TO HELP YOU GET THE BEST SET FOR YOUR USE. SO WRITE AND TELL ME ABOUT YOUR NEEDS AND WISHES.

HENRY RADIO SHOP
BUTLER, MISSOURI

SEE IT! TRY IT! COMPARE IT!

IT PAYS TO DEAL WITH BOB HENRY, W9ARA

1. You get terms arranged to suit you. I finance all terms myself so I can give you better terms with less cost to you. No red tape - quicker delivery. Write to me for terms.

2. You get best trade-in for your receiver. Send me a description of it and get my offer. Terms on the balance if you wish.

3. You get personal attention you can't get elsewhere. I will cooperate with you to see that you are 100% satisfied.

So write to me for any amateur equipment in any catalog or advertisement. Or send me your order and I guarantee that you can't buy for less or on better terms elsewhere. Write and tell me what you want and how you want everything handled. Your inquiries invited.

Bob Henry
W9ARA
Modernizing the Superhet
(Continued from page 17)
backing off on the i.f. gain control, $R_{16}$, each time the circuit goes into oscillation. Eventually a set of adjustments will be reached where the tube oscillates at a minimum setting of the gain control. If the signal strength is too small at this adjustment, open $C_{15}$ a bit more and go through the process again. With the right amount of feedback, signals will have the same strength with regeneration that they have with none when the gain is set full on. If no test oscillator is available, any incoming signal may be used for the purpose providing it stays on long enough for the adjustments to be made.

The mixer stage is adjusted for oscillation with the regeneration control, $R_{15}$, in the region of half to three-quarters of the maximum resistance. This is done by bending the tickler with respect to the grid coil, as previously described. If the mixer will not oscillate at the first trial, reverse the coil entirely by bending it a complete half turn. Try it first with the antenna disconnected to make sure that there is no additional loading to prevent oscillation. The coils can be changed easily if the first one turns out to be too large or too small. The circuit should oscillate readily on all bands except 28 Mc.; on this band the presence of oscillator voltage on the injection grid may prevent the 6SA7 from going into oscillation close to the oscillator frequency. In this particular layout the mixer would not quite oscillate at 460 kc. off the oscillator frequency, although with a somewhat greater frequency difference it would perform in the same way as on the lower-frequency bands. There is sufficient regeneration to give a noticeable boost in signal strength, however.

In operation, it is advisable to set the mixer regeneration control, $R_{15}$, so that there is a definite regenerative gain or else to turn it completely to the short-circuit or "off" position. As the control is turned down from maximum regeneration, the signal strength will continue to decrease until it becomes noticeably below its value in the completely non-regenerative condition. This is because of the increased loading on the tuned circuit as the resistance is made smaller. With a complete short circuit the losses are smaller and the gain increases; as a matter of fact there is no apparent difference between using a coil with the tickler removed and one with the tickler present and short-circuited. It is in the intermediate-resistance range that the effect is most pronounced.

The mixer tuning condenser, $C_{15}$, will have to be re-peaked as the regeneration is changed, because the amount of resistance in the tickler circuit controls the tuning to some extent. The effect is much the same as that of varying the number of shorted turns in a coil.

The general procedure of tuning is the same as for the original model, and need not be repeated. The new version is, however, better adapted to working completely without regeneration, since the gain is higher. Those who prefer less selectivity in the i.f. can omit $C_{15}$ and simply line up the
New WAVEMETER for ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCIES

FOR SOME TIME there has been an increasing demand for a simple, small, accurate and portable wavemeter of the tuned-circuit absorption type for use at the very high frequencies. General Radio now announces the new Type 758-A Wavemeter to meet these needs.

Design and construction features include:

A EXTREMEWELY WIDE RANGE — direct reading from 55 Mc to 500 Mc on a single coil.
B GOOD INSULATION — Isolantite.
C NEW CONDENSER — extra heavy, silver-plated brass plates.
D SINGLE TURN INDUCTOR — flat silver strip securely fixed in Isolantite ring.
E VARIABLE INDUCTANCE — 2-finger silver spring making low resistance contact with single turn.
F LAMP RESONANCE INDICATOR — small lamp coupled to wavemeter circuit through fixed loop.
G STRAIGHT-FREQUENCY-LINE PLATES — heavy construction.
H TRANSPARENT PROTECTIVE CASE — resonant illumination of lamp can be seen in any position of wavemeter.

Unique design involves the use of a variable single-turn inductance the value of which is changed continuously as the capacitance is changed. The condenser shaft is equipped with a positive sliding contact which bears on a single turn of flat strip, thus changing capacitance and inductance simultaneously and providing an enormous frequency range from a single coil.

When used with circuits generating some power a lamp indicator, coupled to the wavemeter circuit through a fixed loop, is used for resonance indication. For measuring very low power oscillators or receiving circuits, resonance is indicated by the usual absorption-type wavemeter means such as plate or grid milliammeter dip.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 635 FOR INFORMATION

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS
"straight." Operated in this way the selectivity is good enough for average work, and the tuning is of course less critical. This method also permits greater freedom in the use of the r.f. gain control; personally, we like to run the audio gain full on and control the signal strength with the i.f. control for c.w. reception, since this gives a better effective signal-to-noise ratio (especially with a weak beat oscillator) and keeps the stronger signals from spreading out.

Operating the mixer non-regenerative also makes tuning simpler, since the setting of $C_1$ becomes considerably less critical and one adjustment, that of $R_{15}$, is eliminated entirely. The signal strength will be great enough under ordinary conditions so that the mixer regeneration is not needed. Its big advantage is that on the higher-frequency bands it can be used to build up the strength of the desired signal without correspondingly increasing response to an interfering image, thus improving the image ratio. Since the actual cases of image interference are not as numerous on 7 Mc. and lower as on the higher-frequency bands, probably most operation can be carried on without the necessity for mixer regeneration on these bands at least. However, it is just as well to have the regeneration there for use when needed, even though normally it is not employed.

A final word on calibration. Only those who have used receivers with full-scale, direct frequency calibration in the amateur bands can fully appreciate this feature. The calibration can be made just as accurate as the means at hand permit, and subsequent accuracy depends only on how closely the band-set condenser is returned to the calibrating position. A reference signal, such as a commercial near the edge of the band, is helpful for band-setting, or the ever-useful 100-ke. oscillator may be used. One of these should be on hand in any event for the original calibration.

We used a 10-ke. multivibrator to get the intermediate points in calibrating this receiver; this is the best way to do it, but the accuracy will not suffer much if each 100-ke. segment is simply marked off in ten equal divisions. Putting in the dial made it necessary to use a new and smaller band-spread tuning condenser at $C_3$, but it was certainly worth the extra effort!

2 Such an oscillator can be built at very small cost — most of the parts can be found in the average junk box. See QST for May, 1937, D. H. Mix, "A 100-ke. R.C. Oscillator for Frequency Checking.

Fluorescent lamps in the 15-, 20-, 30- and 40-watt sizes, which have served their regular useful lives, make excellent r.f. indicators. The 15-watt size has a useful life of 2000 to 3000 hours, but a burn-out does not affect its sensitivity as an r.f. indicator. They may usually be obtained for nothing from stores or other establishments which use them. — WSTCL.
"SIGNAL-SPLICER"
Provides High Signal Gain
Without Tubes!

A simple, highly efficient pi network, designed to accurately match the input impedance of any type of receiver to any antenna system. Provides noticeable increase in signal strength, substantial reduction in noise pick-up and decided improvement in image rejection. Especially useful when transmission antenna is also used for reception.

No. 9-1022 Amateur Net ... ... ... $3.95

YOUR RECEIVER BELONGS IN HERE
With the use of these two inexpensive instruments — the Signal Splicer in front and the Uni-Signal Selector on the output end — your present receiver will take on entirely new life! When conditions are difficult — when more than ordinary importance is attached to some particular contact — their use may easily spell the difference between success and failure! See them at your Jobbers TODAY!

"UNI-SIGNAL SELECTOR"
For Noiseless CW Reception

A complete speaker unit for CW reception only — incorporates a radically new three-way filter which effectively eliminates everything except the desired signal! Gives super-selectivity to any receiver — takes up where the crystal leaves off. QRM and QRN are practically abolished! Special Stethoscopic Headphones may be plugged into this unit for ideal individual reception.

No. 9-1026 Amateur Net $13.75

Special Stethoscopic Headphones, No. 26-1001, Net $4.85

Send for your Free Copy of the New Meissner Ham Catalog!

ADDRESS DEPT. Q-11

Meissner
MT. CARMEL
ILLINOIS

"A FAMOUS NAME FOR TWO DECADES"
FOR THE
NATIONAL GUARD!

Just recently, Transmitter Equipment Manu­facturing Co., of New York, completed this group of Temco 150 watt, 4-band, radio telephone and telegraph transmitters for the Illinois National Guard.

They are typical of the outstanding engineering and careful craftsmanship that identifies all Temco transmitters — equipment which must render dependable service — sometimes under the most adverse circumstances imaginable.

Because the first consideration in the building of these units was dependability, it was only logical that KENYON TRANSFORMERS were specified just as they have been by so many other manufacturers who must deliver plus value in their equipment.

If it’s a prestige product, more than likely it’s a Kenyonized Product. There must be a reason for such preference!

Our engineering Department will be glad to give you the facts which will convince you of the desirability of Kenyonizing your equipment!

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
840 BARRY STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.
Cable Address: “ENTRAN” — New York

A.R.R.L. AFFILIATED CLUB
HONOR ROLL

All members of these are A.R.R.L. members

Asheville Amateur Radio Club, Asheville, N. C.
Associated Amateur Radio Operators of Denver, Colo.
Bridgeport Amateur Radio Association, Bridgeport, Conn.
Chester Radio Club, Chester, Pa.
Connecticut Brass Pounders Association, Noroton Heights, Conn.
Delaware Valley Radio Association, Trenton, N. J.
Dells Region Radio Club, Portage, Wis.
Glendale Amateur Radio Society, Glendale, Calif.
Helix Amateur Radio Club, San Diego County, Calif.
Hi-Q Radio Club, Lynn, Mass.
Intercity Radio Club, Gallon, Ohio
Iowa-Illinois Amateur Radio Club, Burlington, Iowa
Mike & Key Club of Ithaca, New York
Northwest Amateur Radio Club, Des Plaines, Ill.
O.B.P., Chapter No. 1, St. Louis, Mo.
Parkway Radio Association, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Radio Club of Tacoma, Inc., Tacoma, Wash.
Raleigh Amateur Radio Club, Raleigh, N. C.
Short Wave Amateur Club of America, New Orleans, La.
The L/C Club of New Jersey, Jersey City, N. J.
The T9 Club, Beverly, Mass.
Trenton Radio Society, Trenton, N. J.
Valley Radio Club, Eugene, Oregon
Winston-Salem Amateur Radio Club, Inc., Winston-Salem, N. C.
Yakima Amateur Radio Club, Yakima, Wash.
York Radio Club, Elmhurst, Ill.
York Road Radio Club, Glenside, Pa.

Strays

In 1933 W8GMI noticed the listing of W4AGI in the call book and wrote him a note, opening a brief exchange of correspondence. A few weeks ago the two happened to contact on 75-meter 'phone. Leland Smith is the name of each op.
You've been hearing and reading about this newest National receiver — the NC-200 — for the past few months. Now, here it is!

Twelve tubes — ten frequency ranges (six general coverage 490 Kc to 30 Mc, four complete spread of 80, 40, 20 and 10 meter bands) — direct calibration — six step crystal filter — improved noise limiter — S meter — temperature compensated oscillator — etc., etc. This receiver combines the desirable features of the NC-101-X, the NC-100XA, the HRO, and the NHU — and then some!

Priced at only $147.50, complete with crystal, tubes, speaker, and speaker cabinet, they will sell like hot cakes (good ones)! So rush in your order to Harrison for early delivery.

A $5.00 deposit will bring you this new NC-200. The balance can be paid upon delivery or you can buy it on Harrison’s Easier Time Pay Plan. $18.42 upon delivery and 12 monthly payments of $11.00; or $14.46 and six payments of $22.00 per month. Or how about — well, you name the terms most convenient to you! We’ll do the rest.

YOUR OLD SET?—Harrison’s trade in allowances are the most considerate in the country! You can’t get a better deal anywhere!

HARRISON RADIO CO.
12 WEST BROADWAY • NEW YORK CITY
WOrth 2-6276
RADIO TRAINING

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE — not privately owned, not operated for profit, a college built and endowed by the late capitalist-philanthropist, John W. Gates—offers the most thorough practical Radio training in America. P. A. C. owns Radio Station KPAC, which is equipped with the very latest type 1000-Watt high fidelity RCA transmitter, operating on 1220 kc. with directional antenna system. The college is authorized to teach RCA texts. Additional equipment consists of the latest type Marine and Airways Transmitter installation complete; SOS Automatic Alarm; Marine Direction Finder, two-way Television Transmitter and Receiver; Trans-radio Press Receiving Equipment; laboratory facilities where every phase of practical radio assembly technique is taught. Students assemble composite transmitters, audio amplifiers, RF amplifiers, etc. The Radio training covers thoroughly Airways, Press, Announcing, Teletype, Typewriting, Laboratory and practical experience at KPAC transmitter, control room and studios. Announcing is an optional part of this training; nevertheless a number of students annually make successful announcers.

Port Arthur College pioneered the teaching of radio with its first classes in 1909, and for thirty-one years has maintained an active Employment Bureau that is successful in placing graduates in airways, broadcast and marine radio industries.

If interested in details about the Radio Course, write for Bulletin R

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
PORT ARTHUR (World-Known Port)
TEXAS

Balloon-Supported Antennas
(Continued from page 38)

whipping of the antenna, but guys will remove much of the danger.

It might be advisable to add a few words of caution at this point. The antenna should be kept away from all power lines. It will also be found that a great deal of static electricity builds up on one of these vertical antennas. An ideal static drain is an r.f. choke connected between the station end of the antenna and ground. This will not in any way interfere with the functioning of the antenna, provided a good grade of r.f. choke is used. A transmitter type of r.f. choke is recommended due to its greater current carrying capacity.

Naval Communication Reserve Notes
(Continued from page 40)

frequently neglected is the ability to tell his story in words. The Sixth Naval District is not falling down in this, and we have a bulletin which rates high among such organs. Our officers begin with simply reporting personnel notes, and gradually develop until now we are getting some first-rate technical and historical items. The necessity of keeping within space limits develops conciseness, and the qualifications of our readers demand accuracy.

The Sixth Naval District has initiated an officers' conference plan. Periodically all the N.C.R. officers get together and discuss District problems. Such mysteries as the secrets of advancement, and the mystic lore of procurement are unfolded before our eyes. A good feed tops off the program to make a decidedly worth-while day. The attendance is so good that we note the absentees instead of bothering to record who is present.

Every time our District Communication Officer tells us he has been ordered to other duty, we are convinced that the new D.C.O. can't be half as good. Then after the new one has been there a while, we realize we were wrong, and begin to wonder what we'll do when he goes! The whole-hearted cooperation we get from the regulars in the Sixth Naval District cannot be excelled, and we are glad for this chance to thank them publicly.

Strays

The crystal-checked frequency meter of "Frequency Measurement and Regular Check" in March QST can be made into a dandy record player by the simple expedient of inserting a closed-circuit jack in the 6J7 suppressor lead to ground. One can either listen to records on the b.c. set or by headphones from the meter itself. The phono pick-up is plugged into the jack and the oscillator is tuned to some point in the b.c. band.

— W8JKN
NATIONAL NC-200

Six general coverage ranges
Four uniform amateur bandwidth ranges
All ranges have definite, accurate calibration
Actual single control tuning
New crystal filter
Series valve noise limiter
Stabilized circuit
Temperature compensation

Complete with 10" Speaker in Cabinet to Match

$147.50
Amateur Net Cash Price

$14.75 Down
$11.73 per month for 12 months

BUY ON NEWARK'S LIBERALIZED CREDIT PLAN

Free BIG NEW CATALOG

Just out... with many more items than we've ever put between the covers of any catalog. Thousands of bargains, sets, parts, accessories, supplies, of best known makes. Hundreds of illustrations. This book belongs in every "ham" shack, ready for instant reference.

YOUR CALL LETTERS IN GOLD . . . . . . 10c

Put these big shadowed decalomania letters on your Ham Shack door, auto window, etc. Nearly 2" high. Send dime for yours today. Be sure to give call letters.

HOW TO ORDER

Send down payment with your order. We ship immediately upon credit approval. You pay balance plus 6% carrying charge in equal monthly payments of $5 or more.

NATIONAL NC 44 A

Cash Price $49.50 Complete
Only $4.95 Down
$7.37 per month for 6 months

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD—NOW

Electric Company
323 W. Madison St.
Dept. Q CHICAGO, ILL.
HUDSON DIVISION

EASTERN NEW YORK — SCM, Robert E. Haight, W2LIU — JDQ is a C.B. school in Davenport, QTH: 409 Lord Hall, Hanover, N. H. He would like to hear from the gang. MIY, new R.M., is doing swell job organizing E.N.Y. O.R.S. Net. MIW visited MIY and MXR at Albany on Aug. 15th. QM is on the go, and busy with recruiting drive for N.C.R. members. JRG contacted his 100TH Girl Hart! (How he pulls in the V.H.s) LED changed rig to safety cabinet: reports PRTS/ TLRL contest big success. LU schedules W2MBM and W2RRF for equipment changes in their new shack. The Pine Tree Net opened Sept. 6th with Carl, W2LHA, as Chief Route Manager. GOJ will be on the net until 9:30 P.M. LR is the control station. and will listen for all traffic on 3880 kc. VJ is working on 71GO kc. and 1:26 kcs. MHW reports GTW back home and new ham LFZ with handle "ham." EGB is on 3630 kc. VJ is working on 7100 kc.

Traffic: W2IBQ 306 MIY 34 MIW 110 LU 75 JRG 17 LSD 10.

W2NY — C.B. & LONG ISLAND — SCM, Ed. L. Baunach, W2AZY — KTA is now O.P.S. AV is out for O.R.S. again after 14 years. FAQ is spending one hundred per cent of his time to get W.A.S. CIT is busy with the N.C.R. frequency. HGO is joining another stage for multi-band operation. HGQ is joining the N.C.R. with EC's e.e.o. he can break into any traffic net and dispose of his traffic. PF has moved to a new apartment at 130 Martense st., Brooklyn. He built his charger and storage battery with all the other junk on your front porch. PF arrived at IYX, Sept. 1st. Congratulations. VG is experimenting with V.F. single wire for 3.5 Mc., using P.F. selection filter. LQK is using self-power on the 3710 kc. deck. CIT is trying to get the population of the area to talk. LQK and QE want to know if any of the DX gang know what has happened to XURAM, as a number of the boys are looking for QSL's to complete their W.A.C. DBQ, the chief E.C., is looking for any of the Brooklyn gang who would be interested in becoming Assistant E.C. to get in touch with him. The N.N.W.A. is conducting code classes for beginners, etc. All those interested are invited to attend on Tuesdays at 8:30 P.M., at the club house in Arlington Estates. The A.-P. trunk line started fall operations on Sept. 30th at 9:30 p.m. on 3990 kc. More stations are wanted for the Section Net on 3710 kc. that operates every night at 8:30 P.M. LR is the control station, and will listen for all newcomers who are interested.


NORTHERN NEW JERSEY — SCM, Fred C. Read, W2GWN — Pat Jessup has resigned his R.M. and O.R.S. appointments for the present. He has done a fine job, and we are going to miss him. Pat is engaged to be married, and, as he puts it, "that explains a lot." Congratulations and good luck to Pat and his sweetheart. O.R.S. has a traveleing C.B. tournament in August, MDO qualified for F.C.C. job and is attending F.C.C. school in Baltimore. GYY is back on 1.75 Mc., phone after lapse of years. HXP has used same rig for more than three years and is still satisfied with its performance. BOE now has a two working, MIL, KWK, KIIK, NPQ and NDN. O.R.S. is now a working, B.E.C. members. KIIK has been appointed coordinator for Metuchen. KWK is now O.R.S. at Cliffside Park. HXI expects to be active in the N.N.J. Net this season; Bob is in business, building 35s in his spare time. KSK has new rig on 1.75 Mc. FB is 115 Mc. 'phone addict. IZZ is trying out television. IYQ has improved rig. The N.N.J. Net resumed activities Sept. 9th. Stations Reporting were BZJ, CGJ, HXJ, JRG, KWD, LUN, MIW, MUH and IYX. LKP is new Newark station. Activities Sept. 9th. Stations reporting were BZJ, CGJ, HXJ, JRG, KWD, LUN, MIW, MUH and IYX. LKP is new Newark station.

Traffic: W1A4W 74 LMN 71 MNT 52 MKW 46 IYQ 32 HJY 24 JITY 7 KWE 6 IY3 5 LXY 3 CXT 2 HMI (WLNX 104). (July-Aug.: W2CGG 102.)

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION

CONNECTICUT — SCM, Frederick Ella, Jr., W1CTI — The Nutmeg Net resumed operations Sept. 3rd with most all of the old members reporting in at 4:45 p.m. The fall get-together of Nutmeg Net members was held at 189 Old Ridgefield Rd. at the home of VJ. More stations reported. CCF heard his own signal at GH and decided maybe he would make a few changes in his rig! AW tops all in traffic with KKS right behind. MEC is pushing plenty of traffic and has a real outlet in W2MBM schedule. CIT had to QRT and free a baby squirrel from his antenna during a QSO with LUN and GMR. FNW is now O.R.S. LAU says he has had so many visitors he can't remember all their calls! All Conn. amateurs can check in on 3640 kc. Thursday evenings for the Pine Tree Net. ACT, LAU and IYQ are looking for any of the Brooklyn gang for the W.A.C. DBQ, the chief E.C., is looking for any of the Brooklyn gang who would be interested in becoming Assistant E.C. to get in touch with him. The N.N.W.A. is conducting code classes for beginners, etc. All those interested are invited to attend on Tuesdays at 8:30 P.M., at the club house in Arlington Estates. The A.-P. trunk line started fall operations on Sept. 30th at 9:30 p.m. on 3990 kc. More stations are wanted for the Section Net on 3710 kc. that operates every night at 8:30 P.M. LR is the control station, and will listen for all newcomers who are interested.

Traffic: W1AW 393 (WLA11K 31) KKS 258 MEC 172 ORS 21 EQJ 17 TIT 17 LFZ 18 LQK-CJD 18 YFJ 8 MYP 6 GC 4.

MAINE — SCM, H. W. Castner, W1ITE — Things are certainly looking up in the Section. There is a great amount of interest on the air and a lot of new faces. Many of the boys are making plans to assist in the organized work of the nets and emergency preparedness. The Pine Tree Net opened Sept. 24th with Carl, W1LHA, at the helm in the city. The boys are busy building up a good name for us and is of service to the community. The chief E.C. is looking for any of the Brooklyn gang who would be interested in becoming Assistant E.C. to get in touch with him. The N.N.W.A. is conducting code classes for beginners, etc. All those interested are invited to attend on Tuesdays at 8:30 P.M., at the club house in Arlington Estates. The A.-P. trunk line started fall operations on Sept. 30th at 9:30 p.m. on 3990 kc. More stations are wanted for the Section Net on 3710 kc. that operates every night at 8:30 P.M. LR is the control station, and will listen for all newcomers who are interested.

Traffic: W1AW 393 (WLA11K 31) KKS 258 MEC 172 ORS 21 EQJ 17 TIT 17 LFZ 18 LQK-CJD 18 YFJ 8 MYP 6 GC 4.
EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS — SCM. Frank L. Baker, Jr., W1ALP — On Sept. 14th an Emergency Meeting was held in Boston at the Western Union Building, with the following present: ALP, KBQ, JSM, LTY, JCK, Jxo, QE, and MEU were all set for the traffic. QG, KMG, FWS, KZT, EMG, DJ, JXU, LUG, MIV, GCU, EPI, INC, KSD, JZJ, KPO, LS, LOB, AFW, 3EDA/1, and Mr. Broadhead of Boston Red Cross. Thanks, gang, for your interest. KBQ added bandswitching and interested in 2-4 Mc. IKW will be on 112 Mc. with T50's. and KTJ have Class A. SI is back on 28 Mc. EKT hw

Halloween Party a8 a dedication; \The 8ec'~• for details. LQW and MQO sponsored the First Annual Outing of the 28 Mc. gang from Boston & North Shore, with 28 hams and their families present. 112 Mc. portals were available and a good time was had by all. BDL is building new 'phone rig. 1XU is changing QTH. KH gave a talk at opening meeting of Eastern Mass. Club, on U.F.E. South Shore Club held its first meeting. 1JD's XYL is now MEU. Congratulations. HJD has worked 100 stations on 112 Mc. and is interested in 224 Mc. IKW will be on 112 Mc. with T60's. JQG is still on 1.75 Mc. sixvik visited LMB and LEU. LEU has a new yacht and will have a rig on board. KSU and NMU have a 15 Mc. B.F.M. in their home shack. EKT has a 224-Mc. demonstration on display. HWC is back on 1.8 Mc. EKT, EIT and MJ have e.w. bug. FWQ went on N.C.R. cmise. MDN hopes to have a whole new crew. Barrett, WlJAH - A.ZW leads our traffic parade this month. 62

Printed B.P.L. traffic totals after a summer of 'phone rig. JYU

 deserves a lot of credit for being ready in case something happened, and this is just an example of what your S.C.M., HX and all E.C.'s are doing to make the weather all the more enjoyable for the 28 Mc. gang from Boston & North Shore, with 25 hams and their families present. Let's hear from you. JXU has pair of new speakers. FWQ went on N.C.R. cmise. MDN hopes to have a whole new crew. Barrett, WlJAH - A.ZW leads our traffic parade this month. JQG is still on 1.75 Mc. sixvik visited LMB and LEU. LEU has a new yacht and will have a rig on board. KSU and NMU have a 15 Mc. B.F.M. in their home shack. EKT has a 224-Mc. demonstration on display. HWC is back on 1.8 Mc. EKT, EIT and MJ have e.w. bug. FWQ went on N.C.R. cmise. MDN hopes to have a whole new crew. Barrett, WlJAH - A.ZW leads our traffic parade this month. HWC is back on 1.8 Mc. EKT, EIT and MJ have a new rig. e.w. bug. FWQ went on N.C.R. cmise. MDN hopes to have a whole new crew. Barrett, WlJAH - A.ZW leads our traffic parade this month. LEU has a new yacht and will have a rig on board. KSU and NMU have a 15 Mc. B.F.M. in their home shack. EKT has a 224-Mc. demonstration on display. HWC is back on 1.8 Mc. EKT, EIT and MJ have e.w. bug. FWQ went on N.C.R. cmise. MDN hopes to have a whole new crew. Barrett, WlJAH - A.ZW leads our traffic parade this month. HWC is back on 1.8 Mc. EKT, EIT and MJ have e.w. bug. FWQ went on N.C.R. cmise. MDN hopes to have a whole new crew. Barrett, WlJAH - A.ZW leads our traffic parade this month.
THE NEW 1941 RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK
REVISED  
EXPANDED  
IMPROVED  
NOW  
AVAILABLE

$1 Postpaid  
in Continental U.S.A.
$1.50 (U.S. Funds) Elsewhere

American Radio Relay League  
West Hartford  
Connecticut  
U.S.A.
Traffic: W1AD 28 F5V 55 KIG 23 EXY 26 MJU 3
MJJ 12. (July-Aug.: W1FSV 19.)

ATLANTIC DIVISION

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA — SCM. Jerry Mathis, W3BES — 3ADZ, ARK, NF and 8FLA are
working for the P.C.C. 8AGY received his final card for proof of a
three-band W.A.S. 3AKB is back with T.L. “C.” 8AC and
8VUR note that the Phila. Wireless boys can get their
battery-operated receiver and 10-watt transmitter. He has
been appointed Radio Aide, 3rd Corps Area Police Net.
FPK is building a signal shifter and will be on 3.9-Mc.
phone. FPK took upon himself an
operates at FIO at Ft. Geo. G. Meade, Md. GYQ expects to
be on 3.9-Mc.

Traffic: W3ADZ 14 3AKB 8AO 58 CES 20 3BIXE
300 3BZK 31 3CHRTH 4 3DSK 3 ESKF 4 3EHF 3 3GDL 8 3LHA
4 3LHA 8 3MFJ 7 3XHA 33 3HRT 71 3ILK 3 8ASW 4 8EU
165.

MARYLAND-DELAWARE-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA — SCM., Hermann E. Hobbs, W3CIE — AXP in the
Army Air Corps has been transferred to Maxwell Field,
Montgomery, Ala. D.RD schedules MA/2 twice a week. EIZ
moved to separate quarters with 100-ft. masts. EQK is
D.N.C.S. of the A.A.R.S. 'Phone Net and is active each Sun­
day on 3630 kc.; O.P.S. — 1980 kc. With the opening of winter
and the Coast Guard, who were following the progress of
the storm. The rest of the gang worked on the rigs and stood
by for about eight hours until the danger was over. The
gang included Clayton Dixon, AGJ, Pres. of the club, INN,
MCJ, and KCG joined the West­

Traffic: W3SBWT 641 CIR 249 DRD 14 ECP 60 E10
HUM 36 CXL 36 (WLM 2187) IVT 8 July-Aug. EIZ 1
EQK 6 HUM 12.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY — SCM., Heather L. Allen, W3CCO — Ass’t SCM and A.A.R.S. Liaison R.M., Ed. G.
Raser, W3Z1 — N.C.R. Liaison R.M., Ed. B. Kerr, W3CCC — Regional Coordinator in charge of Emergency Coordin­
a for the F.C.C. 8RL released their station across the
road to the new filling station. CUN has been visiting at
Richford and assisting BLC to complete the new rig. LJZ
located at Johnson for the school year where she has posi­tion
training. JRU is back on the air on 3.5 and 112 Mc. and
visited the Camden area. is complaining
of crystal also) and 6L6 buffer. 40 watts. FUB is on 112
and battery operation, and is holding up Providence’s name in
radio amateur circles and is being transferred to Ft. Preble, Maine. AD
is now 6SK7 c.e.o., 6F6 doubler-crystal osc., 6L6 bulier­

families ready also. BDS
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Raser, W3Z1 — N.C.R. Liaison R.M., Ed. B. Kerr, W3CCC — Regional Coordinator in charge of Emergency Coordin­
a for the F.C.C. 8RL released their station across the
road to the new filling station. CUN has been visiting at
Richford and assisting BLC to complete the new rig. LJZ
located at Johnson for the school year where she has posi­tion
training. JRU is back on the air on 3.5 and 112 Mc. and
visited the Camden area. is complaining
of crystal also) and 6L6 buffer. 40 watts. FUB is on 112
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Linwood, DNU reported into both O.L.S. and A.A.R.S. Net first drill night of the season. FBM joined the N.C.R., over in N.Y.C. and is already standing watch at NDB. HAZ joined N.C.R. and A.A.R.S. KOK has been on 1.75-Mc. 'phone, for some time. BFB has now built a new 100-watt rig. VE will be at Fort Dix operating portable this winter, as he is in the Army for a year’s training. FXN will also be at Fort Dix and provide a traffic outlet for the soldier boys. GBR is interested in traffic and expects to join the N.C.R. for the near future. The New York Section Net. IFT schedules GMY and 21XN Wednesdays at 5 p.m. FVZ, EBC, IMA and HAZ are new members of the A.E.C. The Somerset Hills Radio Club is now a full-affiliated A.R.R.L. affiliated club. F'B is now experimenting with loop antennas on automobile. FSG is back on working 1.75-Mc. 'phone after a 9-month lay-off. V.TU is a new O.P.S. CGU recently signed up as Emergency Coordinator for North Plainfield. The Delaware Valley Radio Assn. is planning an Open House night for the month of Oct., N.Q.R. of Russell, Kansas, spent 3 days of his vacation with CCO. EUIV is proud papa of a 9-lb. boy. Congratulations, Bill. HO'S has a new rig, 6C5-6L6-HY25, and a new Sky Champion receiver. HUS is building an e.o.o. and putting up a new antenna. HHH has returned to the air with a 50-watt rig. FVZ is looking for W.A.S. and will soon have a special rig on 1.75 Mc. ZI installed a new half-wave antenna for 1.75 Mc. AFH has changed crystal circuit in 28-Mc. transmitter and reports his crystals start to oscillate without any heating. FXP is on the air with a 500-watt input. ENZ is back on with a 250-watt after being idle for a couple of years. IOV has new antenna for 1.75 Mc. IUQ is now in the net in Trenton. CFB is quite active on 3.5 Mc. GW is experimenting with loop antennas on automobiles. AMQ is back on 1.75 Mc. after spending the last year on 28 Mc. IBEF is new signal on 1.75 Mc. IKEO is getting portable rig ready for trip through the South.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY A.E.C. MEETING
All amateurs and A.E.C. members in the S.N.J. Section are invited to attend the first S.N.J. Amateur Emergency Corps meeting to be held Saturday, November 2nd, at 8 p.m. EST, at the Trenton Yacht Club, Trenton, N. J. Plans will be discussed to further organize the A.E.C. in our Section, to appoint Emergency Coordinator, and enlist more amateurs in the A.E.C. Short talk will be made by W3CCO, S.Q.B. and a slide presentation picture produced by the Delaware Valley Radio Assn., titled "Radio Amateurs," will be shown.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY FIELD DAY
The first S.N.J. Section Field Day will be held on Sunday, November 10th, starting at 7 a.m. EST and ending at 4 p.m. EST. This Field Day is dedicated to testing, in actual operation, independently powered station equipment; and to stimulate interest in emergency operations so we may be prepared in time of need. The aim for each field portable is to work as many other amateur stations in the S.N.J. Section as possible in the time allotted, reporting location and circumstances by radio message to A.E.C. headquarters, 11 Livingston Street, Trenton. Advance entry is not required. All participating will use the call (o.w.) QG SNJ, (Phone) Southern New Jersey Field Day. Mobile word does not count as the station point. FCC has started to build new 100-watt rigs. CGC has started to build new 100-watt rigs. VE will be at Fort Dix operating portable this winter, as he is in the Army for a year’s training. FXN will also be at Fort Dix and provide a traffic outlet for the soldier boys. GBR is interested in traffic and expects to join the N.C.R. for the near future. The New York Section Net. IFT schedules GMY and 21XN Wednesdays at 5 p.m. FVZ, EBC, IMA and HAZ are new members of the A.E.C. The Somerset Hills Radio Club is now a full-affiliated A.R.R.L. affiliated club. F'B is now experimenting with loop antennas on automobile. FSG is back on working 1.75-Mc. 'phone after a 9-month lay-off. V.TU is a new O.P.S. CGU recently signed up as Emergency Coordinator for North Plainfield. The Delaware Valley Radio Assn. is planning an Open House night for the month of Oct., N.Q.R. of Russell, Kansas, spent 3 days of his vacation with CCO. EUIV is proud papa of a 9-lb. boy. Congratulations, Bill. HO'S has a new rig, 6C5-6L6-HY25, and a new Sky Champion receiver. HUS is building an e.o.o. and putting up a new antenna. HHH has returned to the air with a 50-watt rig. FVZ is looking for W.A.S. and will soon have a special rig on 1.75 Mc. ZI installed a new half-wave antenna for 1.75 Mc. AFH has changed crystal circuit in 28-Mc. transmitter and reports his crystals start to oscillate without any heating. FXP is on the air with a 500-watt input. ENZ is back on with a 250-watt after being idle for a couple of years. IOV has new antenna for 1.75 Mc. IUQ is now in the net in Trenton. CFB is quite active on 3.5 Mc. GW is experimenting with loop antennas on automobiles. AMQ is back on 1.75 Mc. after spending the last year on 28 Mc. IBEF is new signal on 1.75 Mc. IKEO is getting portable rig ready for trip through the South.
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HETROFIL*

Gives advantages of the phasing control of the Crystal circuit and is easier and quicker to operate. Simply rotate the knob until the objectionable audio signal is removed. Can be used to fullest advantage on both CW and Phone signals and can be attached to any type of Receiver. Operates directly in the audio output stages without the use of tubes. The price is $3.50.

* Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

JAMES MILLION MFG. CO., INC.
150 EXCHANGE ST.
MFG. CO., INC.
MALDEN, MASS.

CRYSTAL TALK

By HIPOWER

The Hipower Crystal Company, one of America’s oldest and largest manufacturers of precision crystal units, is able to offer the amateur and manufacturer attractive prices because of their large production and the exclusive Hipower grinding process. Numbered among Hipower’s customers are:

- U. S. Army and U. S. Navy
- National Broadcasting Co.
- Columbia Broadcasting System
- Mutual Broadcasting System
- United States Airlines

Such satisfied customers provide assurance that whatever the need may be, Hipower can supply it. For the amateur, we offer the following world famous crystals.

*EMERALDS*

Guaranteed to have a drift with temperature change of less than 10 µµfd. per °C. per MC. With holder:

160-80-40 meters ....... $3.35
Special 20 meter unit .... $5.50

*RUBIES*

One of the finest amateur crystal units available, guaranteed drift of less than 10 µµfd. per °C. per MC. With holder:

160-80-40 meters ....... $4.50
Special 20 meter unit .... $7.25

AVAILABLE AT YOUR PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

Manufacturers Write for Prices

HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY
2035 CHARLESTON ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

BOOK REVIEW


A year or so ago various publishers seemed to feel that a need existed for vocational guidance, and various books and series of books were commissioned. Some of these have now reached print. Among these is a pair dealing with the radio field.

Mr. Hornung, already well known for his various operating texts, has contributed a volume in the “Kidson Careers Series” that discusses soberly and comprehensively the various phases of radio work, the requirements of the different fields, educational factors, and future prospects. It is recommended reading for anyone interested in radio as a career, whether as operator, serviceman, engineer, or even publicity or program writer.

The Picture Fact Associates are an industrious crew who have combined words, pictures and pictorial charts into a pleasant series of small volumes on the job possibilities in various professions and fields. Sandwiched in between “Office Workers” and “Railroad Workers” is this one on radio. It is strictly juvenile stuff; entertaining and even informative enough, but not particularly instructive...—C. B. D.

NEW APPARATUS

NEW VARIABLE NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT TRIMMER CONDENSERS

Of particular interest to builders of receivers, measuring apparatus and other equipment in which negative-coefficient condensers for temperature compensation will be found useful is the new line of variable-capacity units announced by Centralab, Milwaukee, Wis.

The fixed plate is bonded to the ceramic base, eliminating the usual variable air film, while the variable plate rotates on a ground ceramic surface. The characteristics are equally stable at all capacity adjustments. The available capacity ranges are: 2-6 µµfd., 3-12 µµfd., 7-30 µµfd., and 60-75 µµfd. These condensers provide a negative temperature compensation of 0.0006 µµfd. per µµfd. per degree C. Power factor is given as less than 0.1 per cent. Capacity change with humidity or temperature cycling is less than 0.5 per cent...—D. H. M.

SWITCH TO SAFETY!
**NEVER BEFORE A BARGAIN**

**Oil-Impregnated FILTER CAPACITORS!**

- 2 mfd.—1000 Volts D.C.W.
- Unconditionally Guaranteed for ninety days (3 months)
- Made by a well-known condenser manufacturer
- Sold and Guaranteed by New York's leading amateur supply house, famous for quality and service

Quantity Limited — Buy Now!

**TERMINAL Radio Corp.**
2 STORES IN NEW YORK CITY
68 WEST 45th ST. • 80 CORTLANDT ST.

---

**LEARN RADIO • TELEVISION**

**MASS. RADIO SCHOOL**
18 Boylston Street Boston, Massachusetts

---

**RADIO ENGINEERING**
broadcasting, aviation and police radio, servicing, marine radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy and railway accounting taught thoroughly. 48 weeks engineering course, equivalent to three years of college radio work. School established 1874. All expenses low. Catalog free.

**DODGE'S INSTITUTE**, Day Street, Valparaiso, Indiana

---

**EASY TO LEARN CODE**
It is easy and pleasant to learn the modern way — with an *Instructograph* Code Teacher. Ideal for the beginner or advanced student. * Many tapes available ranging from alphabet for beginners to typical messages on all subjects. Speed range 3 to 40 W.P.M. * Always ready, no Q.R.M., beats having someone send to you.

FOR SALE OR RENT
STANDARD with 10 tapes and book of instructions, A.C. motor ...... $24.50
With spring wound motor........... $15.00
JUNIOR with 5 tapes and book of instructions (not rented) ...... $12.00
RENTAL Standard with 10 tapes and book of instructions $5.00 first month, $2.25 each additional month. Reference or $10 deposit required. All charges may be added to the purchase price should you decide to buy the equipment.

Write for details today

**INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY**
Dept. O, 4701 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois

---

**F.C.C. PRECISION — PLUS!**
**BROWNING FREQUENCY MONITOR**
The Browning Visual Frequency Monitor answers the problem of precise frequency measurements in the amateur bands. With an accuracy better than 2 parts in 10,000 it enables you to work close to the edge of the bands with confidence. The basic circuit consists of a heterodyne frequency meter with a built-in mixing circuit and a visual zero beat indicator. Built-in 100 and 1000 Kc. oscillator allows accurate checks to be made against WWV.

See it at your dealer's or write for Bulletin 103C.

**Amateur Net Price ONLY $39.90 with TUBES**

**SPECIAL CUSTOM BUILT MODELS**
IDEAL FOR POLICE, FIRE, MARINE
The Browning Visual Frequency Monitor is also available in a custom built model, Type 811, covering any three specified frequencies between 1.5 and 60 MC. These hand calibrated models are intended for the fixed frequency services — police and fire depts., marine, etc.

(Write for complete information and prices)

**BROWNING Laboratories Inc.**
WINCHESTER, MASS.
NEW National NC-200

The sensational new NC-200 is now in stock at Harvey's. Has ten calibrated coil ranges, with fixed-calibration bandwidth on four ham bands. Includes six-step crystal filter, series-valve noise limiter, and separate speaker in cabinet to match. Range 200 KC to 30 MC. Complete, READY TO GO........ Net $147.50

National NC-44

Complete with tubes, power supply and external speaker, and ready to run, the NC-44 is an outstanding buy at

Net $49.50

NTE Exciter

The NTE Exciter and Speech Amplifier saves most of the headaches in building a flexible rig. Exciter has push button band changing, crystal controlled. Speech Amplifier has high gain and ten watts output.

Net Price, less crystals........ $129.00

WRITE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

PHONE NO. - Bryant 9-1916

W2IJL W2LJA W2KWY
Whether it is a 10KW broadcast transmitter or a crystal oscillator, there is a JOHNSON condenser for any job.

JOHNSON parts are to be found in 90% of all broadcast transmitters; and these same parts are available to you through your parts jobber.

Your jobber has a new catalog for you featuring the JOHNSON-Bassett Antenna line. Ask for Catalog 966J.

JOHNSON

has the answers

LEARN TO SEND AND RECEIVE CODE

Learn to send and receive code signals, like operators on ships at sea and at commercial and amateur land stations. Intercept distress signals, news flashes, bulletins, and dozens of other kinds of interesting radio communications.

MASTER TELEPLEX teaches you to receive code exactly the way the world's best operators do — by sound. A heavy waxed paper tape, running through a machine, operates an automatic key which sends messages to you, at any speed you desire. As you improve in speed, the machine sends faster, gradually preparing you for top-speed amateur and commercial signals. With the new All Electric MASTER TELEPLEX you learn to send by sending and the signals you send are repeated back to you, exactly as you sent them, thus enabling you to correct your own errors. We furnish a complete course, lend you the improved All Electric MASTER TELEPLEX and give you personal instruction with a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Send for our new TELEPLEX FOLDER Q-11 today. IT'S FREE.

HAM SPECIAL

TELEPLEX CO., 67-69 Park Place, N.Y.

Canadain Electronic Institute, Toronto, Ontario

RADIO COURSES

Classes Now Starting

RADIO OPERATING • BROADCASTING • CODE

RADIO SERVICING • TELEVISION

ELECTRONICS — 1 year day course; 2 year eve.

New York YMCA SCHOOLS

4 West 63rd Street, New York City

E. F. JOHNSON CO

WASECA, MINNESOTA

"MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT"

They're AEROVOX!

Stack-mounting mica capacitors offered in five sizes.

0.0001 to 0.01 mfd.

1000 to 35000 v. d.c.

For grid, plate blocking, coupling, tank, and bypassing functions.

Minimized losses even at u.h.f. Low power factor. Handle large KVA loads without overheating. Ideal for extra-heavy-duty work.

NO."
ARMY, NAVY OR COMMERCIAL RADIO COMMUNICATIONS OFFER INTERESTING CAREER

Begin now to prepare yourself through Candler System Radio Operators courses in the fundamentals of radio. Or if you know code but copy "letter-for-letter" and send jerkily, Candler High-Speed training will open the way to success as an amateur or commercial operator. In the light of 28 years experience in training operators in the Army, Navy, Commercial and Amateur Communications, The Candler System will be glad to give you expert advice which does not obligate you. Write today. You will receive a personal reply and the Book of Facts free.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
Dept. Q-11, ASHEVILLE, N. C., U. S. A.

(Continued on next left-hand page)
ENJOY FINEST RECORDER PERFORMANCE WITH ASTATIC'S MATCHED CRYSTAL PARTS

Every veteran amateur knows the efficiency of Crystal Microphones, Pickups and Recording (Cutter) Heads. These three products, so necessary to modern recorder performance, have been MATCHED in Astatic engineering and manufacture to work in unison for the most satisfying results. A majority of leading manufacturers have incorporated them in the new recording sets. These facts are well to keep in mind in the purchase of a complete recorder or in the assembling of such a set. Only with the introduction of Astatic's Crystal Cutting Head has high class home recording been brought within the purchasing possibilities of the ordinary individual.

See Astatic's complete catalog of Crystal Products. If this is not available at your Radio Jobbers, Astatic will be pleased to mail you one upon request.

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES
Day and Evening Classes in Code and Theory
HOME STUDY COURSES
Reasonable, Efficient and Thorough, Hundreds of Licensed Students Now on the Air
American Radio Institute, 1123 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Piezo-Electric Crystals Exclusively
- Quality crystals of all practical frequencies supplied since 1925. Prices quoted upon receipt of your specifications.
- Our Pledge: QUALITY FIRST
- SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE
- "The Crystal Specialists Since 1925" University Park, Hattiesville, Md.

Now Ready!!
SEVENTH (1940) EDITION
Nilson & Hornung's RADIO OPERATING QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Covers all elements, 1 to 6, of the sample questions published by the F.C.C. in their Study Guide for Commercial Operators. Ideal handbook. Pocket size, flexible. Price $2.50, postpaid. Money back if not satisfied and book is returned in 10 days. Send check or money order ... not cash. C.O.D. charges extra. Free circular on request.

NILSON RADIO SCHOOL
51 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
A SENSATIONAL RECEIVER AT A SENSATIONAL PRICE

NEW
NC-200

NET
$147.50
Price

Complete with 10" speaker
in separate cabinet to match.
READY TO RUN.

THE NC-200 HAS EVERYTHING
Four uniform amateur bandspread ranges with fixed calibration, plus 10 general coverage ranges • Stabilized circuit • New crystal filter • Series valve noise limiter • Temperature compensation.

NEW!

NATIONAL
NC-200

SUN HAS EVERYTHING, TOO!
• ONE OF THE LARGEST, MOST COMPLETE STOCKS of AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT in the EAST
• THE FASTEST SERVICE
• THE HIGHEST TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES
• THE EASIEST PAYMENT PLAN OF ALL

TRY US YOURSELF and be CONVINCED!

New York's Oldest "Ham" House
W2JEH — W2DXC — W2LFV — W2CLH

Six Transmitters Operated Simultaneously

W5RB/9 Delta Region Radio Club 362-A - 491
W3BR/1 New Haven Amateur Radio Assn. 305-A - 472.5
W3QF/2 Nothern Newark Wireless Assn. 343-A - 469
W3UD/8 Scotchcaps Radio Club 310-A - 492
W6KA/0 York Radio Club 281-A - 427.5
W2ACZ/2 Schenectady Amateur Radio Assn. 376-AC-4023
W9MD/9 Illinois Ham Club 261-A - 3807
W3QF/9 Suffolk Amateur Radio Club 344-A - 3771
W5UM/6 Sheboygan Radio Amateur's Club 241-A - 3492
W5CM/8 South Cleveland Radio Club 282-A - 3942
W9PEQ/9 Chicago Suburban Radio Assn. 163-A - 2268
W9CL/9 Amateur Radio Researchers 139-A - 1635

Seven Transmitters Operated Simultaneously

W3RX/3 Frankford Radio Club 501-A - 8105
W6RA/8 Caryohoga Radio Assn. 338-A - 469
W4QV/9 York Road Radio Club 251-A - 3707
W6X/6 Society of Amateur Radio Opra. 363-AB-4023

Ten Transmitters Operated Simultaneously

W6G/3 Tri-County Radio Assn. 615-A - 5154
W6BEK/6 Palomar Radio Club 329-A - 4178

Eleven Transmitters Operated Simultaneously

W3K/2 Tri-States Radio Club 423-A - 5449.5

HOME STATION SCORES

WITS 120
W3ROX 113
W6WYG* 110
W3BRD 115
W5YX* 111
W3IMH 97

*W3DON, and W8YNN, ops.
**W9UM, op.
INDIVIDUALS AND NON-CLUB GROUPS

One Transmitter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Grid</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W2HW</td>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DG</td>
<td>David Brown</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6FL</td>
<td>Frank Lee</td>
<td>1R</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6DS</td>
<td>Daniel Senior</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7D</td>
<td>Charles Wilson</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8T</td>
<td>Terry Robinson</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1KQ</td>
<td>Karen Quinn</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7KJ</td>
<td>John Kim</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8T</td>
<td>Terry Robinson</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2L</td>
<td>Linda Lee</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2M</td>
<td>Mary Miller</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two Transmitters Operated Simultaneously

| W3FFF/9 | W3FFF/9                                   | 75        | 6    | 5     |
| W6HJ    | W6HJ                                      | 21        | 20   | 5     |
| W4ERQ   | W4ERQ                                     | 64        | 5    | 5     |
| W52H    | W52H                                      | 34        | 18   | 4     |
| W6NC    | W6NC                                      | 53        | 17   | 1     |
| W7DA    | W7DA                                      | 50        | 15   | 2     |
| W51EC   | W51EC                                     | 47        | 16   | 2     |
| W7QSB   | W7QSB                                     | 28        | 13   | 2     |
| W7XK    | W7XK                                      | 35        | 7    | 2     |
| W8T     | Terry Robinson                            | 22        | 6    | 1     |
| W2MLY   | W2MLY                                     | 20        | 6    | 1     |
| W3QP    | W3QP                                      | 24        | 5    | 1     |

Two Transmitters Operated Simultaneously

| W2HUG | W2HUG | 54 | W9OLD | 18 | W6DHS | 4 |
| W8SLH | W8SLH | 70 | W2HTH | 20 | W8SUZ | 5 |
| W8ZM  | W8ZM  | 17 | W6DTH | 14 | W7DTH | 1 |
| W8ZM  | W8ZM  | 17 | W6DTH | 14 | W7DTH | 1 |
| W8ZM  | W8ZM  | 17 | W6DTH | 14 | W7DTH | 1 |
| W8ZM  | W8ZM  | 17 | W6DTH | 14 | W7DTH | 1 |
| W8ZM  | W8ZM  | 17 | W6DTH | 14 | W7DTH | 1 |
| W8ZM  | W8ZM  | 17 | W6DTH | 14 | W7DTH | 1 |
| W8ZM  | W8ZM  | 17 | W6DTH | 14 | W7DTH | 1 |

I thought this would be the easiest means of thanking all my many friends for the kind sentiments and best wishes extended me since joining SUN RADIO. No kidding, fellas, it's great to learn there are so many whom one can call "friend." If I were to sit down and write each and every one of you a personal note of appreciation it would take me much too long. Believe me, then, when I endeavor to express my heartfelt thanks with as much warmth as this method of message can convey.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

P.S. Should you be around this way, don't hesitate to drop in. I'd be only too glad to see you — even if it's just to discuss the good old days. And, boy, should you want anything, just yell out. You'll find I'm still at your service. In a bigger and better way, too, for there's a great bunch here at SUN and we really can do things up brown.

The Whole Town's Talking about SUN'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN and GENEROUS TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES

We don't actually give anything away, but where else can you find such liberal, friendly treatment? There's no fuss, no bother, no trouble in arranging terms for we finance your purchase ourselves — and at the lowest carrying charge of any radio concern. Fed up with your old rig? Bring it in or write us about it and we'll give you the fairest, squarest trade-in offer ever! Customers find SUN RADIO especially generous in the valuation of used equipment — especially when it's applied towards the purchase of new "ham" gear, hi!

JUST OUT!

THORDARSON X'MITTER GUIDE

Schematic diagrams, parts lists and complete instructions on "How to Build" 14 different transmitters — from a 20 Watt C.W. to a 1000 watt model. Send for Bulletin 314-E. Price 15c.

TRY SUN for SERVICE

New York's Oldest "Ham" House

W2JH — W2DXC — W2LFV — W2CLH

SUN RADIO CO.

212 Fulton Street, Dept. NT New York
**DYNAMOTORS**

Pincor Dynamotors are as much "at home" on tough jobs as on ordinary ones. No wonder they are specified by governmental and commercial users universally for aircraft, marine and broadcast services, police units, sound systems, auto radios, etc. Available in a wide variety of types and frames for any requirement. Highest efficiency and regulation. Capacities: 3 to 830 watts. Input, 6 to 110 volts; output, up to 1750 volts.

Specify "Pincor"—and be sure of thousands of hours of dependable, quiet service. Mail coupon for complete information.

**BE PREPARED—**

Learn the Telegraph Code

Make your spare moments count now! I earn the telegraph code with a Signal Telegraph Learner Set. So consists of high grade key and sounder. It is easy to handle and has a clear, distinct tone. Bar frame and key base are black enamel. Bridge is brass, sounding bar aluminum with black lacquered steel sounder plate. Key lever is nickel plated. Sounder and key are mounted on a mahogany finished wood base. Price of instrument illustrated is $5.75 list. If your jobber cannot supply you, order direct.

**SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.**

**MENOMINEE, MICHIGAN**

Established 1892

---

**WDBI/1**

WDBI-UE-JTD-JMY-ABF-JWG-

BUL

101-AB-3670

W4P8/4

W4P8-GBD-GJ

20A-4124

W3AEN/9

Five opa.

105-A-1818

W3Q6/9

101-A-1856

W2LA/2

W2GU-DNB-IDY-BSJAI-ALDS

70-A-1242

W3AWB/3

W3AWB-EIS-FQB

70-A-1227

W4HDA/4

W4HDA-IDB-EID-DJR-CRZ-EUD-

GRT-EDA

83-A-1170

W1CRP/1

W1CRP-LIM-IBS-GEK

36-A-1080

W3CH/3

W3CH-DIM-IDU-W3EM-GRK-

lines

48-A-900

W9REU/9

W9REU-KAQ-NA2XX

45-A-747

W8SDH/8

W8SDH-ZJF-YPD-SDH-HKCT-GSE-

SWG

50-AB-501

W2BPV/2

W2BPV-HLS

44-A-432

**Three Transmitters Operated Simultaneously**

W8RHU/9

W8RHU-LJC-IBB-BNO-CODC/JRC-

ERU-FPQ-KR-MAK-PPQ-TEI-

Miller

184-A-2502

W2PFW/2

Woodbridge Amateur Radio Emer-

gency Corps

184-4239

WAF8/00

WAF8HRL-CTW-IBF-FRH

17A-1339

W6CFL/6

W6CFL-NSC-KSX-QX2-AQJ

170-A-3204

W7TEW/9

W7TEW-WFV-ALY-FCE-GTL-IBN

100-A-2186

W1JXY/1

W1JXY-FOX-HYD-KUN-LJO-KDZ

150-A-2178

W9DB/5

W9DB-GMR-BQD-BTH-ROH-ILS-

HUG-ADJ-HNW-Holden-Mi-

chael-Bell-Ayotte-Arnes-annet

100-A-1638

W9FVY/9

W9FVY-LQI-AQV-PPY

58-AB-873

**Four Transmitters Operated Simultaneously**

W3J/0

Prairie Dog Emergency Crew 14th

224-A-5474

W3MBD/3

W3MBD-GUR-OUX-HAC-HOG-JTW

166-A-5664

W6QMS/6

W6QMS-MRB-RXU-RXK-MSM

128-AB-1519

**Five Transmitters Operated Simultaneously**

W6CIS/6

San Francisco Radio Amateur Emer-

gency Corps 14th

275-A-3519

**Six Transmitters Operated Simultaneously**

W6VEX/9

W6VEX-WFV-GCF-SGW-HYN-

HXW-HITZ-1MB-1MN-1MY-

KRB-KEM-MRA-MBF-MRA-RMB-

SKZ-JTD-SYV-VXZ-VYD-

Woodbridge

Kimball-Huston

214-A-3114

W6ARU/9

Twelve opa.

82-A-708

**WWV Schedules**

EXCEPT for the special broadcasts of WWV using 20 kw. as described below, WWV is now running a continuous schedule running on 6000 kc. with a power output of 1 kw. This continuous transmission is modulated with the standard pitch in music, 440 cycles per second.

Each Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday (except legal holidays), the National Bureau of Standardsstation, WWV, transmits with a power of 20 kw. as described below, WWV using 20 kw. as described below. WWV transmissions are unmodulated c.w. except for 1-second standard-time intervals consisting of short pulses with 1000-cycle modulation. On the Wednesday transmissions, the carrier is modulated 30% with a standard audio frequency of 1000 c.p.s. The accuracy of the frequencies of the WWV transmissions is better than 1 part in 10,000,000.
Have You Seen the NEW INCA TRANSFORMER CATALOG?

New type format of Bulletin L-45 permits much more space for descriptive material, charts, tables and diagrams. Lists the sensational new "T-t-get" series of midget high fidelity transformers as well as standard transformers for Amateurs, Radio Broadcast, Sound Equipment, Television, and Replacement.

All Inca transformers are treated by the exclusive "Climatite" system* which has proven its worth in the most humid regions of the globe. ONLY Inca transformers have Climatite* treatment.

Get Bulletin L-45 from your jobber or from...

THE PHELPS DODGE COPPER PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Inca Manufacturing Division—Dept. D 2375 East 27th Street, Los Angeles, California

CAMERADIO

has the NC-200

The New NC-200 is the real buy of the year. Never before has a receiver had so many desirable features at such an amazingly low net price. The NC-200 is backed by National's famous standards for quality.

NEW!

NATIONAL NC-200

- Six general coverage ranges
- Four uniform amateur bandspread ranges
- All ranges have definite accurate calibration
- Actual single control tuning
- New crystal filter
- Series valve noise limiter
- Stabilized circuit
- Temperature compensation
- Speaker in matching cabinet
- Amateur net price, $147.50

Available on our time-payment plan

Drop in and try the New NC-200 for yourself, or order now by mail

You can depend on our usual prompt service

CAMERADIO COMPANY
963 Liberty Ave.  1002 Main Street

Correspondence Department

(Continued from page 61)

The officers of the Allied forces learned that their telephone lines were being tapped by the Germans, and all their orders were known by the enemy even before an order could be carried out.

Captain E. W. Horner conceived the idea of having Indians talk over the lines in an attempt to fool the Germans, this being done of course in their native language.

Solomon Lewis was asked to choose seven Choctaws who were well versed in the Choctaw language. He selected Cartaby, Nelson, Wilson, Edwards, Maytubby and Taylor. Joseph Oklahombi was also in the group chosen. The seven Indians were placed in the front lines some distance apart.

Edwards was with the Field Artillery Lewis was at division headquarters. Edwards told Lewis that the Germans were preparing to go over the top. The other Indian boys all along the line disclosed the same information, but Ben Cartaby stressed his message a little more specifically: "Go tell Colonel Brewer it is hell down here where I am," he said. "The German crack troops are getting ready to go over the top tomorrow. They are the Prussian Guards."

Colonel Brewer gave orders for the division to go over the top at 6 o'clock the next morning. A message was dispatched to the field artillery in Choctaw for a barrage to be laid down at 5:55 A.M. When the division went over the top that day more than 500 prisoners were taken in 30 minutes. German dead littered the battlefield.

Joseph Oklahombi, the Choctaw who made such a wonderful record for the Indians of Oklahoma and the American troops, also distinguished himself in this encounter.

All the Choctaws lived to return to Oklahoma, and are now living in and around Hugo. Most of them to-day are farmers.

Although I am not a Choctaw nor an Indian, I have lived and worked with these people now for over 30 years.

-- Ed. Harris, W5TW

Support

401-2-3 Arcade Bldg., Kankakee, Ill.

Editor, QST:

Enclosed herewith find money order ... for which I wish membership in the League, as per application also herewith enclosed. ...

I am not new to amateur radio, having received my first license in 1926, as a youngster of 18 with the dotty call of 9ELH. Scarce pennies forbade the gross outlay of the membership fee of A.R.R.L. then, but about five years' newsstand issues of QST are among my most treasured possessions, dated 1924 to 1929.

To-day, with eight years' experience as an attorney, I realize to the fullest the value of organized group effort in all fields, and particularly can I appreciate the inestimable service A.R.R.L. has rendered the amateurs of the whole world.
With the realization that A.R.R.L. is a clear expression of the true American way, striving to maintain free speech in the most modern medium, I assure A.R.R.L. of my whole-hearted support in its every effort.

-- Edward P. Drolet, W3IBU

HAM SPIRIT

44 Holloway Head, Birmingham 1, England
Editor, QST:

I would like to take this opportunity of putting on record the true ham spirit shown by Mr. Percy Spencer, W1GBE, to me with regard to the evacuation of my boy.

Some time ago, I decided to send my son to M.I.T., Boston, to continue his education, and my good friend, Percy Spencer, W1GBE, to whom I appealed for help, spent considerable time and trouble in getting him entered and accepted by the Institute.

Owing to the urgency of the situation, he cabled me many times at his own expense, and in reply to my request to find the boy suitable accommodation, his cable read:

"MY HOME TED'S HOME ALWAYS"

At a later date it was found that Currency Regulations prohibited my paying for the boy's education at M.I.T., despite the fact that I had funds here it was not possible, in the national interests, to convert them for this purpose. In addition to this, I was not allowed even the dollars to pay for my boy's maintenance over there.

I immediately informed Percy of this state of affairs, but the offer still held; in other words, he cabled back to say he would be glad to have Ted and keep him, although we could not pay for him.

How much we appreciated the kindness shown can hardly be expressed in words, and although we cannot educate the boy we feel that he will do, for his part, as much as possible by working to repay, at least a part of the kindness shown him.

Some months ago we had word from a Britisher, resident in Holland at the time of the German invasion there, who had come across to this country with his wife and baby, and we, at this address, have been able to find him employment and accommodation.

If there are any skeptical people wondering whether it is worthwhile being a ham, we trust this letter, if published, will give the answer.

73.

-- W. H. D. Nightingale, G5NI

Strays

Those who like to trim up their panels might use the scheme used in certain types of RCA equipment. An ornamental trim is made by drilling holes at appropriate points and stretching chromium wires between them. The wires are held in place by bending over on the back of the panel. At a short distance, the wires create the illusion of being machined or cast on the surface.

-- W3BOY.
Two-Way Television Communication
(Continued from page 37)

Professional enthusiasts comments indicate that ham television has a thoroughly practical appeal. Blasé old-timer and veriest beginner both get the same kick out of it.

The W2USA gang have done another fine thing for amateur radio in establishing this television demonstration for the final month of the Fair. Art Lynch and the boys rate high credit for giving the game another historical "first."

— J. J. L.

A Stabilized 2½-Meter Oscillator
(Continued from page 36)

the entire assembly will fit together nicely and no trouble will be had in threading the grid wire through the three polystyrene blocks.

Although all of the above may sound confusing and a bit complicated, the actual work involved is slight and, since the materials are all easy to work with, should take no more time than the building of any other one-tube oscillator.

Tuning

The nice thing about these little oscillators is that there are almost no adjustments to be made other than connecting the power supply and tuning the thing to the proper frequency. Of the several built in the laboratory, every one worked right off and required practically no adjustment. Some time was spent in noting the effect of various excitation adjustments (made by pushing down on the grid wire to bend it over towards one side of the can) and with grid leaks, and the only trouble we found was a tendency to "squre" when the grid-leak resistance was made too high. A flash-light bulb dummy load was used to measure the output, and a 35-µfd. midget tuning condenser was placed in series with the loop and the bulb to tune for maximum output. It was possible to overcouple the oscillator (as evidenced by double-peak tuning) without throwing it out of oscillation. With the dimensions given above, 112 Mc. hit with the tuning condenser about ¾ meshed.

Output and Stability

We didn’t expect to get terrific outputs with the small receiving tube that was used, and so we weren’t disappointed when the power, as measured by the dummy load, proved to be only 0.3 watts, with an input of 2 watts (150 volts, 13 ma.). The 15% efficiency can be considered good for an ordinary receiving tube at 112 Mc. The input can be run higher, and the tube was operated for considerable periods at 4 watts (200 volts, 20 ma.) without any apparent damage. However, the power supply had a VR-150 stabilizing the voltage on the oscillator, and the normal operating voltage was consequently limited to 150. If one is not so meticulous about the stability of the plate voltage, the regulator tube can be dispensed.
A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the products of these dependable manufacturers.

ALBANY, N. Y.  Uncle Dave's Radio Shack  356 Broadway
ATLANTA, GEORGIA  Radio Wire Television Inc.
BOSTON, MASS.  Radio Shack  167 Washington Street
BOSTON, MASS.  Radio Wire Television Inc.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.  Hairy & Young, Inc.  177 Cannon Street
BRONX, N. Y.  Radio Wire Television Inc.
BRONX, N. Y.  542 East Fordham Rd.
CHICAGO, ILL.  Henry Radio Shop  211-215 N. Main Street
CHICAGO, ILL.  Allied Radio Corp.  833 W. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO, ILL.  Radio Wire Television Inc.
CINCINNATI, OHIO  United Radio, Inc.  1103 Vine Street
DETROIT, MICH.  Radio Specialties Co.  325 E. Jefferson Ave.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN  Radio Specialties Co.
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT  Radio Inspection Service Company  297 Asylum Street
HOUSTON, TEXAS  R. C. & L. F. Hall  1021 Caroline Street
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA  Van Sickle Radio Supply Co.
JAMAICA, L. I.  90-08 166th Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.  Burstein-Applebee Company  1012 McGee Street
NEW HAVEN, CONN.  Hairy & Young, Inc.  1172 Chapel Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.  Harrison Radio Co.  12 West Broadway
NEW YORK, N. Y.  Radio Wire Television Inc.
NEWARK, N. J.  Radio Wire Television Inc.
READING, PENN.  George D. Barbey Company  404 Walnut Street
SCRANTON, PENN.  Scranton Radio & Television Supply Co.
WASHINGTON, D. C.  Sun Radio & Service Supply Co.

Listings on this page do not necessarily imply endorsement by QST of the dealers or of other equipment sold by them.
with, although it does remove completely those little burbles that always appear with a self-excited oscillator running from an unregulated supply.

The stability of the signal was checked by listening to the signal on one of the new 8-27 u.h.f. receivers, which has provision for c.w. reception in the 112-Mc. range. Except for a slight ripple which was apparently introduced by running the oscillator from an a.c. power supply and couldn't seem to be ironed out, the oscillator was remarkably stable. The drift practically disappeared in the first five or ten seconds and was probably caused by a heating of the tube elements. After that it kept a steady beat note with the well-warmed receiver for as long as any normal transmission would last. Load changes and voltage changes would alter the frequency but only a matter of a kilocycle or so instead of the usual many kilocycles. Under plate modulation, intelligible speech could be received with the receiver set in the "sharp" position, while a typical transceiver oscillator could not be held even in the "broad" position. Heavy modulation of the oscillator resulted in considerable frequency modulation, but that is the case with any self-excited oscillator we know. However, the stability of the oscillator greatly surpasses that of any we have seen on the 112-Mc. band. There are, of course, body-capacity effects when the operator's hand approaches "hot" points of the circuit, but the can itself can be touched without throwing the beat note off more than a few kilocycles, and the same is true of the power-supply cable running from the terminal strip to the power supply. Ohmite Z1 r.f. chokes inserted in each power lead right at the terminal strip will remove all traces of r.f. in the cable, but it isn't too bad without them and they aren't shown in the diagram. Possibly further refinements would further remove traces of r.f. from the can, but it is a lot "colder" than we expected it would be.

**Modulator**

The modulator can be almost anything that will deliver a watt of audio power. The unit shown in Fig. 2 uses a 6F6 and delivers much more audio than is required. As a matter of fact, with only a single 1½-volt microphone battery it is necessary to speak softly to avoid overmodulating the oscillator. Running the input up on the oscillator by removing the VR-150 will more readily accommodate the audio but there is still more than enough. Something like a 6G6 running at 200 volts on the plate would be more nearly right. This unit is shown simply to give an idea of what can be used.

**Future Developments**

A neutralized amplifier could be built to follow the oscillator and would result in an effective if small rig, although for flea-power work the oscillator working into an antenna directly is enough. In a slightly different form and with more rugged construction, it should make a good portable rig. A 1L6E8 1½-volt loctal tube was
These are some of the Features of the NATIONAL RECEIVER

- 12 tubes employed.
- Each tube with individual function.
- 10 accurately calibrated ranges.
- Four accurately calibrated band spread ranges.
- Band spread similar to method used in HRD.
- Single control tuning.
- Full vision dial-ratio 30-1 selection.
- Sensitivity — one microvolt input produces 1-watt audio output.
- Signal to noise ratio better than 30dB on 10 meters.
- Adjustable selectivity crystal filter in six steps.
- Calibrated signal strength meter.
- Coverage 30,000 KC to 490 KC.
- 500 KC marine band.
- 8 watts P. P. audio output.
- New high frequency oscillator design — permitting manual RF adjustment without change of frequency.
- Equipped with plug for battery operation.

EASY PAYMENT PLAN
Down Payment $14.00
and $11.79 per month for twelve months

Send for our New and Bigger Catalog with Exceptional Values
Here's How YOU CAN Qualify for a BETTER RADIO JOB!

CREI Technical Training is Preparing Others for Good-Paying Radio Jobs—WHY NOT YOU?

Are you "pinned down" into a routine radio job? Are you plodding along while others are advancing to important engineering jobs? The lack of technical training is the stumbling block that keeps the average radioman from getting a better job or even holding his present job. You CAN do something about it—if you will!

Your radio experience backed by technical training will equip you to share in the good-paying jobs that await trained men. CREI home study courses in Practical Radio and Television Engineering are prepared for experienced radiomen who realize not only the value but the necessity of CREI training if they are to rise above the routine jobs to make good in the important jobs where trained men are always in demand.

Write for Facts Today!

Our free booklet and personal recommendations may hold the answer to your future success. In your inquiry, please state briefly your background, education, present position—and whether you are interested in Home Study or Residence training.

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Dept. Q-11, 3224 16th St. N.W., Washington, D.C.

A New BREAK-IN RELAY in the HEAVY DUTY CLASS

This relay is recommended for radio phone transmitters where push-to-talk operation is desired.

WHEN THE RELAY COIL IS ENERGIZED:

1) Antenna will be switched from receiver to transmitter.
2) Oscillator is turned "On."
3) Receiver plate circuit is "Open."

Write for Circular 5078

WARD LEONARD
ELECTRIC COMPANY
41 South Street
Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

New Transmitting Tube

(Continued from page 56)

Peak r.f. grid voltage.......... 56 58 volts
D.c. plate current............. 135 150 ma.
D.c. screen current........... 16 15 ma.
D.c. grid current............. 4 3 approx. ma.
Driving power................ 0.2 0.16 approx. ma.
Plate dissipation.............. 13.5 30 max. watts
Power output.................. 30 45 approx. watts

The base connections are:

Pin No.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Cap Cap
Element
H G1 K & Sh. G G1 HCT K & Sh. G1 H P P

ALWAYS BE CAREFUL

1. Kill all transmitter circuits completely before touching anything behind the panel.
2. Never wear 'phones while working on the transmitter.
3. Never pull test arcs from transmitter tank circuits.
4. Don't shoot trouble in a transmitter when tired or sleepy.
5. When working on the transmitter, avoid bodily contact with metal racks or frames, radiators, damp floors or other grounded objects.
6. Keep one hand in your pocket.
7. Develop your own safety technique. Take time to be careful.

Death Is Permanent!
QUARTZ — direct importers from Brazil of best quality pure quartz suitable for making piezo-electric crystals.


CRYSTALS; mounted, 80-160, $1.25, V-Eut. 40, $1.65.

Crystals, 338 Murray Ave., Arnold, Pa.

RECONDITIONED guaranteed. Immediate shipment. Wholesale Radio Labs...

DOUGLAS Universal modulation transformers, 50 watts audio $4.55 pair; 100 watts audio $7.75 pair postpaid. Guaranteed. Crystals 80—40 meter AT cut + 6 k. $1.35 postpaid. Guaranteed. Write W8LXX, Box 324, Rice Lake, Wis.

100 watt break-in transmitter, rack and panel with ECO. Best offer. W9OMC, Lakefield, Minn.

QST's — Nov. 1923 — Mar. 1935 inclusive. Best offer for lot to be sold. Write W9QAG, Box 208, Mass. Signals... send for catalog.

VINTAGE aluminum with your call letters. Send $1 cash with order. Mark Specialty Co., 89 Westminster Rd., Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED: highest grade samples. Maleco, 1805 St. John's Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOR SALE: 1941 receivers. New Howard 4H0's with crystals $59.95, SX-24, $79.50. Write Leo for the best buys. Wholesale Radio Labs...

TRANSISTOR headquar ters. 70 watt xmt; complete $35 — 100 watts $45 complete. Plenty more bargains. Write Leo. W9FPQ, Brooklyn, N. Y.

RE CONDITIONED guaranteed amateur receivers and transmitters for the amateur: those FB, KFBI, etc., which would tend to make one advertisement stand out from the others.

Ham-Ads is 15¢ per word, except as noted in paragraph 2 below. Only one advertisement by an individual will be accepted in any one issue.

Closing date for Ham-Ads is the 25th of the second month preceding publication date.

'No special rate for 75¢ per word will apply to advertising which is obviously non-commercial in nature and is placed and signed by a member of the American Radio Relay League.

Having made no investigation of the advertisers in the classified columns, the publishers of QST are unable to vouch for their integrity or for the grade or character of the products advertised.
COLLINS 30-FXG 300 watts fone CW. Beautiful commercial appearance, $400; lefty Vibroplex with case, $8; power supply and r.f. parts hi-power. COLLINS 30-FXG appearance, $400; lefty Vibroplex with case, $8; power supply crystals, key, microphone, FB, $90. W. Robinson, Boyce, La.


WANTED: Lafayette 15 watt amplifier with D-104 crystal microphone, $95. Sellen's Radio, Hartford, Conn.

SELL: late Harvey 80T transmitter complete, coils, tubes, $15 net. Send full details. All replies answered. R. L. Scott, WSSFK/8, Phi Delta Theta, State College, Pa.

NEW SX-25 Hallicrafters receiver $70, 500 watt CW trans $50. QST, 415 State, La Grosse, Wis.

Fulfills your ambition in radio

Train yourself at home for that radio job or promotion you want. Study under the personal direction of Arthur R. Nilson, co-author of Nilson and Hornung radio textbooks. Up-to-the-minute, low-cost, home-study courses will help you increase your technical knowledge or fit you for license examinations. As the next step toward your success, send for descriptive literature on these courses.

1. Essentials of Radio Communication: includes all technical essentials for 2nd class radiotelephone license and radiotelegraph permit. A complete foundation course.

2. Advanced Radiotelegraphy: covers the scope of Element 6 when combined with course Essentials of Radio Communication. Twelve supplementary lessons, mainly on marine radio and mathematics. Covers requirements of 1st and 2nd class licenses.

3. Broadcast Operating: covers the scope of Element 4. Mathematics, circuits and equipment, and rules and regulations. Ideal course for the experienced man who wishes to increase his knowledge or prepare for broadcast license or job.

SEND FOR FREE 16-PAGE BOOKLET "What the Modern Radioman Must Know." Make this step toward your successful radio career . . . now!

NILSON RADIO SCHOOL
51 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

FM Magazine

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO F-M

Already, FM Magazine has become MUST reading for everyone connected with radio activities • Because it covers ALL phases of f-m developments and progress • Edited by M. B. Sleeper • Address subscriptions to:

FM COMPANY
42 WASHINGTON STREET, NEWTON, MASS.
Your Nearby Dealer Is Your Best Friend

Your nearby dealer is entitled to your patronage. He is equipped with a knowledge and understanding of amateur radio. He is your logical source of advice and counsel on what equipment you should buy. His stock is complete. He can supply your needs without delay. His prices are fair and consistent with the high quality of the goods he carries. He is responsible to you and interested in you.

One of these dealers is probably in your city—Patronize him!

ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Radio Wire Television Inc.
265 Peachtree Street
“The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Radio Electric Service Co.
3 N. Howard St.
Everything for the Amateur

BOSTON, MASS.
Radio Wire Television Inc.
110 Federal Street
“The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

BRONX, NEW YORK
Radio Wire Television Inc.
542 East Fordham Road
“The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Radio Equipment Corp.
326 Elm Street
W8PMC and W8NEL — Ham, service and sound equipment

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Dymac Radio
1531 Main Street — Cor. Ferry
Open Evenings

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Radio Inspection Service Company
227 Asylum Street
What do you want? We have it. Radio exclusively

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Hatry & Young, Inc.
203 Ann Street
Stores also in Bridgeport and New Haven

HOUSTON, TEXAS
R. C. & L. F. Hall
1021 Caroline Street (C 0721)
“Specialists in Amateur Supplies”

JAMAICA, L. I., NEW YORK
Radio Wire Television Inc.
90-08 166th Street (Merrick Road)
“The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

NEWARK, N. J.
Radio Wire Television Inc.
24 Central Avenue
“The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Radio Wire Television Inc.
100 Sixth Avenue
“The World’s Largest Radio Supply House”

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Harrison Radio Company
12 West Broadway
Harrison Has it! Phone WOrth 2-6276 for information or rush service

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Eugene G. Wile
10 S. Tenth Street
Complete Stock of Quality Merchandise

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
W. H. Edwards Company
85 Broadway
National, Hammarlund, Hallicrafter, Thordarson, Taylor, RCA

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
The Arnold Company
Broad at Harrison St.
W3EQQ — “The Virginia Ham Headquarters” — W3FBL

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA
Scranton Radio & Television Supply Co.
519-521 Mulberry Street
Complete Stock of Quality Amateur Supplies
YOU CAN BE SURE WHEN YOU BUY FROM QST ADVERTISERS

"Advertising for QST is accepted only from firms who, in the publisher's opinion, are of established integrity and whose products secure the approval of the technical staff of the American Radio Relay League."

Quoted from QST's advertising rate card.

Every conceivable need of a radio amateur can be supplied by the advertisers in QST. And you will know the product has the approval of the League's technical staff.

**Index to Advertisers**
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA Mfg. Company, Inc.</td>
<td>Cov. 4, 46, 69, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio City Products</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Mfg. Engineers, Inc.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Shack, The</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Transmitter Laboratories</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Radio Service</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiler Supply Company</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickles Company, P. W.</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Electric Mfg. Company</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Mfg. Corp.</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Radio Supply</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprague Products Company</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Radio Company</td>
<td>96, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Tubes, Inc.</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telexplex Company</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Radio Corp.</td>
<td>Cov. 4, 91, 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thordarson Electric Mfg. Company</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triplex Elec. Instrument Company, Inc.</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Company, The</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Transformer Corp.</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Microphone Company, Ltd.</td>
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<td>Yaxley</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHEN you buy your new RME-99, precision-built communications receiver, you really are getting TWO receivers for the price of ONE! For the "99" may be used with equally high efficiency as a commercial instrument or as a fine amateur band receiver.

Its LABORATORY TYPE construction classifies it as a DOUBLE-DUTY unit of positive characteristics. For example the RME method of assembly and test is of the INDIVIDUAL type. That is, each receiver is built as an INDIVIDUAL UNIT to conform to a strict set of LABORATORY standards. This system of construction assures UNIFORMNESS in all RME receivers.

In addition, RME communications instruments are designed so that they may be ALTERED slightly to specifications with a minimum of EXPENSE or TIME LOST to the purchaser. Certain variations of this fine receiver are available for specific industrial applications.

Finally, each "99" is equipped with all STANDARD FEATURES of the modern communications receiver such as FULL-RANGE TUNING of 550 to 33,000 kilocycles, CALIBRATED BANDSPREAD dial for amateur use, NOISE LIMITER, VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 5 POSITION crystal filter, and CALIBRATED R-DB METER, PLUS, such outstanding NECESSARY EXTRAS as, a CAST ALUMINUM chassis frame, GROUNDED CATHODE type oscillator, LOKTAL tubes, and velvet smooth PLANETARY DIAL MECHANISM.

Whether you are an amateur station owner, or whether you are chief engineer of a powerful commercial transmitter, investigate the DUAL POSSIBILITIES of the New RME-99. We have a copy of technical specifications waiting your request . . . why not write today?

Net price of the RME-99 complete with speaker and tubes ready for operation is $139.20

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC.
111 Harrison Street
Peoria, Illinois
From the **LARGEST**

To the **SMALLEST**

Typical of the large broadcast equipment manufactured by UTC is the filter choke illustrated on the left, designed for a 100 KW broadcast station and weighing about 3½ tons. This unit is 100,000 times the size of the UTC OUNCER.

**OUNCER HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO UNITS**

The new UTC OUNCER series represents the acme in compact quality transformer practice. These units are ideal for hearing aid, aircraft, glider, portable, concealed service, and similar applications. The overall dimensions are ½" diameter by 1-3/16" height including lugs. Mounting is effected by two screws opposite the terminal board side, spaced 13/16". Weight approximately one ounce. Units not carrying D.C. have high fidelity characteristics being uniform from 40 to 15,000 cycles. Units with D.C. in pri, and O-14 and O-15 are for voice frequencies from 150 to 4,000 cycles.

**200 ohm balanced winding may be used for 250 ohms.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Pri. Imp.</th>
<th>Sec. Imp.</th>
<th>List Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Mike, pickup or line to 1 grid</td>
<td>50, 200, 500</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>Mike, pickup or line to 2 grids</td>
<td>50, 200, 500</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>Dynamic mike to 1 grid</td>
<td>7.5/30</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-4</td>
<td>Single plate to 1 grid</td>
<td>6,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>Single plate to 2 grids, D.C. in Pri.</td>
<td>8,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>Single plate to 2 grids, D.C. in Pri.</td>
<td>8,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-7</td>
<td>Single plate to line, D.C. in Pri.</td>
<td>8,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-8</td>
<td>Single plate to line</td>
<td>8,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-9</td>
<td>Single plate to line, D.C. in Pri.</td>
<td>8,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>Push pull plates to line</td>
<td>8,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-11</td>
<td>Crystal mike or pickup to line</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,200, 500</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-12</td>
<td>Mixing and matching</td>
<td>50,200</td>
<td>50,200, 500</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-13</td>
<td>Reactor, 200 Hys.—no D.C.</td>
<td>50 Hys.—2 M.A.</td>
<td>50 Hys.—2 M.A.</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-14</td>
<td>50-ohm mike or line to 1 grid</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-15</td>
<td>100 single plate to 1 grid</td>
<td>8,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>8,000 to 15,000</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNITED TRANSFORMER CORP.**

Write: COMMUNICATIONS DIV. *150 VARICK ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.*

Export Division: 100 VARICK STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. Cables: "ARLAS"
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THE NEW NC-200

SERIES VALVE NOISE LIMITER

TEN CALIBRATED RANGES

NATIONAL COMPANY
RCA-807: The "Little Magician" of Beam Power Amplifier Tubes

Most hams have used the RCA-807 Beam Power Amplifier, but not all are familiar with its ability to turn in a record-breaking performance on literally dozens of jobs. No matter how often you change your rig, there's nearly always a place for this versatile little tube. From crystal oscillator to doubler, quadrupler, buffer, Class C r-f amplifier, grid-modulated r-f amplifier, or modulator you can shift this little magician of beam power tubes and, each time, be assured of performance and durability not to be beaten at any price. It is especially useful for a low-power, portable, storage-battery-operated transmitter; a 6J5-G crystal oscillator will drive it very nicely. The RCA-807 is, without doubt, the handiest tube in any amateur shack. It will pay you to get acquainted with all of its countless possibilities.

RCA-807—HALF A DOZEN TUBES IN ONE
Plate voltage, 750 V. Plate Dissipation, 30 W.
Plate input, 75 W.
Amateur Net, $3.50

Above ratings are maximum RCA ICAS Ratings for Class C Telegraphy.

HAM TIPS FREE! — A helpful little publication brimful of information for amateurs — free — from all RCA Power Tube Distributors.